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Prologue 
 

     So here I am, standing on the moon in the flesh with two of my best friends; we are so close 

they may as well be two aspects of me. I couldn’t be happier.  The three of us are mesmerized by 

the scenic view we gaze at through the visors of our space suits. We’ve been marveling at the 

mountains of the moon, silhouetted against the half-earth, the bright blue ball of home, a 

stunning vision, stark and surreal, surrounded by utter bright blackness. We’ve been talking 

about the memories and longings that this sight of cosmic proportion elicits as we try to make 

out what looks to be a wispy white hurricane swirling on her blue surface, memories, and 

longings for what we miss most of all: atmospheric disturbances, wind and rain, thunderstorms, 

fresh nitrogen-charged air in your lungs, green grass, boundless seas and countless trees.      
 

    But we are tired. We’ve seen enough of the Armstrong museum and its faded flag centerpiece. 

It’s time to hop on the moon scooters and make our way back through the crater, across the Mare 

Tranquillitatis plain to the near-side moon base and our underground sleeping quarters. There’s 

no telling how long we’ve been awake; the sunlight has been perpetual for what seems like 

forever. 

     In my home moon-pod I have an antique voice recognition printer where I’ve been 

chronicling a story that begins and ends here. I need to get back to it and finish it before the 

memories fade, as it takes an unrelenting, concentrated effort to keep them intact. The story lies 

beyond the grave, so to speak, or beyond the funeral pyre. It is being told by my spirit on the 

other side of this life, retrieved from the wormholes of all. Yet I have been recording it, as I am 

now, in the flesh, on earth’s moon, in an age of nonwar harmony, roughly corresponding to the 

year 2525, although we don’t use the Gregorian calendar any longer. However, I’m not really 

here, or there, not permanently. That is to say, it’s not my body; I’m just visiting, occupying the 

body of my host, who is nonetheless an incarnation of me. I am here, or there, temporarily so that 

I may accomplish a few worldly tasks, chiefly: to relay this tale. 

    Alright, allow me to explain further now that I’m back in my pod safe and snug. I attain better 

flow and harmonious writing habits when I can open my “window,” feel the fresh pumped 

breeze of artificial atmosphere and watch my beautiful bluebird of happiness chirping in my 

holographic banyan tree. Word recording technologies have evolved, but the art of telling a story 

hasn’t changed. 

    My specialty is the afterlife. I spend most of my non-time there in Elysium – heaven, the Axis 

Mundi, that which cannot be named, the realm of spirits – time traveling through the timeless 

grid. Of course, time and travel are only meaningful as concepts to the incarnated souls who are 

slaves to gravity, living lives on solid earth inside skin and bones. Once out of body and into the 

spirit world, there is no actual time, as you know it, only simultaneity of everything that is was 

and will be. Also the unfathomable distances of endless space are no obstacle, since travel, as 

you know it, requires time, so where there is no time, there is no need for travel, just be there 

now, and you’re there, then you’re here, now, and everywhere at the speed of thought. So I use 

the terms – time and travel – loosely so you mortal earthlings might understand. 

     I sometimes serve as a guide assisting other soul travelers to find their incarnations through 

the navigation of wormholes. Entrances and exits are tricky, gathering quantum information. But 

having been a soul traveler for countless eternities I’ve learned quite a few tricks and mastered 

the multiverses. I’ve learned how to hover next to humans like a ghost and read  their minds or 

enter them as I choose…if I sense they are open…to see through their eyes, feel their pain and 

joys. 



    These words have been transmitted, extracted from the Axis Mundi, through me, to you, a feat 

which is not supposed to be possible by any known laws of physics or metaphysics. Indeed, 

translating stories of ink and flesh to a language of spirit traversing through the void and back 

again to one of ink and flesh, is difficult to say the least…but not impossible. I have learned to 

cheat metaphysical law with concentrated intent, retaining memories through the wormhole 

transitions. For now, and only with extraordinary effort, I remember this one narrative, crossing 

several life spans, because I chose to chronicle it for you and because it is compressed into me 

like a fossil that traverses the ages, a time capsule revealing, once discovered, a buried timeless 

tale.   

     Just as bodies are born from the earth and then die returning to dust, souls are born from the 

ether and they atrophy and die if the will is not strong. In general, spirits have free will but 

without intent, they may simply dissolve back into the ether from which they came, the all one. 

In the process of reincarnation, inserting a willful soul into the appropriate physical frame can be 

problematic, especially with animals. Sometimes the souls don’t match and the bodies die, 

rejecting the spirit. In my countless transmigrations from epoch to eon on earth and her sister 

planets, one thing I’ve noticed is that the same exact combination of cell structures tend to repeat 

every thousand earth years or so. Amazingly, certain rare spirits tend to follow the DNA of their 

previous host so that they end up dwelling within a virtually identical twin, a clone of 

themselves, the same face to express with. Notwithstanding epigenetics, the influence of nurture 

and environment on genes and chromosomes, an old soul feels at home in this familiar genetic 

frame, as they grow together accumulating wisdom. This is the divine connection between spirit 

and flesh. Incidentally, a spirit may split in two and occupy two or more different people, as we 

will soon find out. In fact, a soul is much like a single tone composed of a family of overtones all 

related to the fundamental frequency.     

        Since in all my incarnations my worldly deaths are violent and premature, I never really get 

to know myself or find out who I am, as they say, so I prefer to remain mostly in Elysium, a 

name for that which cannot be named, and I experience life vicariously through my living friends 

by hovering unseen, but sometimes felt, and traveling along with their journeys.  One of my 

favorite people to visit in this way is a certain Pythia. She is the prophetess at the temple of 

Apollo at Delphi who lived in the axial age of earth, centuries before the myth of a man-god 

named Jesus Christ. There were several Pythias over the millennia, but I have my favorite. She is 

Delphica. She was one in a long line, groomed from the sisterhood of Sibyls who were appointed 

to the position to make prophecies for the entire known world. 

     The first time I visited Delphica, she was stooped upon her tripod, inhaling fumes from the 

subterranean earth, fumes that, along with a psychotropic brew, served as entheogen to bring her 

in touch with the supernatural world and give her powers of divination very few can attain. Her 

red eyes were dancing with firelight, as she pondered a vision she had just intercepted from the 

void. This was no ordinary, singular prophesy at the temple of Apollo to influence a general’s 

war, pronounce a king’s kingdom or predict a pauper’s turning fortune. The matter was more 

universally urgent, I learned later: something to do with saving the world – or more to the point, 

humanity, from itself. I can tell you this now because I could see her vision clearly enough to 

identify the main characters in it, to my utter surprise, as friends of mine, fellow soul travelers it 

turns out, those above-mentioned friends so close that I always thought of them as my own 

anima and animus, the two parts of me. Delphica had never known my friends, until eternity 

caught up with her, and the vision was a cloudy mystery, yet, the intuitive prophetess that she 

was, she knew the importance of this farsighted dream, felt it to her bones.   



    Alerted, intrigued and inspired by this vision, she sent me on a mission with a thought 

command, to travel back, or forward, as it were, in time, to find the story of how my two friends 

became an integral part in saving us from ourselves. 

    I will begin with the story of my friend Jason, in the flesh, on the planet, at the dawn of his 

adventure: 

An Unpleasant Message 
 

     Jason was sitting on the couch playing his guitar next to Chaucer the family cat when he saw 

his mother opening the day’s mail. He could sense some anxiety in her manner when she gazed 

upon a single envelope, and he had an instinct of what it might be, what it surely was. But he 

chose to immerse himself in a zone of musical trance, laying down virgin arpeggios and 

overlapping scales in a genesis stage of development still barely understood in his young musical 

mind. Chaucer consumed the improvisation and purred contentedly behind enigmatic eyes.   

    Grandma had bought Jason his first guitar for Christmas when he was ten, a nylon-stringed 

acoustic, like a Spanish flamenco guitar. He had learned folk songs from a songbook, innocently 

entertaining himself, and then one day he was playing Red River Valley and Goodnight Irene in 

front of his sister’s girlfriends and they started to cry, entranced by the adorable cuteness of a 

ten-year-old boy singing love songs. That defining moment seared its way into his heart with this 

epiphany: Wow, this is like having superpowers! Later he would see Elvis work his magic and 

then later still, the Beatles, and the force had implanted the seed - this is what I want to do! 

Sadly, the desire would prove to be a curse as well as a blessing. The emotions this expression 

stirred up tormented him; perfect masteries always teased him, perpetually out of reach. 

     Nevertheless, today the improvisations soothed him. He still had his tattered work clothes on, 

his high, black leather tree climbing boots stomping lightly to the loose rhythms of his music. 

Shirtless as usual in the summertime, the guitar body hid a long bloody scratch from his right 

nipple down to his belly button from where the severed tree limb had reached out and grabbed 

him. He was constantly aware of the often-unbearable conundrum that this rough profession 

presented when juxtaposed with his dream of playing music. The two occupations seemed 

diametrically opposed, not compatible one bit, and he was burdened with angst because of it. 

Every single time he played, whether solo on guitar or playing the bass (they needed a bass 

player) with his fledgling band, Night Train, he thanked his lucky stars that his fingers were still 

intact. 

    Today, he had yet another of those near-death experiences that he was learning to face, like 

going to war every day, scared of a looming rendezvous with a tree. At sixty feet up, an unruly 

behemoth of a limb had careened unexpectedly in the wrong direction and pinned him against 

the trunk, knocking the wind out of his lungs. It could have been his head, and he’d be dead; one 

ton of hard-ass oak butt would crush your skull. Or, a fate worse than death, a mangled hand, 

losing the use of his fingers forever, never playing the guitar again, which would crush his soul.   

    His ribs were so bruised it hurt to breathe let alone sing, but the effort - to make music - was 

worth every wince, a sad mixing of pain with pleasure for every delicate fret he pressed his 

bloody fingers on, forcing the bruised left hand to obey. Rambling on mixolydian modalities 

somehow seemed to ease the aches. 
    

    Waking him from his trance, his mother’s voice was suddenly in his ear. “Dear, you have a 

letter from the draft board. You better open it and see what they are saying this time.” 

    Reluctantly, he grabbed the letter from his mother’s hand and tore open the envelope, annoyed 

at the interruption: 



  

     Dear Mr. Greenwood. This is to advise you that the classification you requested has been 

denied by the local board. A new status Card reflecting your classification is enclosed. The 

reason(s) for denial of the requested classification is set forth on the enclosed Report of 

Information (SSS Form 119) which you may wish to retain for your personal records. 
  

    He glanced at SSS form 119: 

 

REASON FOR DENIAL OF REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION: 

    The information which the registrant presented to the board has not sufficiently proven to us 

that his objections to participation in war are strongly based on religious, ethical, or moral beliefs. 

Instead of expressing his beliefs along these lines, he has expounded on hate for established order. 

    The registrant has been classified 1 A and has been scheduled to report to the induction 

center, local board no. 113 Professional BLDG. Rm. 612, 65 East Elizabeth Avenue, Bethlehem, 

PA. 18018 on August 18th 1969 at 6:00 a.m. Failure to report to the induction center on this date 

will result in further charges and the issuance of an arrest warrant pursuant to Federal law… 

   

    Jason threw down the letter, and then the guitar with a bang and a twang. “Hate for established 

order? Where the hell did they get that?” Chaucer jumped off the couch and scampered away to a 

safe corner. “I didn’t say a damned thing about hate; I didn’t mention the word! All I was trying 

to say is my order doesn’t jibe with their order. Okay, maybe I do hate it. There’s nothing to love 

about it, damned war machine!” 

    His mother reached for him, hugging him awkwardly; she could sense his fear and outrage, 

her arms bounced off his hard, tense shell, flailing helplessly around him, struggling to comfort 

with her hands. “Dear, dear, we’ll work something out about this. We’ll fight it; we’ll get 

through it somehow…we’ll find something to get you out of it…damn them. Oh lordy, I don’t 

know. Why don’t you go take your shower and we’ll discuss it over dinner?” 
 

    On his way to the shower, he had the thought. That’s it, I’m outta here. That’s the final push I 

needed! 

    Unlacing then pulling off the big black boots was a chore in itself, eliciting groans. Finally 

unclothed he stared in the bathroom mirror sizing up his wounds. Contemplating his bloody 

navel he suddenly found himself feeling guilty about smashing pumpkins when he was a kid. 

Didn’t matter that he was not the instigator but had been coaxed into it; it was somehow cool to 

be bad, stealing meticulously carved jack-o-lanterns right off front porches and smashing them 

without mercy, gleefully on the street. But pumpkin smashing was not a federal offense. Egging 

an Army induction center could be, smashing the plate glass window, surely. Conspiracy to blow 

up a federal building most certainly was. He was feeling somewhat relieved at having unloaded 

fifty pounds of nitroglycerin dynamite to the Black Panthers. He’d washed his hands and hoped 

it could not be traced back to him and his cohorts, members of the Resistance. Great dangerous 

fun being an angry young revolutionary - exhilarating! He felt guilty about the pumpkins. Not 

about the window smashing; that was an anti-war statement he was proud of. Now his rebellious 

nature was up against the establishment wall, face to face with Uncle Sam himself. He had to 

flee, fold his hand and forfeit the game. 

    His father, the elder Greenwood, who taught classes on architectural design at the college on 

the hill, had designed a façade of colonnades leading to the bathroom and a shower stall 

resembling a Grecian bathhouse, with frescoes of Hermes and Aphrodite and a frieze of nymphs, 



satyrs and maenads inlaid in the tiles around the top. Jason studied these while soaping his sore 

body and suddenly a strange tingling sensation came over him, along with an erotic surge in his 

loins. It seemed, briefly, that he was somewhere else, somewhere incredibly familiar, like having 

a déjà vu but different. An ephemeral wraithlike woman was there, hovering like an angel, and 

other half-naked bodies covered with mud. The sensation was loving, warm, kind and friendly, 

like some imagined heaven. But the strangest thing about it: it seemed second hand, vicarious, as 

if he were experiencing it through someone else or more than one person, two times over, and 

repeating in layers. 

    The impression was fleeting and left his body as quickly as it came, too surreal to believe. 

Wow, not even in my wildest acid trips…! But he left it alone and dressed for dinner and a night 

on the town with trouble on his mind and rumors of trouble brewing in the streets. Jeans and a 

tee shirt would do tonight. 

The Last Supper 
 

    Jason’s mother had been digging in the garden, reaping from the seeds she had sown and his 

sisters had helped prepare the usual cornucopia of earthly delights straight from the ground with 

their customary theatrical presentation. All the dinner table was a stage. The director – they 

called her the General – delegated scenes in their logical order from the backstage kitchen. 

Frozen fiddleheads harvested in spring, butternut squash, and a salad of baby greens and herbs. 

Of course, the sacrificial lamb provided the meat. 

     The sisters called her the General for good reason. The family was a matriarchy and she was 

the matriarch. But Jason and his younger brother Jeffry dared not speak of her that way and took 

her orders in stride. The General influenced the flow of money to the daughters’ education, 

preparing them to prosper in a man’s world, while they figured the sons could take care of 

themselves. After all, it is a man’s world. The sisters were all home from college on summer 

break, KD was pursuing a Ph.D. in anthropology, Judy, a master’s in social sciences, and Sally 

was the budding botanist. They were finding their bliss, their niche, their place to fit in within the 

traditionally patriarchal world, following the footsteps of their worldly parents, their version of 

The American Dream, progressive-style. Jason and his brother were more confused as to how to 

pursue manhood. 

    “What would you like for happy hour, Jason?” His father played bartender, handing out the 

habitual happiness before dinner. 

    “I’ll try the Vermouth, sweet, with ice.” Jason was not exactly happy tonight…but strangely 

exhilarated. 

    “How about you John?” John would be the future brother in law, Judy’s boyfriend. He worked 

at the local newspaper as a fledgling reporter. 

    “I’ll have a beer thanks. Yeungling is fine…Jason, what’s going on downtown, are you going 

down there?” 

    “Yeah, most likely. There are lots of rumors about a protest demonstration.” 

    “Make sure you call me if anything crazy happens, anything newsworthy you know.” 

    “You got it. I’ll find a phone booth.” 

    “Dinner time. Let’s eat!” the General called, clapping her hands. Off came the apron, her job 

was done. The cleanup and washing the dishes would be delegated to the men after dinner. 

    His sisters were winding down from a contagious fit of laughter and giggling about silly 

things, culinary compliments were doled out, savoring wine and passing the salt when Mr. 

Greenwood interjected the somber note, addressing the family: “In case you haven’t heard,” he 



told them, “Jason has been inducted. He’s supposed to sign up for service next week. We all 

know how we feel about this. Have you given any thought Jason, to what you’re gonna do?” 

    “I don’t know. What should I do, Dad?” 

    Silence. 

    On an average day his family did not deal well with uncomfortable truths lurking in the 

depths, so ignored them preferring to maintain the veneer of perpetual happy hours. This 

particular awkwardness could not be ignored; it was not your average weird family dysfunction 

rising to the surface. 

    This ping pong dance with the Selective Service had been going on for a year now. He had 

registered and reported for the physical. They determined he was fit to be a good soldier despite 

his record of petty crime, being a litterbug, a smoker and a toker. And regardless of likely 

ongoing surreptitious investigations into possible charges of treason, sedition, and other moral 

offenses, he was accepted, much to his chagrin. He could not tell a lie: he was in great shape and 

of a moral character fit enough to kill with impunity, to kill for peace.     

    Sally suddenly blurted out. “You can’t go Jason! I don’t think you should go, you have to 

stand by your convictions!” His younger sister tossed her fork down, a plea of loving concern 

wrinkled her otherwise smooth young face. 

    His other two sisters concurred. “I agree Jason; there is no way you are going to Vietnam,” 

Judy pleaded while passing the salad bowl. KD shook her head sideways in agreement, staring at 

him with wide eyes and fear. 

    “AND WHY NOT?!” Jason yelled, bursting suddenly…then calmed himself into a stutter. 

“Isn’t it… the…mark of a man…to put his life on the line…for fre, fre…freedom, for, for his 

country?” His bitter sarcasm betrayed an inner turmoil, a confusing conflict of emotion; shame, 

guilt, compassion and rage. He stabbed his fork into a piece of meat, thinking about turning 

vegetarian.  “Don’t I have to prove myself…show my bravery…take a bullet for the team?” 

    Awkward silence. Again.    

    His mother finally broke the tension with, “No...One senseless death in our neighborhood is 

enough. You don’t have to prove any such thing.” 
 

    She was, of course, referring to me; our family lived down the street. My demise happened 

about a year before, at the mash unit outside Saigon, one of my violent deaths that I try to forget. 

And one of the reasons I feel better about staying on the moon. When I look over at the blue ball, 

all that crazy conflict, pain and sorrow seems so very far away. 
 

    “Are you going to jail if you don’t go to fight?” Jeffrey asked innocently, creating more 

silence with the scary question. Jason glared at him.    

    Going to prison was something he had already considered; knowing damn well the board 

would not accept his conscientious objector plea. Hell, they didn’t accept Muhammad Ali’s after 

he told them ‘I ain’t got no quarrel with those Vietcong.’ But no one in Jason’s family knew of 

the other subversive activities, not the details. Add on the crimes of passion at the induction 

center, a federal offense most assuredly arousing the scrutiny of the FBI, and a stint in the 

jailhouse didn’t look so good; a three-year sentence would turn into 30. Suddenly aware of beads 

of sweat evaporating on his forehead, he felt cornered, panicky. A secret resolve formulated. 
   

    As if reading his mind, his mother answered the question. “No, he’s not going to jail, and he’s 

not going to war! If worse comes to worst, Jason, go to your uncle’s cabin in Quebec and go into 

exile. We’ll deal with it.” 



 

    “Yeah, do that!” all three sisters seemed to say in unison. 
 

    After another uncomfortable pause, he said, “I’m gonna think about it. It’s a lot to consider all 

at once. I have to call my boss. I’m not working tomorrow. I guess I shouldn’t go to that festival 

on Saturday. Maybe we’ll hold a meeting on Sunday at the Unitarian church with my Resistance 

group. Dad thinks I should fight it, so maybe I should. I don't know. I was thinking of burning 

the draft card at the induction center on Monday and getting arrested. Take one for the team, one 

for the resistance, make a stand, make a spectacle, get on TV, you know, civil disobedience in 

the grand tradition of Thoreau and Gandhi.” He deflected with imaginary tales of gallantry…tall 

tales. 

    “We’ll get our lawyer on it, son.” His father tried to reassure him. “We can stretch it out in the 

courts. We’ll be with you all the way.”   

     His mother reached over and patted him on the shoulder. “You know we’ll support you in any 

decision you make dear.” And tears welled up in her eyes. “It just angers me so, this damn war! 

It’s so senseless.” 

     Mr. Greenwood shuffled in his chair, “My god, what have we come to? At least in our war 

honey, we were fighting for something honorable. More than this! As much as I support and love 

my country, as much as I believe in our democracy, I have to support my son on this, I don’t 

want him fighting in rice fields for a cause I can’t even put my finger on!” 

    That didn’t exactly feel like an endorsement. Why did he still feel those pangs of guilt and 

shame? Somehow, he could never live up to the courage of his father serving in WW II, the big 

one. Shouldn’t he be ready to fight and die for his country? 

    “Well, thanks, Dad.” 

    “Going to prison, son, for what you believe in, that takes courage. But we’re not done with 

this yet, we can take it before the board, we have due process, if you refuse induction, there’ll be 

a trial, then we can appeal a conviction if it gets that far. But you better think fast, you only have 

three days.” 
 

    Hmmm. Yeah, that sounds like fun. Just what I wanna do…due process. 
 

    “Enough talk of war and prison!” His mother could not contain her civilized composure any 

longer and finally burst out in a sobbing breakdown. “For God’s sake Jason, you and Cindi were 

gonna get married, I thought you were making plans, this is so horrible, they can’t just take you 

away, it’s not fair…” her voice cracked and pained, a fount of tears spilled to her plate, adding 

salt to a meal gone cold. 

    “Yeah, mom, we were. Well, she was.” He played along to appease his broken-hearted 

mother. “She was getting invitations ready. We didn’t have a date set, but I…” He trailed off, 

frustrated, then sighed and finally said, “Cindi doesn’t know about this latest development...kind 

of a moot point now Mom.” 

     Sullen eyes looked down to plates of food, half eaten, the quiet, plaintive clinks of forks and 

knives and muffled sighs the only sound as they finished their dinner. Restless, Jason got up 

from the table and announced, “I’m going down to the tavern for a beer or two, I’m gonna tell 

Cindi.” He wasn’t looking forward to it. “I’ll be back…late tonight.”   

    “If you go, don’t forget to call if something happens.” John reminded him. 



    Jason gave him a soundless salute and petted Chaucer’s head on the way out. The big orange 

cat winked at him, the mysterious look of indifference…or unconditional acceptance. Either 

way, it worked…to strengthen his resolve. 

Cinderella 
 

         A predetermined and predestined rendezvous, Cindi was waiting for him, sitting at the bar 

talking to the bartender. She heard his moaning complaints as he limped through the front door, 

aching muscles in tow. She turned her lion-mane, medusa-haired head to see him and her big 

brown eyes lit up wide. He came to her, feeling the glow in return, but approached more 

cautiously than with the normal warm, innocent indulgence they were used to. “Hey babe!” he 

smiled, reaching for a hug, going through the motions. 

    “Aw, Jason, where does it hurt, you’re always sore.” 

    “Every muscle in my body is screaming. Feels good.” 

    The magnetic field was strong, despite the looming trepidation; all the iron shavings lined up 

to point to the genitals in waves of irresistible attraction. Usually, their first instinct was to go 

find some place to fuck, mostly in the woods or a cornfield meadow. He didn’t want to ruin that 

mood, though it was, inevitably, already ruined. 

    Driven by youthful hormones, their lives entwined had more to do with uncontrolled lust than 

any sensible vision of the future, mostly for him. It dictated every decision they made, quite 

possibly putting a spin on their lives that blinded any reality of destiny that character beneath 

brings. I knew him, he was not the prince or the provider she had hoped he might be, after the 

lovemaking slows to a perfunctory crawl, no more honey in the moon.         

    He bellied up to the bar and ordered a Yeungling. Cindi got off her stool and wrapped her 

slender arms around his torso feeling tentacles of love. How could he possibly tell her? Though 

they had discussed the options, now that the time was here, he couldn’t bear it, didn’t know how.    

  

    She believed in him. He came from a well-bred and worldly family and showed promise, in 

her eyes. She imagined his ephemeral status lasting long enough to lift her out of her blue-collar 

past, she so despised the stigma on her side of the tracks. She could not have known his 

ambitions were so scattered and forbidden, so unprofitable. Her naïve dedication to him melted 

his loins enough to keep him addicted, as their mutual young lust kept the wildlife entertained in 

many remote and shaded woods. 

    “When are we gonna get married, Jason?” 

    The question made him wince and contort his face into a painful grimace, the issue forced to 

the fore. She hugged him from behind, kissing his bicep, having asked that question for the 

umpteenth time. Sweat broke out on his head, tears wet his eyes; he shuffled his glass of beer and 

lit a cigarette. 

    “I don’t know…I don’t think I’m ready…I can’t…” he hung his head, to put it off just a little 

longer, couldn’t bring himself to spit it out. He had to regroup, take a deep breath, muster the 

courage. Naturally, certain segments of their eager life accumulated in his mind, playing like 

scenes in a movie, summing up the impending losses, like what happens when facing death, the 

things he would miss the most. 
 

    “Uh oh, what’s wrong Jason?” She was all woman; pure intuition. 
 

     It was not too long ago they were floating past each other in the Tai Chi class they took 

together out on the green grass of the campus quad, arms raised in a movement of clouds that 



mimicked the puffy white cotton balls floating above them; yielding, acquiescing to the wind, 

drifting past jungle green leafy trees silhouetted starkly on deep blue sky; life was young, fresh 

and hopeful, all that wonderful stuff, full of promise and a future.    
 

    He turned to look at her, preparing to speak. 
 

    “What about getting an apartment? You still want to move in together don’t you?” she 

pleaded, still hopeful. 
 

     Clear as day he recalls a favorite moment, just about a month ago. She’s sitting at the potter’s 

wheel in the greenhouse, pumping the pedal to make the wheel spin. He’s standing behind her 

guiding her hands to the mound of spinning wet clay resembling an earthy breast, he’s coaxing 

her to grip and mold the malleable mud. He massages her and darts his fingertips across her 

nipples as she squeezes the wet, hard rotary, morphing its shape into a thinner cylindrical cousin, 

from a breast to a phallus, squeezing, pulling it upward until she’s clutching a whirling wet cock 

of mother earth in her hands, then it falls apart and flings bits outward with centrifugal force, she 

laughs, turns around and kisses his mud-spattered belly, aroused and playful. The rest of that day 

was exceptional, consummating on the velvet red couch. 

     

    “I’ve been inducted,” he finally blurts it out. His heart sank like the Titanic, all that loss of life, 

crossing the Rubicon of certain depth, no turning back. 

     She recoiled into her beer. In the kitchen a glass broke loudly and timely on the floor, 

shattering his nerves into pieces and prompting drunken yowls from the pool room. The gravity 

of the news slowly sank in. Cindi sat, stunned, though she had known this day might come. 

      They did everything together, when they could find the time. She seemed to share his 

passions and had some of her own creating a bond that did, after all, expand the relationship to a 

more platonic chemistry. Yet she most loved the way their bodies fit together perfectly like 

pieces of a love puzzle, hers a lithe machine on a mission. It wasn’t all about the sex; the mating 

dance merely fueled the fire then introduced the nesting instinct, now, torn asunder. 

    He wasn’t sure what it meant, to get married, wasn’t sure that’s what he wanted. But he 

couldn’t resist the hot love, the wet kisses, the way she curled her lip, the way her brown eyes 

sparkled at him. Both of them, I suppose, were but two more unwitting victims of eons of genetic 

programming designed to propagate the species. To her, the love they made was proof they were 

meant to be together, forever. 

    If further proof was needed, she might have it, but suddenly, was reluctant to share. Jason had 

enough problems; she didn’t want to complicate things for him. Besides, she wasn’t absolutely 

sure, but her monthly visitor should have started by now. She sank into silent resolve, keeping a 

painful joyous secret to herself, the dream of marital bliss slipping out of her hands. 
      

    “What happened? I thought you were gonna get out of that?” She clung to any hope in sweet 

denial. 

    “No Cindi, this is it, for real. I don’t know what I’m going to do.” He was lying. He knew. 

    “No deferment. Uncle Sam wants me now! I’ve got three days. I got a letter from the draft 

board. I have to go Monday.” 

    Incredulous, Cindi narrowed her big brown eyes and prompted, “And…?” 

    “Right, I’m not going to Vietnam.” 

    “We already knew that. And...?” 



    “I can’t go to jail, I’ll never get out. I’m on the FBI’s wanted list.” 

    “Right. So what do you have in mind? As if I don’t know. You’re going to your uncle’s 

cabin.” 

    “Come with me.” 

    “You know I can’t…” 

    “No, I don’t know. Why can’t you?” 

    “I just can’t.”   

    “Come on, I have these two tickets to that music and art fair in upstate New York this 

weekend, it’s on the way!” 

    “I can’t go with you!” she snapped. “My whole life is here. Besides, I don’t like festivals and 

crowds anyway. And camping, I hate camping. No showers, no toilets, no thanks.” 

    “Right, I forgot. Okay, forget the festival. We’ll just go straight up. I’m leaving, soon. Think 

about it.” 

    “Jesus Jason, I can’t just pick up and leave, tear up all my roots and go, that’s just crazy. I 

have my job; I can’t abandon all those old people that I take care of every day! I have my 

marketing classes at the community college. I have to take care of my mother. I can’t go, not 

now. You go, do what you have to do. You’re going into exile. We just have to face it. Go. 

Disappear. Get settled. Then call me. Or find me. Don’t worry about it, I’ll be fine.” Those last 

words trailed off in a whimper that belied their meaning and betrayed their intent; she broke 

down, hung her head and cried. 

    There was nothing left to say, that she had the courage to say. Maybe I’ll change my mind, she 

thought, go with him, start a whole new life, raise a family on the lamb, in a cabin in the great 

north woods. 
 

    He held her and felt his own eyes water. For a long and tender time, they embraced in sorrow, 

her soft sobs mixing with the clattering barroom ambiance. Finally, with a certainty dawning, she 

said, “I’ll just have to wait for you.” She tried to muster an undying love to reassure the two of 

them, and held his hands in hers. “Or maybe we’ll come live with you in the summertime.” She 

pulled away saying this disdainfully, half-heartedly, her anger showing through to conceal the 

secret hurt. 

    She wanted to tell him, but fate intervened. At that moment some friends filed out of the bar, 

“Hey Jason, Cindi, you coming downtown? There’s a meeting at the Forum about the diner 

incident. And probably a gathering in the circle.” 

    “Yeah, I’ll be down,” Jason responded with a knee jerk. The interruption served to cloud the 

image of ‘we’ll come live with you’ and made him forget the question mark it left. He was 

wracked in remorse and confusion as it was. It seemed the whole world had come crashing down 

and life had screeched to a halt. A beautiful courtship interrupted in mid flower, another casualty 

of war, tearing lovers and families apart. 
    

    After what seemed like another eternity of sorrow Jason and Cindi left the smoky bar and 

walked despondently to her car. “Jason,” Cindi said, pressing her body to his, burying her face in 

his chest, reassuring him, “it’s going to be alright, don’t worry. I’ll wait for you.” 

    He held her, stroking her head, his eyes peering up at the sky with a compassionate plea and a 

why me?  “I’m so sorry.” Ominous flickering flashes lit up the fading grey twilight, a dark cloud 

rumbled above followed by a moist, gusty breeze stirring the trees. Light drops of rain came 

down to meet his open face, concurring with the grief, cooling the skin, in solidarity with his 

tears. 



    “So am I,” she said with utter understatement as the raindrops increased.      

   “Are you coming down to the Forum? We can talk some more down there.”   

   “No, I’m going home. I’m not in the mood to protest,” she said, with much sorrowful sarcasm, 

again. “I have to go to work tomorrow, the old folks need me. Just call me, let me know before 

you go. I’ll wait for you, no matter how long it takes.” She pulled away from him, reluctantly, 

like getting out of a warm bed in a cold room in winter, and forced herself to her car. 

    “Alright,” he assured her insincerely, after kissing her cheek through the driver side window, 

“I’ll call you and let you know what’s going on.” With tears in her eyes, she couldn’t bring 

herself to drive off...He stood there, feeling helpless, for a long agony of time, as she cried in 

silence, not knowing what else to say or do to comfort her yet having so many thoughts left 

unsaid. When she finally drove away, his hand traced the outline of her little Renault car, the tips 

of his fingers let go of the bumper and he watched her slowly disappear up the street, 

diminishing to a hazy silhouette, swallowed into the traffic of time. He felt the emptiness, a 

tearful well of terror rose up to fill the void, his heart a newborn babe abandoned on the rocks 

exposed to carrion vultures and wolves. Somehow, he managed to climb into Che, his VW bus, 

his insides broiling in a confusing stew. Did I even get to say goodbye? 

     He turned the key, pulled out puttering on all four cylinders, and went down to the 

demonstration, running on empty, to get his fair share of abuse. 
 

Edgar the minion 
 

     That very same morning, Edgar the fledgling FBI agent came down the stairs, just like every 

morning, freshly showered and shaved, and sat down at the kitchen table. He unfolded his 

morning newspaper carefully and perused the headlines. A new number of American soldiers 

had been killed in Vietnam. But the numbers of Vietnamese, both Vietcong, and civilian, were 

much higher. British Troops had been deployed in Northern Ireland. 

     Normally smelling like Lysol or the freshness of Mr. Clean, the kitchen wafted the 

wholesome, healthy scent of home cooking as Madeline, his pregnant wife, a perfectly coiffed 

beehive on her head, was dutifully attending the stove, stirring up a nice batch of eggs, sunny 

side up, with bacon and home fries for her husband and their two-and-a-half children. “Mikey, 

would you turn on the television for me, and turn it to channel 3, please?” “Yes father,” said the 

boy. Sarah fidgeted in her chair, waiting patiently for breakfast. 

      On channel 3 the reception was not so good. The flickering, black and white screen was 

showing images of the Eagle sitting still on the pristine lunar surface, a rebroadcast of Neil 

Armstrong walking on the moon. “Oh, Edgar darling, this moon landing is so remarkable, I still 

can’t believe it, but I do think we have seen enough footage for now, don’t you? Try channel 

six.” 

    “Mikey, you heard.” 

      Channel six was an episode of Ozzie and Harriet, Mr. Nelson imploring his son Rick to pick 

up the guitar. “I don’t know why they ever had to bring this awful rock and roll garbage into this 

show, it was fine without It,” said Edgar. “Try ten.” 

    “Aw, but dad, I love Ricky Nelson, he’s so cute,” said Sarah, whining. 

    “Now, now, Sarah dear, father knows best!” 

     Mikey turned the knob to channel ten. 

     But father did not have control of this world. Channel ten was a news show talking about the 

murders of Sharon Tate and company. Soon, listening to the sinister soundtrack of the Beatle’s 

song Helter Skelter playing appropriately in the background, they would watch in horror the 



black and white footage of a monster, the camera zooming in on the demonic face of Charles 

Manson. “Oh, horrid, Edgar, what is this world coming to? All the news is just so overwhelming, 

and terrible for the kids, just turn it off!” But Mikey turned it back to Rick Nelson playing “I’m 

Walkin” by Fats Domino, to Sarah’s delight. 

    “Well, come now children, eat your breakfast, daddy has to get to the office and we need to 

get ready, I’m taking you to the pool today.” Madeline served the meal and they ate to the tune 

of innocent rock and roll in its infancy. After she cleaned up and did the dishes, the children put 

on their bathing suits. Edgar went to the bathroom and did his duty, making sure to spray the air 

with air freshener afterward. He looked in the mirror and admired his flat top crew cut, thinking 

what a handsome specimen of American male he was, chiseled, clean and respectable. He 

brushed his teeth, straightened his tie, then wiped the sink clean and folded the towel placing it 

back neatly in its place on the rack, symmetrically aligned with the other towels. He loved the 

black and white tiles and the way she kept them so clean, even the grout. 

    On his way through the parlor, he thought about his day ahead. He made a point to inform his 

wife, “I’ll be stopping by mother’s place on the river after work to check on her and my niece 

and nephew and I’ll pick up some hamburger for the grill on the way home.” He grabbed his 

briefcase and said goodbye to Madeline with a perfunctory kiss at the door. 
     

    At the office, Edgar’s superior was agitated, excited even, pacing back and forth. “Edgar, I 

have just the assignment for you today, and if you’re lucky, it’ll last a few weeks. You remember 

that kid Jason, and those draft resisters?” 

    “How could I forget? They’ve been a thorn in our side. Don’t we have a warrant out for him?” 

    “Yes indeed, my man, we have a whole list of charges against him, and several investigations 

where his name keeps coming up. We know he has contacts with the Black Panthers and they’re 

up to something, we’re following that closely. We have him for defacement of federal property 

at the demonstration in front of the Army induction center in Bethlehem, possible conspiracy 

charges, treason...” 

    “I’m sure he lit the match himself, and threw the rock through the window.” 

    “Don’t matter; we can pick him up at any time, but he’s more valuable as a tail right now.” 

    “You want me to tail him?” 

    “Yes. But stay hidden, you hear me? Apparently, they have plans for some kind of 

demonstration downtown this evening. Our undercover man heard the chatter down at the 

Forum, their hippie hangout place. It sounds like there was some kind of racial incident at a diner 

that sparked the whole thing. Anyway, who cares why, there’s a good chance he’ll be there. I 

want you to find him, then keep an eye on him, see who he talks to, take notes, take pictures, but 

keep your distance.” 

    “That’s it?” 

    “That’s enough for now, my man. He’s a small fish; he could lead to something bigger, got it? 

Strictly observation, no contact, no moving in for any reason. Observe and take notes, see where 

he goes, who he talks to. You never know where this could lead for you. It could change your 

whole life. If we can nail those radicals for something big, it could bring you a promotion. Now, 

here’s the file on the Resistance. Study it, the members, photos, backgrounds. Then go home, get 

your camera and get down there early, blend in. Report tomorrow morning, or get to a phone if 

anything urgent comes up.” 

    Edgar glowed at the prospect and salivated at the possibilities. He’d like nothing better than to 

arrest this mangy mutt himself, but was a little leery of getting his hands dirty. 
 



The Riot 
 

    Bang! “Son of a bitch!” Jason yelled. “It’s a Psychedelic grenade!” The tear gas canister 

exploded in multicolored fluorescence right next to his ear, landing near his feet. People 

screamed and shouted all around him. Red sirens flashed. Blue smoke burned eyes, the acrid mix 

of teargas and perspiration intruded like bad dreams into nostrils. The accelerated beating of a 

hundred hearts shot waves of adrenalin through the hot heavy midsummer twilight soup. In the 

kaleidoscope of chaos, Jason instinctively covered his mouth, reached down to pick up the 

smoking bomb and toss it back into the phalanx of riot police. But they had gas masks on and 

helmets and Billy clubs, and they were gathering their ranks. It became obvious when the paddy 

wagons lined up; they planned on arresting as many as they could and didn’t care how they did 

it. They would close in soon.   

    “Mitch, is that your mom?” Jason shouted at his friend. Sure enough, the dear lady was 

driving around the downtown circle in her big Cadillac convertible looking for her son while 

dodging random running clusters of freaks and ranting raging newborn revolutionaries clogging 

the streets. As she came around closer she saw her son and yelled out, “Mitchell, its dinner time; 

come home for dinner!” 

    “Not now mom, can’t you see I’m at a riot?” 

    Ok, this is surreal; Jason suddenly paused with the observation: In the middle of this 

spontaneous combustion my buddy Mitch is still managing to turn his world into a stage and 

perform a comedy. Mitch was actually laughing, and sweating profusely, completely energized 

and engaged in the serendipitous beauty of the situation, as if he had been waiting for this 

moment to arrive and it had his name all over it. Animated like a preacher pacing at a Sunday 

sermon, this large and frightening character was waving his arms and pounding his chest, 

frothing at the mouth, loud and boisterous, taunting the police. “You want a piece of this? Come 

get it, suckers!” 

    “Mitchell, get in the car!” 

    “Mom, go home, get out of here!” his voice whiny, a sudden paradox of inner child, then 

quickly changing back to an evil grunt and a deep-throated giggle. He’s laughing and frothing 

and spewing and pacing and taunting, eating it up. Jason stared, aghast and amused. 

    Time slowed down. The scene hung still, a great big bubble of agitated atmosphere, hot, 

muggy, electric; smelling like fear, sweaty human angst. Surrounded now on all four sides with 

inevitable consequence and no way out the growing crowd clustered together on the round island 

in the middle of the traffic circle, swaying like one trapped animal breathing hard and fast, 

dangerous, ready to lash out...or flee.   

     Jason drifted, stuck inside the molasses-like mass, bodies floating past him in slow motion. 

Plans were formulating in his head, recalling his girlfriend Cindi crying, his sisters wailing, his 

whole family upset in every way. Random images assaulted him: gnarled tree limbs falling, 

smashed pumpkins, steamy jungles, guns firing, bombs bursting, a damp dirty prison, an empty 

highway, a hole in the sky… In a clairvoyant rush that overtook him like a wave, the images of 

the moment merged with the recollection of a childhood nightmare, separated from home sweet 

home by a raging red river of blood and a barbed wire fence, trapped in a dark wood full of 

monsters hearing the cries of his mother calling him home in the ever fading distance. This is the 

end of the beginning, I can feel it! I can never go home again!   
 

    Suddenly shoved from behind by a body in motion, a piece of melee caught up in the fracas, 

Jason snapped out of it and watched Mitch’s Mom surrender her mission after a few jaunts 



around the circle and disappear through the phalanx of riot police to the north, the last car out 

before they blocked off all four streets entering the circle. 

     Out of the corner of his eye, Jason saw something that looked too damn obvious. “Mitch, 

check it out, over there.” He indicated with a head movement, a man with a crew cut and 

sunglasses and a camera dangling from his shoulder. “I think that’s FBI.” 

    “Oh, really? Fuck him.” Mitch flipped him the bird. 

    “No, don’t look at him; we don’t want him to know that we know that he knows that we 

know,” Jason laughed mischievously. “They’ve been tracking the Resistance for months now. 

They know we egged the induction center. But what the hell does he think he’s gonna learn 

about us here?” 

    “When will they ever learn? They’ll never learn! ‘Cuz they’re fucking fascist idiots!” Mitch 

roared. 
 

    The institution of slavery had mocked the audacious proposition that all men are created equal. 

But a hundred years after the emancipation proclamation we still had segregation and Martin 

Luther King still needed to dream. There was frustration at how slow and painful the march 

towards equality had become. 

     In 1968 riots erupted in 60 cities across America. King and Robert Kennedy were 

assassinated. A police riot broke out in Chicago as the Vietnam War raged on, our poor boys 

coming home in boxes. It was a bad year. 

     So this current native rampage was merely a local manifestation of the simmering discontent 

that had been boiling up throughout the nation. There was solidarity among the movements; the 

civil rights, antiwar, women’s liberation and environmental movements, all parts of the same 

struggle towards justice and harmony with the earth. An entire generation of baby boomers 

bloated the bottom end of our demographic, and many were ready to burst with change, thrust 

upon an unwilling status quo. The climate was ripe for riots, everywhere, virtual tinderboxes of 

tension and volatility. All that was needed was a spark to ignite a firestorm.        

     So it was in River City, this seedy little post-industrial town on the banks of the Delaware 

River where the friction had been building for months. There had been an incident in a 

downtown diner where a black dude got refused service for the crime of being black. This blatant 

prejudice was taken personally by the local counterculture, in solidarity. This was the trigger, the 

excuse they needed to rouse up all the rabble-rousers. 

     There had been no leaflets, no flyers, no posters, no leaders, and no hierarchy. They didn’t 

need it. It was spontaneous combustion. When they gathered at the Forum, word spread mouth to 

mouth and people migrated toward the traffic circle in center square for an unorganized protest 

outside the diner. As the crowd grew, it got louder, bolder and more threatening. They were 

chanting, no justice, no peace, and daring the police to stop them. 

     This had lasted for half an hour before the city leaders had panicked, fearing the worst. No 

doubt over-reacting, they called in reinforcements from surrounding cities. Before you could say, 

Abbie Hoffman, death to the pigs, regiments of cops showed up dressed in full riot gear. 
 

    And now, the crowd was chanting, circling round all sides of the civil war monument towering 

in the center of the round park. In this circle in the square where the Declaration of Independence 

was read aloud for only the second time on July 8th 1776, where every Christmas season the civil 

war monument gets transformed into the largest peace candle in the world, where nowadays you 

could score some dope anytime you wanted, and where the freaks were turning it into their own 

version of Berkeley’s People’s Park, the crowd was chanting Justice, Justice, Justice, and 



taunting the police, throwing rocks, cans, bottles, anything. And the regiments were gathering, 

conspiring, rising up their plastic shields, getting ready to strike. 
    

     And yet, Jason’s mind was anywhere but here, preoccupied with extraneous anxieties: his 

impending decision to bolt, and how it would affect his family, his fledgling band mates, and 

Cinderella, as he liked to call her. Thoughts of her turned to pleasant daydreams; hanging out 

down at the island, swimming naked, showing up at his house on her favorite horse, riding 

bareback, the smell of her that certain pungent flowers reminded him of. I should be with her 

now, making love one last time before I go, instead of here at this demonstration that can only 

get me in trouble! 

 

     He had met her at the Forum, a converted basement turned into a coffee house in the bottom 

of the old YWCA building, the place this riot sprang from. I was there that day. I used to 

frequent the place now and then. Before I shipped out to Nam with the news crew I was very 

much a part of that scene. After school, freaks and drifters would come down to smoke dope, 

shoot the breeze and groove on day glow paint and black lights. The place attracted an 

assortment of characters; intellectuals, college students and townies, derelicts, heroin addicts, 

pranksters, politicos, freaks of all kinds seeking hip redemption. Art students had painted 

intricate murals on the walls full of Tolkien characters from the Lord of the Rings; and thrust 

through the middle of the Hobbits, Elves and Dwarves, a mighty fist, with Right On and Power 

to the People placed incongruously next to Gandalf the wizard on his white horse Shadowfax.  

Acoustic guitars were uncased and rousing versions of Neil Young songs sung. Between the old 

damp colonial stone walls, we discussed how far the American experiment had come. Talk 

would devolve into conspiratorial banter about current events: the criminal war in Vietnam, the 

Revolution, the Beatles’ latest album, the Age of Aquarius, eastern mysticism, communes, 

getting back to the earth. 

    Mostly, we came for affirmation, to feel hip, like part of something big and important 

happening everywhere, a movement of destiny that only we were privy to, that the other 

generation could not understand, a virtual evolutionary leap as it turned out. It seemed ultra 

important in those days to separate from the failed past, a clean break to start anew, so a hippie 

hangout, a physical place of our own was essential, a place where the counterculture could boost 

its pride, declare its independence and believe in the naïve utopian dreams that we could change 

the world. The greatest generation did not know what to make of their crazy baby-boomer 

offspring’s rebellion or the wide-eyed acid-drenched hunger for truth that fueled it. They could 

not fully comprehend the magnitude of Dylan’s ‘the times they are a-changin’ and so most often 

ended their pleas in exasperation shaking their heads and declaring that the world has gone mad. 

Then again, none of us could comprehend what it was that was happening here, we only knew 

the sum of it was bigger than any of us. 

    It was in the middle of wandering among these faithful youth one night that he noticed her 

ogling him, and he made circles around her, just walking around and around, staring her down, 

like casting a spell, and she gave in. It was a monster flirt job. Man, it was hot, instantaneous 

attraction. 
 

    Bam! A canister exploded, jolting him out of his rambling mind. A loud murmur arose, like a 

beehive aroused by a thrown stone. The excitement only fueled his memories as the troops 

closed in. The beehive buzzed with defiance. 
 



    At the Forum Cinderella would grill him about his goals in life.  “What do you want to do?” 

She had asked him one night, pregnant with expectation. 

    “Oh Jeeze, I don’t know,” he said, twirling a long black curl. “According to Socrates, that’s 

the most important philosophical question one can ask: What shall one do with one’s life?” This 

turned into a confession. “I just get the feeling that I don’t fit anywhere in this world. I just want 

to play music, fire up the kiln, find a place out in the woods, up in the hills, plant a garden; I have 

no idea, really. Maybe try to write. I don’t know. I can’t work for the man, any man; 

government, corporate, academic hierarchy, yuck. God, I don’t really enjoy writing. I’m too 

visceral for that, I need to do things with my hands. I have to be outside, breathe fresh air. I guess 

that’s why I kinda like tree work. I couldn’t stand working indoors all day and sitting down at a 

desk. If I could make a living with music, you know, a professional musician…that would be 

great. I don’t know if I have the confidence. And how can I, in this one horse town? There’s 

nothing here, no real music scene. My band can’t get any decent gigs, we’ll never go anywhere.” 

    “So, you don’t want to be a teacher or an architect like your dad?” she had asked, not very 

happy with his answer. And he had darted a slitty-eyed glare and looked down, not saying a 

word. It seemed akin to questioning his manhood. She may as well have asked, do you know 

what it means to be a man, do you know what it takes to be a man? Finally, he surrendered with 

no commitment, “I could never live up to it, to him. I dabble in it. It’s not my thing. I don’t 

know, maybe someday.” 

    “Oh you’ll find something. You’ve got a lot going on up there.” She had poked him in the 

head with a soft finger and pleaded with her big brown eyes. “Someone will hire you, you’ll 

see.” Cinderella clung to her vision, wanting to believe in him, in them, in the white picket fence 

and two cars in the garage. 

    Another boom from a tear gas canister and the field of bodies swayed like wild wheat waving 

in the wind, dodging the explosion, covering their mouths. To the east, the squadron from 

Bethlehem was organizing their ranks. To the north, battalions of police had their paddy wagons 

blocking the street. To the west, the brigades from Nazareth were lining up. And to the south, 

police cars from the home river town had cordoned off the street. There was no way out. 
 

    Just a few hours before Jason had been sitting at home sipping happy hour drinks with his 

family. He remembered John’s reminder. He called from a pay phone in the circle and said get 

your ass down here ‘cause it’s ready to explode. By the time the reporter got there, it had 

accelerated into full-scale riot alert. He arrived just in time to capture the climax of the 

confrontation with a few choice still-shots of unruly crowds that would grace the article 

published on the front page of tomorrow morning’s paper. 
 

    And now, regiments of loyal troops and Scythian archers began closing in on the left, a 

scattered phalanx of Athenian foot soldiers ran outward in a wave, yelling war whoops. Jason did 

a double take and tried to focus his eyes, hallucinating shields, swords and a forest of spears 

writhing towards him. His vision switched back to Billy-clubbed, helmeted policeman. He shook 

his head. What the hell? I may have hovered a little too closely, his hallucinations an odd effect 

of a sort of wormhole osmosis. 

     As the cops began closing in with Billy clubs, fear and nervousness were forged, by necessity, 

into courage and unity. Just before they had the chance to start arresting people someone yelled 

out, “RUN!” And thinking with one mind the whole unruly crowd did just that. They began to 

run, outwards with single purpose towards the regiments of police and their cars blocking the 

streets. 



    An irresistible force, hundreds of people rampaged right through the ranks, taking hits from 

clubs. With a roar, a mass of youthful bodies jumped on top of cop cars and down the other side 

and kept right on going, dodging the flailing Billy clubs. Jason and Mitch followed right along, 

carried by the flow. The liquid scene turned more chaotic as people began throwing rocks and 

bricks through the plate glass windows of the storefronts on South Third Street. The sounds of a 

fully fledged riot were in the air; people yelling, glass breaking, sirens howling, clubs whacking 

bodies. The bitter smell of tear gas choked the streets, burning eyes. Some didn’t make it 

through; they went down with a whack to the head, were dragged by the hair and thrown into the 

wagons. But most of them broke through the barriers and ran. 

     The cluster of protesting people in the center of the circle had burst like a supernova 

flowering outward, away from the law boys in all directions. Now, Jason was following another 

friend, Terry Pierson, who was running with a big wide-brimmed hat on his head down South 

Third Street. They made a right onto a side street heading up the hill and ran right into a 

helmeted police officer. Literally. Terry, in one swift motion, instinctively ducked his head and 

plowed it into the chest of the man and knocked him right on his back. Terry kept right on 

running and Jason jumped over the body and they were gone up the street before the cop had a 

chance to recover. 
 

After Party 
 

   Then, like an earthquake finally coming to rest, it was over, the sudden silence revealing 

scattered wounded voices. The volcanic eruption of humanity having dissipated into thick air, 

sparse friends found each other wandering the streets. “C’mon, up here!”  Someone said in a 

loud whisper. Gordy Johnson had an apartment, a perfect safe house to huddle, to hide from the 

cops. They snuck up the backstairs to a room with a couch, a couple of chairs and a table in the 

kitchenette.  Sitting on the floor on a tattered oriental rug, a small circle of hippies were busy 

rolling joints. Out the back porch, you could see the clouds of smoke still rising from River City. 

Distant whoops and yaps of sirens sputtered in the midnight air; the aftermath of a battleground, 

smoldering. 
   

     Back in the day, we had something we called the Tribe. Basically a loose configuration of us 

hipsters who had gone to high school together and had moved out of our parents’ homes and into 

farmhouses and communal apartments, rejecting the expected trajectory of marriage and careers, 

preferring the communal love of an extended family. At least that was the ideal. We moved in 

with rainbow dreams of a new way to live, but invariably, as vagabonds came and went, the 

communal dream devolved into a flophouse jam palace, more closely resembling a perpetual 

beer-soaked fraternity party, people passed out on the couch into the wee hours. All that was 

required to be a member of the tribe was to spend a certain unspecified amount of time getting 

high together and dreaming big about naïve utopias. In any case, quite a few of these folks ended 

up here at Gordy’s place this evening. 
 

      Jason slouched down on a chair letting out sighs of relief, relieved that he had not been 

arrested, thrown in a paddy wagon, jailed for life. Other members of the tribe accumulated: Terry 

Pierson, giggling, looking like Joe Cocker, but taller and lankier. Mitch stomping in, shaking the 

whole house, “I made it out alive you fascists, you can’t keep me down!” Cool Dave came in 

with his island girls, Penny and Spice, one on each arm, and said, “That was hip man, we did it. 

Now maybe they will listen to us!” 



     What, precisely, they were trying to say that would be listened to, was not exactly clear, or 

cohesive, or a unified consensus of any kind. They had demands; they just didn’t know, 

specifically, what they were yet. Justice, equality, liberation, peace, freedom, sex, drugs, and 

rock n roll, they wanted it all. 

     Bobby, “Snake” Arrouac swayed back and forth out on the balcony. He was a casualty of war, 

a brutal firefight that had left him speechless, as in mute, unable to talk. In the middle of the riot, 

he was seen hunched down in an alleyway holding his ears. The loud explosions had brought 

him right back to Vietnam. He had been a part of the tribe from the time he returned, the only 

family that would take him in, the only place he fit. He was just as likely to be seen hanging out 

in a tree, cooing like a monkey. 
 

    Mitch took a freshly lit joint from Terry’s hand, said, “Don’t mind if I do,” and inhaled 

between fitful grunts.  Jason pinched the joint from Mitch’s fingers then sucked in a big long 

slow hit and held it in. Spasmodic snorts followed as he tried to hold it in just a little longer, then 

could no longer, and let loose a torrent of smoke from his lungs. “Damn, that stuff tastes good, 

what is that Hawaiian or something?” He handed the joint to Geraldine Griswold, the designated 

earth mamma girl. 

    “Nope, just Mexican,” said Geraldine who puffed and passed. 

    “No, way,” said Karla, tossing beads around her neck as she reached for the joint, “Thomas 

grew that himself!” 

    “Yeah, from Acapulco Gold seeds,” Thomas clarified with a beatific smile. 

     In those days, seeding and stemming a fresh $20 ounce was standard procedure, rolling the 

seeds out on a double LP record cover with a pack of matches. Seedless pot had not yet been 

discovered by the masses. 
 

     “C’mon, don’t Bogart that joint, hand it over to me.” He took his hit and passed it to Dave 

who passed it to Penny who passed it to Spice who passed it to Gordy and so on until time began 

to warp, quite naturally. By and by, the assembled were pleasantly stoned; unleashing a room full 

of rose-colored melodrama, a riveting exchange of loosely flowing synaptic thought trains 

punctuated by orgiastic fits of giggling. 

    Snake came in from outside to partake of the sacred smoke and began to chirp and coo like a 

monkey. Inevitably the conversation turned to war, what it does to people like Snake, the 

atrocities, the horror and death, the collateral damage of millions in the name of the corporate 

war machine stuck in the quagmire of South East Asia. 

     “Speaking of Vietnam, buddy, what’s up with your status?” Terry was somber, the laughter 

stopped. 

    “Status ain’t good buddy.” Jason rolled his eyes, his mood suddenly swinging. “They want me 

next Monday at the induction center…I won the lottery.” 

    “Didn’t you get the student deferment?” 

    “No, because I am only part-time. And they didn’t go for the conscientious objector either. 

Guess you have to be a major religious freak for that to apply. Just telling them you don’t believe 

in killing isn’t good enough.” 
 

    He pulled out the draft card from his back pocket and held it up in the air. “I’ve already burned 

my other ones, now I’m gonna burn this one. Fuck it, I was thinking of doing it at the induction 

center and getting arrested, but now is better, in front of all of you.” 

    “I’ll do the honors,” said Terry, lighting a match and holding it to the card. 



    Shrieks of delight and defiant celebration ensued as the card was righteously incinerated. 

“We’re with you, Jason!” “You tell ‘em, brother!” 

    Jason stamped the smoking remains out on the grimy floor. “To hell with your dirty little war 

all you capitalist piglets, Nixon, you can kiss my ass. And kiss my ass goodbye too.” 
 

   “Forget war and destruction for a while brother,” said Thomas. “Let’s go to the fair! We got 

our tickets, man, I’m goin where those chilly winds don’t blow, goin to see Pig Pen and the 

boys!” Thomas had a perpetual sunshiny outlook on life, always looking on the bright side, 

searching for the light, sometimes like a moth to a flame. He was also the resident Dead Head. 

Few at the time knew what that was precisely, a dead head, you just kept hearing the term. They 

were all destined to find out, sooner or later. He took out a handful of tickets and displayed them 

to the room. “There it is, the Woodstock Music and Art Fair...a big ole party happenin in upstate 

New York man, three days, a lot of bands, sounds like a cool vibe to me.” 

     “Very cool, where’d you get your tickets?” 

    “The same place you got yours, brother, the Upper Story.” 

    “The head shop?” 

    “Yup, same place Gordy got that poster…So are you going or not?” 

     On the wall, a colorful poster described the Aquarian Exposition, three days of peace and 

music. The hype had spread about this festival like a gathering tide. Word was they had already 

sold 100,000 tickets.    

    “Yeah, I’m goin, but I ain’t comin back, so I’m just gonna take Che and, I’m thinkin after the 

festival…” 

    “You’re thinkin of runnin aren’t ya brother,” said Terry, bluntly, grinning again. 

    “Running? Well, yeah, what am I supposed to do? I sure as hell ain’t goin to jail, I’ll never get 

out!” 

    “Shit, you ain’t runnin, it’s just self-preservation man, you dig?” said Gordy Johnson, the 

black brother who just stepped out of his bathroom. He had been the liaison for the Black 

Panthers to whom the dynamite had been unloaded upon. He was also a damn good drummer 

and sat in with the Night Train band on occasion. “You do what you have to do, brother!” 

    “Yeah, so, I’m going to the fair, and then I’m going straight to Quebec. I wanted Cindi to 

come, but she has to work. Or something. She doesn’t want to camp out. Fuck it, man; I just lost 

a wife and a life. I can go to school in Canada. I ain’t goin to jail and I sure as hell ain’t goin to 

shoot no gooks in a rice paddy, I ain’t killin nobody for no reason.” Jason was choking just a bit. 

    “You ain’t no coward brother,” Gordy consoled him. “It’s all part of the resistance, man. 

Anything we can do to slow down that war machine, runnin over third world people’s just like 

they do to us black gooks right here at home!” He looked at Jason with a wink, the two of them 

reliving the exchange of dynamite with nervous glee. Jason’s anxiety level cranked up another 

notch. 
 

    “You do what you have to do, brother!” Gordy repeated the supportive advice poking at his 

afro with the afro pick. “I’ll probably be next, we all get called up sooner or later, you dig? And I 

ain’t goin either.” 

    “But I’m gonna miss you, Jason, if you go,” said Geraldine. “What do you mean, you lost a 

wife?” 

    “Well, we were gonna get married you know. Fuck it, I’m going one way or another, maybe 

she’ll come visit me. I’ll be gone Geraldine, but I’ll come back. Someday.” 



    “Oh that’s right, I forgot, damn, that is cruel fate man!” Karla stood up and wrapped her arms 

around Jason. “Damn you, this is some heavy shit goin down, but you are gonna make it. And 

Thomas and I will come to see you!” 

    “I’ll have to be incognito for a while.” 

    “Yeah, but then get in touch with us. You know where we are.” Karla grabbed Jason’s shirt 

and said, “C’mere I have something I want to give you.”  She dragged him to the corner of the 

room. “I got this at New Hope. It’s a Hermes Head? I knew you would appreciate this, and look, 

if you rub the penis head it will bring you good luck!” She handed it to him with a big phat 

generous laugh. 

    “Wow, cool, I’ll keep that in my pocket close to my real Hermes head!” 

    “Yes! That will give it genuine energy!” Karla laughed some more and squeezed Jason’s arms. 

    “Hey man, here man, take this too.” Mitch butted in with a bag of buds. “You’re gonna need 

this. I can’t go to the festival man; got too much work to do. We’ll see you again someday, on 

the other side of this, and we’ll all be together in the Promised Land, don’t you worry brother.” 

 

    After the after-riot party, the night wore down, the high wore off, a couple folks departed for 

pads of their own; an odd-shaped pile of bodies had dozed off on the couch. The smoke cleared 

and the yellow moon rose, the policemen had all gone home to their wives and Jason with a 

heavy heart said his last goodbyes to his friends and cohorts in resistance. He walked across 

town to where his bus was parked, taking the back streets, his head full of plans and turmoil. The 

ghostly light of the moon cast angular shadows on a strange quiet night in such stark contrast to 

the wild passionate violence that, but for the bloody glass-shattered evidence and leftover 

phantoms, made him wonder if it had really gone down at all. 

    He’d get up the next morning and just leave. He wasn’t waiting till Sunday. It felt cowardly, 

but he hated long goodbyes, and his mind was made up. He was going to the festival anyway, so 

he’d already been packed; bags and supplies in the bus, a cooler of ice with sandwiches and a pot 

of soybeans. He had felt this coming for a long time, the idea had been brewing for weeks; he 

had anticipated this draft induction and was ready to run. Only now he wasn’t coming back. All 

that was left was to drive to the bank on the way out and withdrawal all his hard earned money, 

what was left of it. In cash. 
 

     Spending his last night in cool sheets in his comfortable bed, he awoke with a terrifying 

dream in his head, the sheets damp with the turmoiled twisting of a restless night. He retraced the 

dream, a quick synopsis, so he could remember it, wiping the sweat from his forehead, feeling 

mesmerized, enraptured by strange fear, staring blankly out the window at the sun coming up 

through the giant Norway maple trees, their canopies thick with lush green leaves swaying in the 

breeze. Shafts of red and yellow light stabbed through spaces and danced and flickered on the 

furniture causing the room to move. The cool morning air floated gently through the screen, 

caressing the hairs on his naked flesh, reminding him how alive he still was. Then he grabbed a 

pencil and wrote down his dream in his dream journal. He would take it with him and decipher it 

later: 
 

    I was at someone’s farm, someone mysterious, a woman I think. We were wandering around 

the yard, looking out through the trees at the road, being secretive. Then we were watching a 

movie of Janis Joplin and Grateful Dead concerts, one of which was not even the real Dead and 

somehow it was disappointing or something? I don’t know, erratic, sputtering. 



    The next thing I remember, we both saw an animal get thrown into a fire pit. Or we saw an 

animal start to burn inside a stall. Upon looking closer it turned out to be a horse. A small horse. 

It was a cute, long-haired type of horse. Maybe a workhorse. A feeling of dread and horror came 

over me as I watched the flames, which seemed to be aggravated and increased in fury by 

something like gasoline, start to overwhelm this horse and flicker all up the side of him and 

around his head. I think I said to this woman something about trying to rescue this horse, “we 

need to do something, we need to get him out of there, he is going to burn to death.” But she just 

said, “Nah, let him burn, it’s too late, we can’t save him, maybe he wants to die.” 

     I reluctantly agreed and walked around the front to get a better view, and to watch the horse 

as he burned alive. It was like a test of tortured endurance to see if I could keep my eyes on him, 

on his sweet face, without looking away. And I watched as he blistered in flame. And the strange 

thing was it almost looked like he was enjoying it. He squirmed and twisted a little, but didn’t 

really try hard to get away, seeming just to accept his fate. As his hair and flesh turned black and 

oozed with blood his face appeared to remain calm, the agony turned to a quiet expression of 

acceptance. The flames licked his long eyelashes and burned them off scorching his eyeballs and 

he snorted softly in delight and painful pleasure, slowly collapsing, his knees buckling and 

melting to the ground. 

     Then I woke up. 
 

     Jason stared at the dream and a feeling of immense sorrow and fear overwhelmed him. How 

can I do this? How can I leave this place? I have no choice. He mustered courage, put his clothes 

on and, journal in hand, slipped downstairs for breakfast, a bowl of cheerios. His siblings were 

still asleep. Dad had left for work at the college for an early summer session class. 
 

    His mother got up to make the coffee. “And what are you doing up so early?” she asked him 

with a straight face full of knowing worry. 

    “I’m sorry mom,” he said, washing his bowl in the sink while the coffee brewed. 

“I hate long goodbyes.” 

    She placed a cup of hot black coffee on the kitchen table, for him. “I know dear…just…make 

sure you call when you get there.” 

 

    His pupils dilated with fear and love as he peered into his mother’s face. Her eyes conveyed 

compassion, understanding, but revealed a terrible sadness. She knew, the way only a mother 

could know. Without a word, just the penetrating gaze into the universe behind them, he watched 

her eyes well up with wetness. He hugged her one last time, said, “Thanks Mom,” grabbed the 

coffee cup and walked out the door.   
 

    “You take care of yourself.” She reached for him with empty arms. 
 

    Che was packed and ready to roll, had been for days. On his way to the bus, as an 

afterthought, he took off his watch and smashed it on the ground, grinding it into the concrete 

with his boot heel. I don’t want to know what time it is anymore! I’m not telling a soul, he 

thought, I’m just gone. Rock n roll glory, paradise, marital bliss…will all have to wait. 
 

    Upstairs, Jeffrey and his sister Sally stared out a window and watched as he drove away. 
 

Midsummer Dream 
The bus came by and she got on        



 

    Daphne could hardly believe her eyes as she stared, speechless, into the strangely familiar face 

of the sunshine daydream demigod with the halo of hair standing before her, the bright morning 

sun eclipsed behind his head. She couldn’t believe her own mind as she pondered the 

preposterous proposition this Don Quixote had put forth so cavalierly, obeying a fated script. She 

was still recovering from the jolt of laser lightning she had absorbed earlier when their eyes had 

first met. What the hell was that? Now, his mouth was moving and words were coming out but 

all she noticed was the seriously synaesthetic flow of auditory honey oozing around and athwart 

the taste buds of her young salty life, putting her in a stupor. What was she doing, falling for this 

accidental yet irresistible seduction? It seemed predestined, like she’d been here before, or an 

involuntary reflex, like she had no choice, but it contradicted her autonomous modus operandi 

and she resisted with every rational bone in her nymph-like frame. She was reeling from the 

struggle, a voice of reason on her left shoulder, and the voice of her mother, telling her it was 

crazy and absurd, don’t do it, but her beautiful rhathymia, her foolish penchant for rash, reckless, 

carefree optimism that lurked on the right was attracted to the audacity, and it was winning. 
 

    Well, it was a simple question, with a yes or no answer.   
 

    She had occasionally daydreamed of a handsome young man sweeping her off her feet, 

because that’s what all the cultural mythos told her was the appropriate daydream for her. In her 

nocturnal dreams, however, the man would often transform into a girl and sleeping beauty would 

twist with lesbian delight beneath the sheets, awakening just before dawn grinding a wet spot, a 

waxing moon ushering through the open screened window a sympathetic lilac scented breeze to 

cool her beaded flesh. Besides that, she was never one to believe in fairy tales. Rather, she 

resisted the assigned tales’ implications; no gallant prince to validate her, no knight in shining 

armor comes to rescue her. She rescued herself every single day, a self-reliant farm girl. 

    And yet here she was, her little heart palpitating over the sight of him, his mysterious quixotic 

demeanor, mesmerized by words coming out of his mouth. With his long dark wavy locks falling 

around his shoulders framing his chiseled face in knightly symmetry, and his leather vest with 

the peace signs sewed on the pockets draped loosely over his otherwise naked torso, he looked 

like the Greek hero/demigods whom she had ogled in the library books, an Achilles or a 

Heracles. The instantaneous air of electricity, palpable between their smiles was thick with 

impossible, unknown familiarity, long lost memoirs flooding back. 

    Suddenly, anything close to fear, doubt or reasonableness in Daphne’s spinning mind was cast 

off with reckless teenage abandonment. She was dumbfounded and astounded by the decision 

she was making, the most spontaneous act of her young life, yet just the idea of it energized her 

even more therefore gaining exponential momentum into delirious delight; she was so sick to 

death of being the good little girl, everyone wanted her to be. She wanted to leap so badly, like 

Sappho. Somewhere, locked in a vault, deep inside the Psyche of her soul she had rememberings 

that this act would launch an odyssey. 
 

    For an eternity it seemed, they had smiled at each other, mostly with their eyes darting and 

probing, him waiting, her heart pounding, the sudden rush of adrenaline pulsing through her. 
 

   “Okay,” she finally succumbed, “yes, yes, I’ll do it! Let me get my stuff, I’ll be right back.”  

She ran to the store, yelled to her thirteen-year-old little brother, “Joey, you have to take over, 

I’m leaving!” 



 

    She and Joey were raised in a small farmhouse located just outside the suburbs with their older 

brother Rich, Mom and Dad. They had two acres for rotating crops, one cow for milk, chickens, 

two goats, a goose, and innumerable cats. Their father ran a printing business in the barn to 

supplement the farming income. Joey grew up fast, learning firsthand the tutorials of the birds 

and the bees; the ubiquitous dance of birthing, living, dying, milkin’ the cow, collecting the eggs, 

the cut of the plow, all the flora, and fauna born from the soil and returning there. At twelve, 

Grandpa had taught him to drive the tractor, to harvest the bushels of corn. And like Daphne, he 

had learned early in the classroom of life how to get his way in the world, to fight, to survive. He 

even bamboozled the neighbor kid Tom Sawyer into helping paint the fence with whitewash. 

     He looked up to his big sister, though only three years his senior. She showed him how to 

fend for himself and still get along with other folks, be self-reliant, independent within the 

interdependent circle of life. From her he absorbed through osmosis the ineffable empathy for 

the natural world; identifying birds and animals, frolicking with foxes and the ravens of the field, 

digging for worms after a spring rain, sharing in delight as redwing blackbirds garnished the drab 

grey winter canvas with fluttering splashes of scarlet. They never suspected this beautiful 

playground oasis was destined to be swallowed on all sides, suffocated by suburban sprawl. 

      For years the whole family would migrate to Grandma’s place along the Delaware River on 

certain swelteringly hot summer days, to swim and picnic on the river’s bank. She and Grandpa 

ran a business called Grandma’s Deer Stop where they sold gasoline at two pumps and soft ice-

cream in cones. Customers were lured in by the deer in the pens which the children could feed as 

they ate their ice-cream. They also had two horses and a mule that grazed up against the hillside 

and offered “pony” rides for the kids for three dollars. Here at the Deer Stop Joey had learned 

how to work the cash register, how to pump gas and construct ice-cream cones, as well as lead a 

pony ride with the mule. His sister taught him everything and he looked up to her in so many 

ways. Now, she was leaving him, he looked at her as if she had let him down. 
 

    Tremors of guilt tore into Daphne’s resolve, the internal struggle returned for a moment. Then, 

she narrowed her eyes at him and thought, oh no you don’t, no guilt trip is going to stop me from 

ruining my life if I want to, and her determination returned. Joey followed her in mild shock as 

she rushed to her cabin to get supplies for the road and watched in amazement as she frantically 

gathered her stuff. 

    Inside, her room was a shrine for contemporary rock icons: posters of Mick Jagger and the 

Stones, Eric Clapton and Cream, the Beatles White Album collage poster, and Dylan’s iconic 

Blonde on Blonde. A neatly made bed was littered with books and loose clothing. She didn’t 

have any idea what to bring on such short notice. Anyway, the man said he has everything we 

need in that bus of his. She stuffed a knapsack with the necessary tissues and toiletries, 

toothbrush and toothpaste mandatory, then a pair of socks, a sweatshirt, a pair of blue jeans, and 

her current read; a translation of the comedies of Aristophanes, the page marked with a 

photograph of her older brother Rich looking all dapper in military uniform right before he was 

shipped off to Vietnam. 

     A short muse in the mirror and instinct made her pick up the talisman cinch necklace she 

bought in New Hope and bind it tightly around her slender neck. It gave her a look of substance, 

of magical magnitude and was a good luck charm besides. She avoided looking for too long into 

her own auriferous ochre eyes, afraid of the crazy audacious truth about herself that she saw so 

clearly, and instead tried to admire her profile, her prominent nose as beautiful, her long brown 

hair completing a package altogether desirable. 



    “You look fine, let’s go.” She mouthed the words to herself. 
 

     Joey was persistent on the way back to the ice-cream shop. “Where are you going? Why are 

you leaving?” 

     “Aw, don’t worry Joey, I’ll be back. It’s a music festival, I really wanna go. Tell Mom...not to 

worry, I’ll call her. See ya later. You know how to run the pumps right?” She took some cash 

from the cash register and grabbed her coat. “Grandma and Grandpa should be back soon to help 

you out. You’ll be fine!” 

     Joey gaped in confusion. “Really, you’re just leaving? Mom is gonna be so pissed! What 

about tomorrow? We have chores! We have to put the saddle on the stallion! ” 

     Her heart pinched again with a pang of pain and guilt. “Joey, listen to me. I’ll be back, I 

promise, in a couple of days and you will ride that horse, OK? We’ll break him in!” 
 

     “Fine, just go, don’t worry about it, I’ll ride him without you!” 

     “I promise! I’ll be back for my birthday then we’ll go up the river in the canoe! I’ll show you 

the cave, we’ll go spelunking!” 

     “You’re not allowed!” 

     “We’ll sneak off!” 

     “Yeah, right, you’re bad!” 

     “It’s just a couple days.” 

     “You’re crazy.” 

     “I know.” 

     “Have fun, crazy sister.” 

     “I plan on it!” 

     “You are gonna be so screwed when you get back!” He yelled as she went away. 
 

     She waved at Joey as she ran back to the VW bus at the gas pump, indifferent to his warning. 

She threw her knapsack in, hopped into the passenger seat and said, “Let’s go!” Then, as an 

amusing but annoying afterthought, “Damn, my parents are going to freak out!” 

     The young man looked at her with the warm, reassuring smile that she already loved and said, 

“Don’t worry; you can call them when we get there.” He turned the key and the starter whirred, 

stuttered, stalled, whirred, sputtered then finally turned the engine. “If we get there! I think the 

solenoid switch is going. Don’t worry, we’ll get there.” 

 

    As they took off up the road, in the newly discovered moment of comfortable silence, Daphne 

was still rushing like she just jumped off a cliff, adrenalin overload flooding her veins. 
 

    Daphne was a country girl who, in actuality and in spite of her affinity with nature, longed for 

the city life or something more exciting than the sight of grazing cows. Her sixteenth birthday 

was coming up in a couple of days, but she couldn’t muster the enthusiasm, she wanted eighteen, 

like yesterday. Now it seemed to her that country life was a cul-de-sac of eternal boredom, and 

she didn’t care at this point that there were people living in cities stressed out to the max with 

deadlines and schedules and traffic jams who would trade their last Wall Street dollar to live the 

peaceful country life. 

    Though the dreams in her head kept promising adventure, she couldn’t see it in her waking 

hours, blinded by sunlight and dust, nothing to look forward to, no salvation in the soil and no 

way of really knowing what was coming her way, not like the proverbial calm before a storm 



when you can see the ominous black cloud turning green, coming alive and heading right for 

you. 

    She had been sent here to the Deer Stop by her parents as a sort of time out period to settle her 

down, isolate her from over-stimulation, or so they said. In actuality she was simply driving them 

crazy; they wanted her gone for a week to get her out of their hair. Her behavior was going 

catawampus awry off the charts lately with inexplicable fits, schizophrenic paroxysms, where 

she would end up crying herself to sleep. In lieu of any other extraterrestrial or paranormal 

explanation, her parents ascribed it to your expected teenage hormone-driven angst and decided 

they wouldn’t have to call the exorcist. It was just as much a mystery to Daphne. 
     

     Various triggers would set her off; certain conversations or memories, or a billboard 

advertisement. Or every time the television showed images of the war splashing bloody chaos on 

the screen, she would go off, tourettes-like, on an exegesis of one of Plato’s symposiums, or 

quoting Euripides to bolster an anti-war rant and it drove her patriotic father deeper into his 

bottle. “Where in the world are you getting this from?” her mother would exclaim, pulling her 

hair out in exasperation.   

    All she knew is her heart would race every time a car full of boys sped down the road honking 

the horn, testing their bravado, waving bottles of beer, and she sensed a world of excitement 

beyond the borders of the land of tedium and rote chores. 

    Although dismissing the idea of an exorcist, at one point they did decide to send Daphne to a 

shrink, thinking maybe they could unearth a diagnosis that would explain her anomalous 

behavior, autism perhaps. Anything they could use as an excuse to point to at public family 

gatherings. Her father practically accused her of practicing witchcraft. She would overhear him 

talking to her mother, “She must be possessed! Something is very strange with that girl. If this 

was a hundred years ago she’d be burned at the stake!” 

    She didn’t know, herself, where this obsession came from. From a very early age, she knew 

something was different about her. She could not put her finger on it, but whatever it was made 

her restless, frustrated, always pacing back and forth, staying up late every night, obsessing, 

devouring books by Herodotus and Thucydides, thick boring books about ancient history. 

    The psychologist had no better luck with her. Daphne would stay one step ahead of him, 

outwitting him at every turn. Applying every time-tested analytical technique to probe into her 

primal motivations only produced a blank stare, revealing, in the end, nothing useful about her 

and finally, he could offer her parents no recognizable analysis, making them feel they had 

wasted their money. 

    She was indeed smarter than your average bear and yet she was a lousy student, her grades 

kept slipping and slipping, further baffling her teachers who knew she was smart and couldn’t 

understand why she wouldn’t “apply” herself. Well, she didn’t understand why they insisted on 

boxing her into some narrow definition of academic achievement that had no bearing on real life 

as far as she could tell. However, she did excel in the arts, music, and theater, which of course 

were subjects most of the establishment thought of as useless. 

    Normally she and Joey loved coming to paradise along the river but this time there were strict 

rules she was to follow: no television, no friends allowed, no accepting rides on motor boats, no 

spelunking, just pump gas, serve cones, train her younger brother, all work, no play - reasoning 

perhaps that a regimen of austerity might calm her down. Certainly less stimulation couldn’t 

hurt. 

    But she sensed the silver lining in this supposed disciplinary action and secretly enjoyed the 

exile. Her parents could not have known that it would backfire, that to attempt to lobotomize her 



soul was no solution but instead would affect the opposite result, to augment her wandering 

desires. How could they have known they were only playing their part in fulfilling a prophecy? 

    For her part, Daphne, being an optimist, looked on the bright side; she was thankful for being 

away from her dysfunctional home for a change, a chance to read and look within. She was tired 

of watching the news of war every night on TV, the body count of soldiers and civilians, tired of 

fighting the domestic war in her home all the time. They had watched the Chicago Democratic 

National Convention on TV, a year ago, and she recalled how she felt sick to her stomach when 

her father said those demonstrators had it coming when the Chicago police started beating people 

on live television. My own father, a pawn to fascism! - She had yelled out and stomped up the 

stairs to her room, slamming the door, collapsing on her bed, with the chant, the whole world is 

watching, fading away, blending into a dream. 

    She dreamt about her brother Rich, floating on some black muddy Mekong River delta in 

Vietnam, a silhouette of palm trees shredded with shrapnel and she woke up in a nightmare 

sweat. That whole war frightened and repulsed her, and they all worried so much. They had not 

heard from him in too long. She was sick of arguing about it. Why is he over there? Her father 

would not tolerate the question and demanded blind obedience to the creed, fighting for your 

freedoms girly and don’t you forget it! And I better not see you hangin around with any of those 

hippie boys, no daughter of mine will ever cohabitate with the enemy! Her mother passively 

agreed with her husband just to keep the peace, maintained a gentle façade, but not far below the 

surface her allegiance was torn and her heart was shattered for the son she may never see again. 

     Daphne was at odds with her parents about almost everything the impending Age of Aquarius 

had to offer. Like most people in every other age before, when the status quo has been threatened 

with evolution, her parents were resistant to change, even, or especially, to something as 

innocuous as assimilated fashion. They wouldn’t let her wear her bell-bottoms to school for 

Christ’s sake; her father figured that it was part of the communist plot to subvert the children of 

America. Well, she was not looking forward to school anyway. The high school felt more like a 

prison, and she felt like a slave. 

     Sometimes when she and Joey crossed the road to climb down the river bank to look at the 

dead fish floating in the algae buildup, she would let her eyes wander north and she would feel 

the call of the wild. Her intuition would tingle, lighting up the synapse centers with intrigue, 

keeping the dullness at bay. She did find serenity and magic in the river valley. The occasional 

brief swim on that muddy river beach on a hot day offered respite. But the long stretches with no 

customers and nothing to do were a challenge and the Mourning Dove’s sad and repetitive hoo 

HOO, hoo hoo hoo added to the monotony. The lilting ennui of cicadas’ endless drone, from a 

high-pitched chorus of intensity, then subsiding, trailing off, then rising to cacophony all over 

again in sonic waves as the crazy insects talked back to each other incessantly; this did not help, 

but only amplified the sweltering emptiness of the afternoons. 

     Every now and then she did meet some interesting people. Especially this week. Usually, they 

got the fishermen and the local kids coming up the river with their inner tubes, and sometimes 

tourists, families up from Philly on their way to the Poconos, and always the truckers. There 

were a few of those gnarly satyr men here and there she liked to flirt with, or tease. With her long 

brown hair, startling auriferous eyes, budding little body, she knew she had what it takes to 

attract any man, and most boys, and plenty of girls if there were any, although that secret desire 

had not yet been allowed to blossom. 

     Her instincts were good, however, so she shied away from flirting most times, being quite 

aware of the obnoxious behavior it could generate. On her breaks and during those long boring 



midday hours when no one would come, she drifted into daydreams. When all else failed she 

could retreat to the micro-universe inside and rely on her own ingenuity to keep herself 

entertained. Her head was pregnant with a reservoir of phantasmagoria, populated with a 

pantheon of luxuriant characters and mythical creatures. She’d imagine an assortment of heroes 

or heroines, sirens and satyrs and sibyls, chance encounters with a werewolf, a vampire, a 

tornado come to sweep her and Toto away, or a pied piper Pan with a flute. 

     This week at the Deer Stop, people’s appearances began to resemble the characters in her 

daydreams, as if her dreams had conjured them. She remembered thinking something 

extraordinary must be going on. Steady streams of Long-haired freaks, the kind her father hated, 

were stopping in for gas and ice cream. They would always go over and feed the deer in the pen, 

hang around and laugh, the girls in long flowing dresses, flowers in their hair, just like on TV. 

Daphne was totally entranced and felt envious, wondered where they were going. In fact, she 

started to get really restless, not her ordinary restlessness; the primal urge had been aroused in 

her, the stirrings of adventure. 

   “Joey, who are these people, and where are they going?” she had said. 

   “I don’t know, but they look really crazy!” 

   “Yeah, kind of crazy.” 
    

    She was sitting in the restaurant that day, just when the oppressive drone of cicadas was about 

to drive her out of her mind, when a vehicle of change in the form of a VW bus pulled up to the 

pump. It had Che Guevara’s face painted on the front and some kind of symmetrical psychedelic 

mandala on the side, circles within circles. She watched through the glass as the young man got 

out of the bus, and thought to herself, innocently, damn that guy is cute, think I’ll go pump him 

some gas!  She puckered her lips, straightened out her blouse around her boyish hips, flipped her 

hair and flew out the door. 
 

    As she approached, their eyes met. 
 

    Zap! 
 

    A blinding tractor beam manifested between their eyeballs, locked, loaded, clamped and 

cuffed with a slam and a clink around their fated mated souls. The force, in the twinkling of an 

eye, at accelerations gazillion times the rate of gravity, in solenoidal modes of light, sucked her 

irrevocably, in spiraling intensity, down the optical axis, through his pupil to the back of his skull 

where a thermonuclear explosion mirrored the impulse back to her, wobbling the lonely orbits at 

the far reaches of her own solar system - and they were united as one, clustered nebulae of 

stardust. 

    Just for a moment, a magnificent doorway opened, revealing the frightening mind of creation. 

Daphne allowed herself to dwell here in this unfathomable space for as long as she could bear. I 

know, it is overwhelming, even a glimpse into the glare of the great mystery, and so hard to stare 

into the abyss of eternity without searing your soul, the entire glorious sad story of humanity 

barely a blip on the expanding universe. She had to look away and gasped as the force released 

its grip on her. 
 

    The effect was transitory. She recovered quickly, shrugged it off as a momentary lapse of 

reason, and composed herself. 
 

   “You need some gas?” she flirted, smiling coyly, the distinctive curve on her lips. 



   He smiled back. “Yes, please,” and stumbled a bit, “could you fill it up?”  The unexpected 

force had gripped them both. 

   They did a little dance around each other, eyes wide, holding the hazardous mutual glance, as 

she maneuvered the pump into the bus’s gas hole. 

   “Is there a bathroom here I could use?” 

   “Yeah,” she pointed to the side of the building, “over there.” 

    “Thanks,” he said, holding the smile just a little longer. He seemed spellbound, moving with 

mysterious purpose. 

    She watched him as he walked away, admiring his every move, captivated by his aura. She 

finished pumping his gas, returned the pump to its holder, washed his windows, full service, then 

watched him again as he came walking back. Against or in cahoots with her better judgment, she 

found herself striking a seductive pose. He slowed down when he saw her standing there, and 

approached her with more deliberate consideration, soaking in the sight of her. When he got 

close they locked onto another mutual gaze, briefly, then averted their eyes. 
 

    “Hey, would you like some ice cream?” she said, getting brave. 

    “Sure.” 

    Daphne went inside inviting him in, and started two cones. “What kind do ya like?” 

    “Oh, chocolate, of course! With swirls and sprinkles and nuts if ya have that.” 

    She laughed, “Oh, I could have guessed. You seem like the exotic type. Okay, and I’m gonna 

have vanilla then, just to be different.” 

    He gave her 3 dollar bills and said keep the change. 50 cents for the cone and he filled his 

tank, at 20 cents a gallon, for $2.30.  That price would not last much longer. 
  

    They had simply talked then, about casual things, walking to the deer pen, and enjoying each 

other’s company, licking their cones. Somehow she felt completely relaxed around him now and 

again had the eerie feeling that she had known him a long time ago. And there was the instant 

attraction, more cerebral than sexual. Sensual, surely, in the same way the prana of the 

stratosphere caresses the snow-covered mountain tops. She showed him the garden, then how to 

feed the deer through the fence. They walked over to the bus afterward and stood there facing 

each other, with the sun behind his haloed head. She wanted to touch him, hold his hand, to say 

goodbye. Then casually, out of the blue, as if this kind of thing happens every day, he had asked 

the question. 
 

     “You wanna go to Woodstock?” 
 

     She just stared at him, frozen, perplexed, her eyes widening.  Afraid to look too deeply into 

his for fear of repeat occurrences with laser beams, she focused instead on his mouth, watching 

his lips move, forming lost words. 
 

    “It’s a music festival. It’s for three days.” He began the sale’s pitch, scripted by the 

playwrights of destiny. “I got two tickets, eight dollars apiece, they’re only for Saturday, but 

we’ll get in. The one was for my friend, but…she couldn’t go. I could really use the company. I 

can’t promise I’ll bring you back. But, there’s no way you won’t get a ride home. And you can 

do anything you want. I mean, if you don’t want to stay with me the whole time, that’s okay, or 

whatever, you know? I have everything we need. I have pillows and blankets; I have some food, 

some music, anything else we might need. I even have a tent, and you could sleep in the bus you 



know, or whatever you want, completely casual and copacetic. I think the Grateful Dead are 

going to be there. And Canned Heat, um, Jimi Hendrix, Santana and the Who, and Janis!” 
 

     So she had made the decision - “yes, yes, I’ll do it!” - not believing her eyes or ears, and had 

gone to get her stuff, say goodbye to Joey and hop in the passenger side of a VW bus driven by a 

complete stranger. Perhaps she intuited the long strange trip that never would have been, or more 

precisely, the trip that could not never be if this had not happened here at just the right time. As it 

were, fatefully, the bus came by and she got on. 
 

     Her mind drifted for a moment, sifting through the images of the past week while she zoned 

out on the reflection in the side view mirror, a pair of river ravens pecking each other on a 

Sycamore limb, and just for that one moment she forgot all her troubles and everything seemed 

peaceful. When she came back from her drifting Daphne took a real deep breath and answered 

him, “Yeah, I’ll call them when we get there.” She waved her mythical magic wand, and they 

disappeared up the road. 

On the Road   
 

    Hellish hot Helios had risen in his golden chariot above the yellow green sycamores, stoking 

the furnace, gathering steam, hurling down flaming arrows upon the wretched hapless mortals. 

Jason was starting to sweat profusely, large half circles of wetness gathered on the vest under his 

arms. It was more than just the hot air. He was suddenly cognizant of a new and great anxiety 

grabbing his chest. OK, what am I getting myself into here? 

    “Hey, you wanna open that side vent, get some air in here?” 

    “Sure, anything you say,” Daphne tormented him and giggled. But she couldn’t take her eyes 

off him. She could only stare and purse her lips in a curious smile, tilting her head, checking him 

out. 

    He laughed out loud at her little defiant stance. “Oh, you’re not gonna give me a hard time the 

whole way are ya?”    

    “Oh no, I’ll cooperate. Jeeze, I’m kinda at your mercy don’t ya think?” She leaned over and 

wrestled with the vented window and pushed it open releasing a torrent of hot humid air into the 

bus. 

    “Just relax, we’ll be fine. I’m not gonna bite ya.” He smiled another reassuring smile and 

stared straight ahead. 

    But inside he felt trepidation. This girl was cute, and interesting, but perhaps a little too eager 

and willing and…young. That’s just what I need, a young runaway girl! 

 

     He pulled the bus over to the side of the road, stopped, and took it out of gear to idle. 

    “What are you doing?” Daphne said, surprised. 

     He shifted in his seat, preparing himself to speak. 

    “Uh, listen…are you sure you want to do this?” 

    “Well, you asked me!” 

    “Yeah,” he chuckled slightly, “I guess I didn’t expect you to say yes!” 

    “Just go before I change my mind!” 

    “I don’t know, I really shouldn’t…” 

    “Yes, you should! Go!” She glared at him. 



    Jason gaped at her in awe and wonder. Guilty thoughts crept into his head. I’m almost married 

for God’s sake! I can’t do this. Daphne squirmed in her seat. She kicked her sandals off and 

pulled her long bare legs up into a cross-legged position. “So you got any music?” 

    Jason shook his head, laughed, and turned on the volume button on the eight-track machine 

mounted to the dashboard. “Oh yeah. I got lots of tapes for the eight-track. In that box right 

there. Santana, Jefferson Airplane, Sly and the Family Stone, Sergeant Peppers, Incredible String 

Band, The Fugs, MC Five…Put in what you want.” He felt a consolation coming on, convincing 

himself with a justification of honorability, the quality or state of being noble in character, 

namely that he had no intentions on the girl, he just needed the company, so nothing to feel 

guilty about, no infidelity, no lust in his heart. 

    “Wow, far out, nice collection.” Daphne rustled through the tapes and pulled out the 

Airplane’s “Crown of Creation.”  She stuffed the eight-track player with the tape, it made its 

little clicking sounds and Grace Slick was singing through two old stereo speaker cabinets 

mounted in the back of the bus. She looked at him, raised her eyebrows with a teasing look of 

inquiry, shrugged her shoulders and said simply, “Right on brother! Let’s go! Come on.” 

    He slapped his head with both hands and laughed in disbelief. “You are something else…Ah, 

what the hell. Here comes adventure, right? Let’s go for it. We’re on the road. Kerouac, here we 

come.” He engaged the clutch, pulled out and continued driving up the river road into the mad 

heat of the day filled to the brim with madness; a great, exhilarating, existential angst. 
 

    “So, do you always accept rides from perfect strangers?” 

    “No, usually they are not perfect.” She stuck her tongue out at him, incorrigible with aplomb.   

    “Ha-ha, I’m far from perfect, believe me. But did you ever consider, just maybe, you don’t 

know what you’re getting into here? 

    “Maybe I don’t care…and why, what’s wrong with you?” 

    He went blank for a minute and zoned on the white lines streaking toward the bus. “I’m a 

coward. Truth is you’re hookin up with a fugitive.” 

    “A fugitive? What did you do?” Daphne was suddenly more awake and perky. 

    “I’m a draft resister. You know. Have you ever seen our symbol, the omega?” he outlined the 

shape, like a horseshoe, with his finger in the dust on the dashboard. 

    “Oh yeah, it’s like a letter of the Greek alphabet? I’ve seen it on campus, one of the frat 

houses.” 

    “Yup, it’s also a symbol for resistance in ohms, in an electrical current, you know?” 

    “Right, so you are telling me you’re running from, like, the service, and Vietnam?” 

    “Exactly. And I shouldn’t be getting you involved in it. How old are you anyway?” 
 

    Daphne shrugged defensively and shifted back around in her seat looking straight ahead again. 

“Why does everyone need to know how old I am all the time? I’m old enough to know a few 

things. I bet I could drive this damn bus!” 

    “Well, you definitely look young enough to get me in more trouble! Not to mention get 

yourself in trouble.” 

    “Hey, fuck it!” she covered her mouth in apology, embarrassed by the swear word. “Sorry, but 

I’m tired of worrying about it, I just wanna live and do things. So what. So now we are both 

fugitives on the run. Kind of exciting! Anyway, I would do the same thing if I was you. My 

brother is over there right now and I wish to hell he never went, because I may never see him 

again. And I’ll be sweet sixteen next week if ya really need to know, August 20th.” 



    “Sixteen, next week. Great. You’re 15 years old…I really must be nuts! You’re seven years 

younger than me. You don’t look that young.  Then again, girls mature so much faster than boys. 

Well, cool, happy birthday, in advance. Whew!” 

    “Thanks, I guess, I don’t even care; I want to be twenty-one.”   
 

    “Well, if we’re traveling together I should at least know your name. What’s your name?” 

    “You don’t need to know my name. Maybe we don’t need to know each other’s names. Maybe 

it’s better that way.” 

    “Well, I have to call you something. I can’t just yell out ‘hey you’ all the time!” 

    “OK, you can call me Crazy Chick, that’s what my friends call me in school.” 

    Jason laughed out loud, “Oh, perfect, Crazy Chick. Well then, you can just call me Tree Man, 

that’s what my work buddies call me.” 

    “Tree Man? Why Tree Man? Are you built like a tree? Do you communicate with trees? Are 

you like, related to the myth?” 

     “Myth? What myth? 

     “The Greenman. It’s ancient. I’ll tell you about the Greenman sometime.” 

     “Tell me now!” 

     “It’s a sculpture; a man’s face sprouting leaves and vines out of his mouth, eyes, ears, and 

nose. In comparative mythology, he’s the ultimate nature boy, nature god - wild man of the 

woods.” 

     “Sounds like Tarzan.” 

     “Yeah, more like Cernunnos, or Pan. The point is, he’s a tree man…or a man tree.” 

     “How anthropomorphic; well then, maybe I am related to the myth. I’m all about the trees.” 

 

     Indeed, the myth motif of the Greenman is ubiquitous, found everywhere around the green 

earth, in all cultures and all ages and in various forms. The old horny-goat-gods of fertility and 

fecundity, all cousins of the Greenman, sprouted from the lusty black dirt; Cernunnos, the Celtic 

god of the wild wood with his antlers growing from his head, and Pan, the Greek god of the fields 

with his seductive musical composition and improvisational theater is a ribald Greenman-

companion to the wood nymphs. Even in the stained-glass murals of the Christian churches, you 

can see the pagan Greenman’s face, taunting the holy trinity with natural urges. Borrowing from 

many traditions, he is a conglomeration of untamed wilderness, a syncretic, universal reminder 

that we are intimately inexorably tied to the wild green earth; he’s the original symbol of death 

and rebirth, the same story and mantle that Jesus took on with his Crucifixion and Easter sunrise. 

He is the primeval bush who dies in the winter and sprouts new growth each spring, blooming 

with the promise of eternal life.    
  

    “And yes I do communicate with trees. And I cut them and kill them for a living too. At least I 

used to. I’m very conflicted about it; it’s an occupation that makes me go against my own world 

view of things. I like climbing trees, it’s very druidic. I honor trees, they’re beautiful creatures, 

they have spirits and they see everything that passes them by, for years and years, humans come 

and go for generations, and they’re still here. Then, people have them cut down for the stupidest 

reasons, just cause they’re tired of them, or they make too much of a mess, or they’re shading 

their swimming pool.” 

     Jason was practiced in the art of deep consultation with trees, kind of like Tarzan, like his 

friend Snake. He felt close to God when he was up there in the higher branches, uber alles, 

dipping in to rarefied air. He understood their souls like animistic allies, and always felt cruel 



and remorseful when he had to cut a healthy tree down. He would hug the tree and apologize to it 

before slicing in, dismantling it, taking its life with no mercy. Then, at night he would dream 

about trees, cutting a fallen Tulip Poplar trunk out of a living room, drinking the blood sap of an 

ancient Red Oak or flying effortlessly among the treetops, limb to limb, like a monkey with 

wings. 
 

    “And it’s a dangerous job; too many brushes with death. If I could make a living with my 

brain instead of my brawn I would, with my music instead of my muscles, definitely. If I could 

be a full-time student I would. I wish I could just walk into the Library of Congress with some 

kind of superpower to probe through book covers and suck out every ounce of writing from 100 

million books into my brain. I wanna know all there is to know. 

    “But seriously, how I got the name: One day I was hangin high up in a tree, all tied in with my 

saddle and ropes, and I saw this hot lookin girl walkin by down below me, and I said something 

to her like ‘hi beautiful’ or whatever, and she looked up at me and said, ‘Fuck off, tree man!’ All 

the guys had a good laugh, and after that, they always called me Tree Man.” 

    “That’s funny. And creepy. So wow, cool so you’re like a tree trimmer then. I’ve seen those 

guys with the wood chippers ridin around in their funky trucks.” 

    “Tree surgeon.” 

    “Right, you’re a doctor. So, ok, Tree Man, so, is there like someone after you that you’re 

running from, or you’re just running to run, or what?” 

    “I go north, or I go to jail. Yeah, I’m on the run, from the bogey man. There was a riot 

downtown last night in River City. A protest that got really out of hand. Anyway, I think I saw 

FBI on the sidelines takin pictures. They’re on my back for sure. They are just lookin to pin 

something on me. And now they have it if they find me with you. But my induction is next week, 

I’m screwed anyway, so it doesn’t matter, I’m outta here. After the festival, I’m heading north. 

Quebec. I can’t bring you back.” 

      

     “I know, you said that.” 
 

     “But I’ll find you a ride home.” 
 

     They hit a pothole with a thud and Jason swerved to miss another. 
 

    “Ouch! That hurt.” 
 

    “OK, I trust you, I’ll find a ride, I guess.” 

    “Hey, we’re not too far down the road yet, if you’re still not sure, I’ll turn around right now 

and take you back if you want, not a problem.” 

    “NO!” Daphne didn’t hesitate. “I’ll find a ride!” 

    “You’re brave.” 

    “Yeah. And crazy.” 

    “Dangerous combination.” 

    “Ha ha, just like you. You know, that’s funny you should mention the FBI because I think my 

uncle is an FBI agent. I really don’t know, he is so secretive when he comes over the house and 

my mom and dad don’t tell me anything. But I’ve heard them talking. He helps Granma run the 

Deer Stop; he stopped in yesterday to check on us and tally the cash. I wonder if he is on your 

case. That would be like, totally weird.” 
 



    Jason felt a sudden stillness in his spine. “You’re kidding me, right? That wouldn’t happen to 

be that blue Studebaker that pulled into the Deer Stop as we were leaving that I keep seeing in 

my rearview? I thought I saw it parked down the street when I left my house this morning!” 

    “Oh shit,” Daphne covered her mouth again. She turned around to look, but there were no cars 

where she could see, the curvy river road disappeared around the bend. “That would suck man. 

Yeah, that’s Uncle Edgar’s car. We gotta go, just keep moving, and let’s get the hell out of here.” 
    

    “Uncle Edgar. Wonderful. All I need; A fucking tail.” 
     

    Loyalty to their kind, they cannot tolerate our minds 

    Loyalty to our kind, we cannot tolerate their obstructions... 
 

    With Crown of Creation providing the soundtrack they rode along without speaking for a time, 

an uneasy feeling creeping in, like lookin in a mirror and seeing a police car. Jason kept thinking 

about the pot he had stored under the seat, wondered if he shouldn’t just throw it out. Daphne 

stared out the window, still rushing from the crazy whirlwind of a decision that she had made. 

Who is this guy? I hope he knows what he’s doing, ‘cause I sure don’t. I hope Joey is OK. Mom’s 

just gonna have to deal, I don’t care, this is so wild! 

 

     “The river looks beautiful up here…love those rapids, all those Sycamore trees over there, the 

way they flash their camouflage bark.” Jason broke out of the reverie with a benign observation, 

designed somewhat unconsciously to avoid the uneasiness. 

     “Yeah, it’s a little too polluted though. There is so much foam down by the bank, and dead 

fish are always washing up. It’s gross sometimes; you don’t even want to swim. But we just go 

out on the raft and jump in from there. The water’s nice but there is all this green algae and 

stuff.” 

    “Too much detergent run-off. Phosphates make the algae grow, sucking up all the oxygen and 

that kills the fish.” 

    “We’re totally polluting everything.” 

    “I know. We take a perfectly good paradise and ruin it with progress. We cut down all the 

trees, pave the earth with parking lots, create superfluous product, wrap everything in plastic, 

throw all the excess garbage in a landfill and pretend we don’t see it. Then we bomb the jungles 

with napalm over there in Nam and ruin their ecology too while we’re at it.” 

    “Don’t even start. My brother is over there. I am so sick of it. My Dad thinks we should just 

go bomb Hanoi with a nuke, blow them off the map. But he can’t even tell me what we’re 

fighting for. Stopping communism before it spreads to our back door? That doesn’t even make 

sense! It’s just like that play I was almost in; Lysistrata. She is the dissolver of armies. It’s all 

about how stupid war is, and controlled by men controlling other men who don’t even know why 

they are fighting.” 

      

    A winding convoy of U.S. Army trucks, chock-full with green suited soldiers, came snaking at 

them from the north prompting Daphne to sprawl across Jason’s lap to wave the peace sign as 

the various vehicles of war trogged passed them down the road.  

    “And there they are, right on cue; the obedient boys who do the bidding of their masters, blind 

patriots all of them.” Jason added. “And to think, I could be one of them.”  The sight tore him up 

inside, inflamed his passion for peace, reignited the guilt for abandoning Uncle Sam, regurgitated 

his grief for a friend. 



 

    “Or I could have been, past tense, like Stefano; meat for the meat grinder.” 

    “Stefano?” 

    “Yeah, my friend. Died in Vietnam at a Mash unit.   

    “I’m sorry to hear that.” 

    “It still haunts me. He wanted to document the horrors of war. He was there with a war 

correspondent for CBS, as a television camera operator. Then he gets caught in a cross-fire, 

outside the camp, sniper attack, whatever, they still won’t get their story straight.” 
 

    A strange and eerie silence gripped the two of them as Jason’s words resounded in a familiar 

chamber of consciousness. They sensed my presence.  I’d prefer not to mention specifically all 

morbid details of the way I died. Suffice it to say, I was caught in the middle of an embarrassing 

and tragic case of “friendly” fire that was in a very real way, not altogether accidental. 
 

    “So tell me more about Lysistrata.” Jason changed the subject as the caravan disappeared 

down the road. “What part did you play? What’s it like acting on stage?” 
     

     “I don’t know, I never really got to play it, except in rehearsal.  I was so pissed off. I practiced 

for weeks and I knew my lines. I WAS Lysistrata. The school principals wouldn’t allow it, one 

time they came to a rehearsal and saw the phalluses on stage and they freaked out. They like 

canceled the whole thing, shut it down, then we had to do Mid Summer Night’s Dream instead, 

which I actually enjoyed, but I only got to play a fairy. But my acting teacher was so cool; he 

was the only teacher I ever even admired. Then that got me interested in Greek Mythology and 

what was going on back then in the Golden Age and I read all these books on it, the classics and 

stuff. I’m really into it. My parents and all my friends think I’m nuts, I talk too much about it, 

but…I wish I could go back in time and see what it was really like, to see how this all got started. 

I love acting, but it’s hard; I don’t know if it’s meant for me.” 

    “Wow, that is really wild. When I was in the fifth grade, I wrote a play about a professor 

taking his class back in time to ancient Greece in a time machine. That is a groovy coincidence 

man. Hey, maybe someday you’ll get to show me a few lines.” 

    Jason blinked and shook his head to clear a brain warp, a vision, a movie in his head, scenes of 

ancient armored soldiers clashing, processions of people dressed in peplos carrying phallic 

statues. What the hell? Again with this! Just like in the shower! That is some weird shit! And he 

looked at her and knew this was going to be a long strange trip. 

    “Oh sure,” said Daphne, “I’ll put on a show: ‘Women! Announce a debauch in honor of 

Dionysos!’” 

    Jason was wildly amused at this display, dizzy with the chimerical surreal synchronicity 

happening in and out of his spinning head. “Far out Crazy Chick!” So impressed by her little 

performance, he felt tiny tendrils of adoration bore their way into his heart. 

    They drove north to where the river carved a slot in the primordial mountain through the 

Water Gap and up into the Poconos. The rhododendrons were lush and glossy in their dark 

evergreen splendor, a luxuriant splash of thick leaves providing verdant contrast to the earth tone 

canvas of bronze and brass, raw sienna and burnt umber grasses, layers of greens, olive and 

sappy under the yellow-green canopy of towering white pines topped with a gold ochre glaze and 

a blinding blue sky. 

    Somewhere up on the Pocono plateau, Daphne had to pee and asked Jason to pull over. He 

obliged and found an isolated shoulder in the middle of the forest. A beautiful spot. The sun was 



getting hotter, mid-morning now, but the air was considerably cooler up here. He lit up a 

cigarette and leaned against the bus to ponder while Daphne shuffled off into her Laurel woods 

to pee. 

    He thought of his family and imagined the sad heated conversations they must be having. 

Memories of Cinderella tormented him; his innards gripped in a tumultuous stew of missing her, 

wondering about their future together, remorse for disappointing her. She wanted to get married 

so badly, so traditional she was. Maybe I’m not the marrying type, he thought. Besides, what 

kind of husband would I be sitting in jail? 

    He thought of his band mates and the steady gig at the tavern playin Stones and Beatles and 

Dylan tunes, jamming on acoustic guitar down on the island around a big snapping fire at night, 

impressing the ladies with melodramatic anti-love songs like Under My Thumb and Love in 

Vain. He wondered what his professor would think of his comparative Shamanism paper he 

wrote for anthropology class at the community college, a moot point now. He wondered what his 

boss would do without him. He left his kiln full of unfired masterpieces, left everything behind, 

unfinished, incomplete, uprooted. An immense sadness filled his body. 

    He came out of his thoughts and turned to look into the woods as if, instinctively, he knew 

he’d find the antidote. He saw her squatting there behind a Laurel bush, the outline of a sylph, a 

wood nymph streaming pee and, sure enough, a warm tender smile came over him. 

    She came out of the trees buttoning up her shorts, grabbed the door handle and said, “Did you 

enjoy your little peek?” 

    “Actually, I did.”     

An Obstacle 
 

    Up the road a piece appeared a Sunoco station with a little store attached to it. “This looks like 

a good place to get cigarettes and drinks.” 

    As he pulled into the side lot he noticed the group of men standing next to the garage and he 

felt that stir of fear he was all too familiar with. Suddenly wishing he had left the bus idling, he 

inhaled deeply, opened the door, and stepped out in slow deliberate moves. He strode to the store 

looking straight ahead but felt their eyes on him. 

    Daphne was watching from her seat and re-noticed the American flag patch on Jason’s ass. 

Somehow she knew those boys were not grooving on that scene. 

    Jason went in, picked out a couple bottles of Seven Up and went to the counter. The girl 

behind the counter was a good ole girl, kind of gave him an icy stare and then shook her head in 

disgust. “Hi, I just want a pack of Marlboros, please. And these sodas, thank you.” 

   Exiting the store, he was expecting the next thing: 
 

   “Well, lookie what we have here!” 
 

   Jason kept walking. 
 

   “A real live hippie boy.” 

   “You sure that’s a boy Hawk?” 

   “Well, I don’t know junior, why don’t we find out? Hey boy, why don’t you getcher hair cut?” 

   “My barber died,” Jason said, reflexively, a wave of angry bravado coming over him. Damn, 

that was good, did I just say that? The adrenalin rush was sudden, fear pulsing through him, his 

heart popping out of his chest like in the cartoons. He knew these boys meant business. And he 

knew that wise-ass mot would only stimulate their charming lingo to dangerous results. 



    “Yer barber died. You think that’s funny boy? Or maybe you are a girl. You think that’s 

funny?” 

   “Aw Henry, I thought it was kinda funny, his barber died, I think we should feel sorry for the 

boy, his barber died, maybe we should give him a her cut!” 

    Just as Jason was about to reach the bus, the young stud with the flat-top crew-cut stepped in 

front of him. “Where do you think yer goin so fast? You need a haircut boy!” 

    “Not anytime soon I don’t think.” Jason tried to grab the door handle. But Brutus grabbed him 

by the hair and yanked him in the direction of the garage. 

    “Now that’s what I’m talkin ‘bout junior, brang him over here.” The trolls let out whoops and 

hollers, and another redneck whacked him on the head throwing him down to the hard macadam. 

The good ole girl at the cash register came outside to watch. The man named Hawk kicked him 

when he was down. Right in the ribs, with the big boots on, real waffle stompers. 

    “You don’t talk to me like that and get away with it you fuckin faggot ass queer boy. Pinko 

commie ass fuckin longhaired freak! Who the hell do you think you are putting the American 

Flag on the back of your skinny little faggot ass? You disrespect old glory like that, you should 

be shot for treason, you little communist. You don’t like this country? Huh boy? Why don’t you 

leave then, pinko, you love it or you leave it!” And they kicked him some more. “Thass right, 

love it or leave it!” 

    Jason took it like a man. Moaning, but taking the pain, he was waiting for it to be over. It has 

to end eventually; they’re not going to kill me! He was too preoccupied with self-defense to 

notice the baby blue car sneaking in behind the neighbor’s house. 

    

*** 

    Edgar had pulled in thinking he had found a good hiding spot, still under cover. But now he 

was on the radio with his boss on dispatch. “They pulled over at a station; some farm boy 

hoodlums are givin him the work-over pretty bad in the parking lot. I think she’s in the VW!” 

    “You stay put, no matter what happens, you hear me?  I want to know where he’s going. I 

want to know what they are up to. Just let it blow over and keep following them!” 

    “Yes, sir. But that’s my niece in there!” 

    “You heard me! We know his induction is on Monday, that’s August eighteenth. He’s going to 

Canada! There’s a good chance he’s going to meet somebody in the underground across the 

border. That is primary. You follow him and see where he goes; he could lead us to the big prize. 

And hell, if they commit hanky-panky we can nail him for statutory. You just keep an eye on 

him! Stay on his trail!” 

*** 

   Jason took advantage of a lull in the action to suddenly lunge with all the strength he had left, 

up, off the ground and at the redneck’s throat. He grabbed the troll and tossed him off to get 

away and make it towards the bus but several fists and a well-placed boot tripped him up and he 

was down, on his hands and knees, gravel embedded in his palms. They started an orgy of 

kicking. “You’re gonna learn yer lesson one way or the other girlyboy!” Thud, thud, thud. Each 

thud of a steel-toed boot stabbed lightning bolts of pain deep into his central nervous system, his 

innards screaming stop, his lungs refused to breathe, he cowered for the next boot to land then 

felt a rib crack. He moaned and writhed in pain, curling up to a fetal position. 

    Daphne burst out of the bus and ran towards Jason. 

    “Get your fucking hands off him, what the hell do you think you’re doing? Leave him alone!” 

she screamed. 



    One more whack to the head and Jason was bleeding out his mouth. “Where are the scissors, 

Earl? Well, wait a minute, now what have we here? Well, damn boy, you got yerself a little 

hippie girl, are you two lesbians together? ” 

   “Hey, hey little lady, calm down now, he, he.”  The master Troll was fighting off the throws of 

Daphne’s skinny arms, flailing at the men to get them off of Jason. 

    “Well, OK then, maybe we’ll take you over for a workout and let your girlfriend watch! I 

meant your boyfriend, which is it, honey?” The dwarf troll let out a peal of sickening laughter, 

snorting like a pig.   

    “Crazy, get back in the bus, please!” Jason managed the blood-spattered words, more alarmed 

now. 

    A couple of the boys began to drool over Daphne’s little body, suddenly preoccupied with 

lewd imaginations, the possibilities for gratifying themselves. Like a pack of hungry pig-wolves, 

a group-think sadistic mob had her in their clutches, molesting her. “Pull her shorts down Earl; 

let’s see what freako can do about it. Yeehawww!” 
    

    Edgar was in a panic. He radioed in, “They have my niece, I’m goin over there!” 

    “Edgar, you do and you’re fired. You stay put.” 

    Edgar was getting out of his car, about to disobey his boss when the locals arrived. 
 

    Three men were holding Jason’s limp body down on the ground, and one come runnin with 

the scissors when the cop car pulled in. The other two had Daphne and they were baying like 

wild dogs as they watched her struggle and protest. “Get yer fuckin hands off me you creeps!” 

The young one was whippin his bad thing out, the other was holding her down, her arms behind 

her back, but Daphne was kickin and bitchin real hard. 

     “Careful, Earl, she’ll bite it off!” And they howled with laughter, punching Jason in the gut 

for good measure. 

     “Earl, don’t you dare,” the cashier ventured to shout. This was too much even for her. 

     Then Jason said under his bloody breath: 
 

    “You touch her, I’ll kill you!” 
    

    The policeman got out of the car and walked up to the scene, “Now, now, boys, what kinda 

trouble are you getting yourselves into now.” 

    One by one the men let go of their prey, not before the one with the scissors snipped a lock 

with glee and held it up like a scalp with a war whoop. Jason just crumpled onto the ground 

bleeding in a heap and Daphne pulled up her shorts and went running over to him to attend to 

him and see his wounds. “Why the hell did you do this? What is wrong with you people?” 

     She held onto him while the trolls explained their way out to the officer. “We was just havin a 

little fun, Jack. No harm done, he can still walk, prolly!” 

     “Well, you had your fun, now why don’t you go back to work, back to whatever it was you’re 

doin, go on, get outta here.” 

     Earl put his dick back in his pants, only slightly embarrassed, some of the men wandered off, 

chuckling to themselves and Daphne said, “Aren’t you going to do anything? They tried to rape 

me! They beat the shit out of him! Rape, assault and battery, can’t you arrest them or 

something?” 



     “Well, little lady, maybe you should count your blessings, just lucky I came along at all. 

Right? Now, I’m real sorry for your friend here, but I think you should just clean him up and get 

on out of here. That would be the best thing for you to do right now.” 

    As Jason listened to this, he thought he saw a shadow of a troll crouching behind his bus. That 

can’t be good. But he never felt so happy to see a cop before. And he must not be on the APB 

yet, because this cop seemed unaware, so all he felt was relief. He picked himself up, grunt-

whimpering from bruised ribs, with some help from Daphne, wiped off his face, spit some blood. 

“C’mon Crazy, let’s go.”      

    She helped him stagger back to the bus, his arm around her for support while he groaned and 

cussed. They heard the good ole boys laughing; the snickers behind them when they climbed in 

the bus and, naturally, the key did not turn the starter. Instead, a stutter of clicking sounds 

mounted the tension. 

 

    “Come on come on!” Jason coaxed it to start. 

 

    Finally the starter connected and the little engine turned over and hummed. He drove away as 

nonchalantly as possible, both of them just praying they could escape without any further 

damage, not wanting to provoke or arouse suspicion. 
 

    “Holy shit, I don’t care, man, I knew that might happen, I’m just glad that cop didn’t know 

anything. As far as we know, we’re still home free. We just need to get up there man, get lost in 

the people, then they’ll never find us.” 

    “Fuck, those fucking bastards! I can’t believe people would do shit like that? That fucker had 

his thing out, he was gonna, fuck…I feel like puking!” And Daphne started crying a torrent of 

primal sobs and chokes, an involuntary purging she had never experienced before. “Son of a 

bitch!” she cried. “And they kicked you like you were a fucking animal, hell animals deserve 

better than that! Why? Why do they hate you so much? What did you ever do to them? I just 

don’t get it, what are they afraid of? People are so fucked up!” 

    “I don’t know man. It’s Easy Rider all over again. They don’t like our kind. It’s not us; it’s 

what we stand for. We represent freedom. And how ironic is that? We are supposed to be 

fighting for our freedom over there in rice paddies where the people don’t really care who their 

master is as long as they can fucking eat.” Jason was stoic, feeding off the pain, still rushing on 

the natural pain killer adrenalin, feeling defiant. He stepped on the gas and revved up that little 

four-cylinder engine to the classic high pitched whine as fast as it could go. “Crazy, it’s OK man, 

we’ll be alright. We’re goin to the happy people now. We got some love comin to us.” 

    “OK, Tree Man. Whatever you say. But I don’t know. I’m scared now.” 

    It wasn’t even a mile down the road the bus lurched and started to shimmy. “Shit! I knew it! 

Those fuckers slashed my tire! I gotta pull over.” 

    There was a nice little patch of serendipitous sand for a pull off in the middle of the woods 

with an ancient overgrown dirt road running off of it and Jason went in as far as he could, driving 

on the rim of the right front tire. “Perfect. We’re hidden pretty good here.” 
     

    The bus came to a stop and he shut it off. The air-cooled engine went dead and pinged with 

cooling engine sounds. The quiet of the Poconos enveloped them. A few birds chirped. A gentle 

breeze rustled the pin oaks. The aspens quaked softly in the sunny stillness of the day. Daphne’s 

quiet sobs faded into the woods, like water into a sponge. 
    



   “Maybe you should just take me back now. I don’t know. That was horrible! My mom would 

freak if she found this out...I’m still shaking.” 

    Jason shrugged, got out of the bus, limped over to the passenger side and opened the door. 

“C’mon, get out and help me change this tire. We’ll talk about it.” 

    Daphne stepped out and Jason grabbed her, both arms around her, and held on. “C’mere you 

crazy chick, we’re gonna be alright. Your Mama can’t stop what already happened. And hey, I 

was proud of you, you were brave, you never stopped fighting. Those bad people will never take 

your spirit. You’re still good, you’re still good.” 

    And he held on, and she held on too, for a good long time. She could feel his heart beating on 

her chest. He felt the blood pulsing through them, between them, the heat, the sweet exhilaration, 

the sweat of fear and summer mingling through the fabric of their bodies, her tank top to his bare 

belly. 

    “Are you alright?” she said, pulling away finally. “Let me look at you.”  She framed his face 

with her hands and traced her fingers down over his wounds, the cracked bloody lip. “We should 

clean you up. Let me get a wet napkin or something.” 

    “Yah, sure.” Jason pulled away and went to open the back to retrieve the jack and tire iron 

while Daphne rummaged for a rag. “You got water?” 

    “Two gallon-jugs behind the seat, you see em?” 

    “OK, yeah.” 

    Jason got on his knees next to the right front wheel, the jack in hand, “You want to start 

unscrewing that spare tire, crazy girl?” Daphne approached him with the wet rag, “Hold on Tree 

Man, let me clean this.” 

   “Ow! Careful!” 

   “We have to get this foul boot dirt out of there, get the blood off your face.” She dabbed his 

cheek and plucked flecks of dirt from his wound while he grimaced. “Do you have any first aid, 

an antiseptic?” 
 

    Her slender thighs at the level of his face now, short-shorts in the triage aftermath heat of 

battle, while she leans in to tend his lesion he’s all at once cognizant of a unique sweat alluring 

him, comforting the scent receptors like a kitchen wafting hot-cross-buns fresh out of the oven. It 

surprised him. He looked up at her and into her eyes, studying her face. He hadn’t really seen her 

yet either, until now. She looked suddenly sweeter, something tender stirred inside.   

 

     “I have a bottle of Southern Comfort.” 

     “Yuck, that’ll have to do, where is it?” 

     “In the back, in a box. Ever change a tire?” 

     “I helped my Uncle once.” 

     “Edgar?” 

     “Yeah, he was clueless. You think he is still following us?” 

     “Could be, but if they wanted us, they would have had us by now.” 
 

     She kneeled down to look at his ribs, underneath his leather. “These look really bad, let me 

see.” A rash of red and bloodied swollen boot prints revealed themselves. 

     He winced, “I think this one is cracked,” and struggled to get in position to pump the jack 

handle.    

     The struggle led to a brief, accidental closeness, a chance but opportune entwinement en route 

to pumping the jack as their mouths nearly brushed. He wanted to kiss her, but momentum 



robbed him of the opening. For her part, maternal instincts and concern took precedence over 

any budding romantic interest; yet, in acknowledgment of the close encounter she could not hide 

a bashful smile and went off to look for the liquor. “I think you’re gonna be OK, you’ll heal.” 
 

     Jason went on a rant. “I can’t believe that ‘love it or leave it’ shit. I mean what does that even 

mean? You can’t criticize your country even if it’s wrong? It’s the duty of a patriot to question 

our government. Yeah, in the Soviet Union they’d have locked me up a long time ago. I’m 

supposed to have the freedom to express myself in this country! They got it backwards! I wanted 

to turn it around and say no, you leave; if you don’t want to live in a country where people have 

the right to speak out and be who they want to be then you should go live in North Korea or 

China or the Soviet Union. I mean you red necks would fit in real good over there, you’d never 

question anything, obedient little citizens, love my country right or wrong!” 

    “I don’t know about that,” said Daphne. “Soon as they took away their guns, they’d be up in 

arms. Ha, ha, ha. Anyway, I guess you are leaving it huh? Little did they know, jokes on them.”   

    “Yeah, I guess I am. But why can’t I love it and leave it? I’m not leaving because I don’t love 

my country, my country doesn’t love me.” 

    She came back with the bottle, “Here, let me pour this over your mouth; sanitize that cut.” 

    “Yowsah!! That burns good!” The alcohol stung his open flesh causing him to pucker up and 

shake his head like a wet dog. “Tastes good too!” 

    “That should help get that troll goo neutralized.”  Daphne took a slug and spit it out. “Oh! 

Yuck, this stuff is horrible!” her face contorted in revulsion. 
 

    “So love it and leave it, then come back.” Daphne started a back and forth. 

    “After the war is over.” 

    “After we kill all the godless communists, they’re all going to hell anyway.” 

    “Kill em all and let god sort em out?” 

    “Right, because god is on our side, just ask Dylan.” 

    “All the best wars were won with god on their side.” 

    “Yeah, mostly men and their warrior gods.” 

    “Because God is a man, that’s why.” 

    “A white man. An old white man with a big bushy white beard and long white hair.” 

    “Sounds like Zeus, or an old hippie.” 

    “No silly, Jesus’ dad. Same thing. Anyway, it’s always Ares and the boys, it’s all war all the 

time with these men, OK Athena was a Goddess of war but she was just defending her city. And 

of course, Helen sank a thousand ships with her beauty, so that whole Trojan War was her fault, 

right? And blame the sibyl woman on the hill that all the generals paid a fee to see, for a 

prophecy to find out how their wars would play out. Well, the real sibyls were transsexuals, 

probably.” 

    “Damn, what have you been reading?” 

    “Uh, just mythology books, history, and Greek plays and stuff. I love it. I go to Lafayette 

Library. But, I hate it that historians like Herodotus wrote about nothing but the wars. 

Unfortunately, history is the story of violence. You know there’s a lot of other stuff going on 

besides the wars.” 

    “Oh hell yes. That’s why we are going to this festival; to celebrate song dance and life, instead 

of war and death!” 



    “Yeah!” said Crazy Chick, “We are on a quest; it’s the great research project in the sky to find 

the answer to how to put an end to war, and worship the earth mother instead. I wanna feel Gaea 

move beneath my feet!” 

    “That’s groovy Crazy Chick.” 

    He twisted the last lug nut off and pulled off the flat tire. “Look at that, a nice little nail hole. 

Let’s get that spare tire over here.” 

    Daphne carried the tire, propped against her little hips, over to Jason, squatting on the ground. 

“I’m gonna go pee again.” Off she went into the woods. 
   

    Jason smiled to himself again when he heard the sound of a hard pee on dead crunchy leaves. 

He turned to look and noticed a herd of Pocono white tails hiding in the woods, casually 

observing Daphne, not seeming to mind her presence one bit. He installed the spare, tightened 

the nuts, lowered the jack, cinched the nuts extra tight one by one with the iron, got up and went 

off into a different corner of the woods to mark his own spot. 
 

    Back on the bus, Daphne adjusted on her tattered throne. “Ok…you’re right…let’s keep going. 

I think we need to do this. I’m getting hungry, what do you have to eat in here?” 

    “Sandwiches, in the cooler.” Jason was putting the flat tire, jack, and iron away. 

    “Mmmm, what kind?” 

    “Roast beef and turkey that my mom made for work. And tofu and bean sprout that I made. 

Plus I got a whole pot of soybeans in that pressure cooker, cooked in molasses over my Coleman 

stove.” 
 

    This time, when he turns the key; one click, and…silence. 

    “I’m gonna have to jump it.” He goes back to open the flap to the engine compartment, crawls 

underneath and jumps the starter, bypassing the solenoid with the screwdriver. Instant whirr, 

whirr. 

    “Hey, Crazy, you wanna step on the gas, when you hear it chug?” He jumps it again and the 

starter whirrs, Daphne steps on it, the engine turns over and she revs it up. He groans and 

struggles into the front seat. 
     

  “On the road again.” 
 

    On the way out, while Daphne grabs the sandwiches, Jason thinks he sees that blue Studebaker 

parked behind a tree. “Damn, that Edgar is gonna follow us all the way to Bethel!” 

     “If we ever make it there alive!” Daphne laughs, a nervous laugh, with a newborn sarcasm, 

cynicism even, born from a painful radicalizing experience. 

     Jason mumbles a cryptic thought, not knowing where it came from, nor bothering to explain: 

“Sometimes you just have to burn your horse and move on, no matter how painful.” 
 

On the Road Again 
 

    They drove deeper into the mystical mythical woods, heading up to the New York State line, 

the big White Pines softening the landscape with their weepy statuesque and elegant beauty. 

Saturated thermals rising in the mid-afternoon heat intruded into cold upper atmospheres, 

birthing into billowing blooms of white cumulus clouds. In the time it took for one of those 

clouds to mature into a full-blown cumulonimbus anvil thunderhead, they had eaten their 

sandwiches. Soon, it was time for happy hour. 



    “So, hey crazy chick, you wanna smoke some marijuana?” 

    “Um, I never did. Well once I did but nothing happened. Guess I’ll try it. What is it supposed 

to do?” 

    “First time for everything. It’s medicine, man. Make you feel better.” 

    Jason deftly removed the pipe from the ashtray already filled stuck it in his mouth and lit the 

match with one hand. He took a hit and handed the bowl still glowing to Daphne. “Ere…take 

slow inhale and hold it in,” he spoke like a ventriloquist voicing his muffled bear puppet. He 

blew the smoke out the window and coughed accordingly. “It’s like salt. It brings out the flavor 

in life, here, take it.” 

    Daphne’s first toke made her cough uncontrollably. “Don’t take so much next time,” he said. 

    They passed the pipe in silence cruising up the road and diggin on the scenery. Jason watched 

her as she took the sacred smoke and bore the ritual with frontier virgin enthusiasm. “Hold it in!” 
 

    After a few of those and an unknown period of lost time watching the white lines disappear 

under the bus, Daphne spoke. “I have no idea what life is about or what I am supposed to do.” 

    To which Jason reacted with a burst of laughter, spitting his soda. 

    “What are you laughing at? I’m serious.” 

    “I know, it’s just classic that’s all. What shall one do with one’s life? It’s a basic philosophical 

question. As for what life is about? Who the hell knows, man? It’s a journey to find out I guess. 

It’s the path that matters, not the end.” 

    “That doesn’t help.” Daphne was suddenly curt. She inhaled a rapid breath of fear when Jason 

swerved to miss a turtle on the road. She was temporarily catatonic, feeling very funny, as in 

peculiar. 

    “Cool! Did you see that turtle? He was big! I’m gonna pull over and get him off the road.” 

    Daphne was zoning out, paralyzed with unidentified expansion. He left the bus idling. 

    They both got out and approached the reptile. It immediately tucked its head and claws into its 

coat of armor. Jason picked him up by the shell and set him on the shoulder at the edge of brush. 

At that moment Daphne stared at the turtle’s rounded shell, like she had seen a ghost, eyes 

widening, maw gaping. At this moment this was no ordinary turtle, but a glowing, larger than 

myth terrapin with psychedelic symmetrical patterns signifying the creation of the universe. She 

reached down with daunting respect to touch the shell, to feel some of its power. 
     

    “Wow!” was all she could utter.  Her debut THC experience had been consecrated. 
 

    Back on the bus and on the road Daphne had her epiphany. “That’s it! This is what life is 

about! And I know what I have to do!” 

    “And what is that?” 

    “I’m doing it right now! I’m doing what I have to do!” 

    “That is way cool and groovy Crazy Chick!” 

    “And this is what life is all about!” 

    Jason pondered on that notion for a bit, quite intrigued and heartened by it, then turning to 

admire her, noticed something he’d been meaning to ask her about. “Hey, what is that on your 

neck, does that signify anything?” 

    She tilted her head down and grasped the carved stone hanging on her necklace. It resembled 

the naked female form, but a caricature of parts, plump and pregnant with bountiful breasts, 

bulbous buttocks, no face, no feet, and an exaggerated vulva. “Oh, this.”     



    “It’s an amulet. A replica of the oldest known archaeological artifact, a prehistoric Venus 

figurine, like 20,000 years old. It signifies the earliest goddess cultures before the agriculture 

warrior kings and herder Hebrews wiped out the goddess. Got it in New Hope. It’s my answer to 

the Lilum amulets from Jewish folklore when they wore them to keep away the Lilum.” 

    “Lilum?” 

    “They were the daughters of Lilith, the mythical first wife of Adam. Supposedly like she-

demons who would come in the night and, like rape your husband or something, like a 

succubus.” Daphne slapped her knee, burst out in unfamiliar giggles, and found it hard to stop. 

    “A succubus?” Tree Man grinned, eyes blood shot happy red. 

    “She-demons!” Crazy Chick lapsed into convulsions and the fit was instantly contagious. 

Breath-threatening laughter ensued, the kind of laughter that oozes out in silent spasmodic 

rhythms and you’re gasping for air, for a full minute and a half. 
 

    A bonding moment based on unmanageable laughter, between two people who feel 

comfortable enough with each other to let loose, sparked by one randomly plucked image that in 

any other context would be humorless, is priceless. However, it almost warrants pulling over for 

a spell as to not lose control of the wheel. At some point, you know you must stop laughing but 

something in you does not want to stop, ever, for this ecstatic laughter has found a deep happy 

place akin to orgasm that you don’t want to leave. The decision was made easier for Jason 

however since it hurt his ribs and mouth way too much to laugh. He contained himself. 

    “So, you wear this to attract the Lilum, instead of repel them.” 

    “Yeah! Come to me, my daughters! Hell yeah, I wear Lilith proud!” Abruptly the topic 

magnified four score and twenty times in her cannabinoid enhanced mind and seemed to have a 

luminosity of purpose around it. She fixated, with stoned blinders, and plowed into the powers of 

suggestion with compulsive dogged persistence. “Seriously, I don’t see Lilith that way,” she said 

after collecting herself. “As evil I mean. The patriarchs demonized her. She’s a Goddess.” And 

with additional synaptic thought trains spontaneously opening the doors of perception, Daphne 

tapped into her new psycho-tropically enhanced muse and spouted random pieces of her 

knowledge, her obsession. She went on to explain at length how originally, in the Sumerian 

myths, Lilith was a sexual being, but for good purposes. She would bring men to the temples for 

the holy rites to civilize them with sex, get them away from war and heal their wounded souls. 

“But then all these other religions made her all dark and demonic, so they kicked her out of the 

garden, out of the bible. I don’t agree with that interpretation. I just like to wear the Venus to 

show the power of woman, the fertility goddess, the giver of life, the first woman, who was more 

like the strong independent Lilith not like Eve who was subservient.” 

    “Yah man, women aren’t as powerless as the world leads us to believe. It’s myth perpetrated 

by the man-gods, the old white man with the beard. You girls have always had us by the balls 

anyway. Biology and DNA and evolution are governed by women’s attraction to and selection of 

mates. The Hopi say that it’s a matter of balance. And the world is out of balance right now. 

They say that is the reason for war because the scales are tipped too far to the masculine side. If 

the feminine and masculine principles were balanced there would be peace.” 

    And in classic stoned non sequitur fashion, he said, “You know the first feminists of this wave 

were men.” 

    Daphne burst again. And then couldn’t stop laughing, again. Jason was on a thought stream 

trying to continue. “The beats, man, they rejected all the traditional roles for men. To hell with 

strappin myself to a job workin for da man forever, bringing home the bacon to the boss, a wife 



and kids and a mortgage with no life, or a shorter life! Hell with that ball and chain, I’m an artist, 

a music man. I’m free, on the road!”   

    Daphne was still laughing. “I’m sorry; I just got this image of men in dresses burning their 

bras!” 

    “Oh, Jesus. That’s a good one.” 

    “Jesus has nothing to do with it.” Daphne giggled. 

    “Oh, I don’t know, he would look good in a dress from all the pictures I’ve seen!” 

    “Sacrilege! You use the Lord’s name in vain! Jesus in drag!” 

    And their conversation grew increasingly disjointed and silly, punctuated with bouts of virgin 

laughter on Daphne’s part, much of it a purging, therapeutic reaction to the previous trauma. 

Jason just looked at her and smiled some more, though it hurt to smile too hard. Good. Laughter 

is good. The road hummed on. 

    “So, it sounds like you would be into anthropology or archeology or something. You seem to 

know a lot about antiquities.” 

    “Yeah, I guess. I don’t know. I just wanna travel. Find some amazing places.” 

    “Oh, you mean you don’t wanna be traditional, husband and kids, a good little wife, or a 

Home Ec. teacher, go to PTA meetings, a nice little box house in the suburbs with a white picket 

fence?” 

    “Yeah right. No, I have no desire to do that.” 

    “Sometimes I think it would be so cool to just live on an island or a farm with a whole bunch 

of cool people and just be self-sufficient and independent from this whole rat race, you know?” 

    “That sounds interesting, could be groovy.” 

    “Out-a-site even. So how about going forward in time? He pointed to the sky. “Out there is 

where the future is. Space, the final frontier.” 

    “It doesn’t fascinate me as much as the past. Whatever happens, happens, from now till 

forever. Did you see the astronauts walking on the moon last month? Now that is wild and 

futuristic.” 

    “Yup, can you believe it? It kind of makes you wonder where we’re going.”   
  

   They arrived at the west branch of the Delaware, the sun descending in the western sky and 

drove across the bridge into New York State, yawning and tired, and spent of all their thoughts, 

burnt out on the downside of high. By the time they got to Rt. 17 the traffic was bunching up and 

Daphne recognized the people she saw at the Deer Stop; carloads of wide-eyed innocent hungry 

youth of America and long-haired freaks on the highway heading towards Bethel. 
 

The Garden 
 

    Soon after they got off the exit for Bethel, the traffic slowed down to a crawl, then came to a 

stop altogether. The Fords and Chevys of America, Cadillacs and Pontiacs, Chryslers and 

Mustangs, the occasional Volkswagen bug or bus, all glutted up in a knot on this one road and 

every side road that led to this one. The inexorable irrepressible irrefutable font of the American 

baby boom had received the word of the brand new Mecca, unknown to them but secretly 

desired, and the word was love; from every direction they came like cells surging through veins 

of blood and they all ended up here, coagulating, a massive clot on the map, enough to give New 

York State a heart attack. Every car had happy crazy heads popping out the windows and every 

other car adorned on top with freaky people with funny hats and flowing robes or half naked 

playing the guitar. Daphne was in awe. “Oh my god, look at all these cars.” 



    Jason said, “Damn, this is a mess, we’re gonna have to park. This is it, man. Ain’t nobody 

going nowhere.”    

    “That’s a double negative. No, actually a triple negative.” 

    “I know, crazy girl. So what it really means is everybody is going everywhere!” 

    Jason was lucky to find a grassy knoll under a tree that didn’t look like it was owned by 

anyone but surely was and he pulled in and parked. He lit a Marlboro and limped out of the bus 

to survey the scene. Daphne climbed out of her side and joined Jason at the side of the road. She 

could not believe her eyes. For miles in both directions, cars were piled up and stuck. Swarms of 

people had abandoned their vehicles and were migrating towards the site of the festival, refugees 

from suburbia carrying supplies on their backs, following the flow. 

     On the side of the road, an older woman came out of her house shaking her head, staring in 

disbelief at the swelling crowds of young people. “Peace!” said a young man to her, holding up 

the V sign as he walked on by. And everywhere were smiles and knowing looks as the hordes 

converged on Max Yasgur’s farm. This is gonna be huge! This was the unspoken collective 

consciousness, just a feeling in the air. 

    “You turned it into a double positive, how clever.”     

    “Right. Here, there and everywhere. Let’s eat first.”  Jason said. “Then we’ll figure out what 

to bring. Looks like we can’t stay with the bus, we’re too far away; we’ll have to lock it up, take 

what we can with us.” 

    “Oh my god, this is crazy, we are gonna have to walk for miles!” 

    “Looks that way,” Jason said, dangling the cigarette from his mouth. He opened the doors of 

the bus, rummaged around for the pot of soybeans. “You think I should bring the guitar? Yeah, 

hell with it, why not.” 

    “Look at all these people! Yes, bring your guitar.” 

    “It’s so out-a-site, it’s like an army of freaks invading this little town here.” 

    The older woman standing and gawking on the side of the road had overheard Jason. “Why do 

you call yourselves freaks, young man?” 

    “Oh,” said Jason. “Well in the eyes of normal society we are freaks because we are different 

and nonconformists. We don’t play by the rules. But that’s because we don’t like the rules. We 

are all outlaws in the eyes of America.” 

    “Oh, I don’t know, so far all you kids are so nice and respectful. Beautiful people really.” says 

the older lady. 

    “Well, I don’t consider them freaks,” says Daphne. “They are more like real people, more 

natural, like getting back to the earth, how people used to be.” 

    “Oh, young lady? And don’t you feel a part of them yourself? You look like a nice average 

American girl.” 

    “Oh god, no,” Daphne laughed, “I don’t want to be average. Yah, I’m kinda new to this scene, 

I need some better clothes.” 

    Jason grabbed a red scarf that he had and handed it to Daphne. “Here, Crazy Chick, wrap this 

around your forehead, it’ll cultivate that Native American look.” 

    “Oh, cool, thanks, Tree Man.” Daphne obliged and looked in the side mirror as she tied on her 

new headband. She was enjoying this newfound persona, exhilarated by the newness. Jason put 

out the cigarette, got busy packing the backpack with supplies; his journal, extra clothes, 

toothbrush, some snacks, the old Navy cloth tent, and the sleeping bag lashed to the top.  He 

brought out the pot of beans, precooked, and filled two bowls. 

    “Would you like some soybeans?” he asked the old lady. 



    “Oh gosh no, I just ate dinner. Oh, well, could I have a bite, just to see?” 

    “Sure thing,” says Jason, and handed her a fork with some dark brown beans. 

    “My, those are rather tasty!” said the older lady. “What is the recipe?” 

    “I soak them in molasses and water overnight and then cook them in a pressure cooker. Very 

nutritious, high in protein and low in fat, and all organic, no chemicals.” 

    “Oh, my, well, I suppose that is something we don’t think about much today is it, chemicals?” 

    “Yah, it’s all part of going back to the earth, you know, being in touch with nature, and getting 

away from all the routines, cars, and jobs, processed food and prefab little boxes that keep us 

separated and isolated from each other, you know? It’s the irony of our modern society inventing 

all these things to make our lives easier; cars, washing machines, gadgets for everything and all it 

does is make our lives harder, you know?” 

    “How so, what do you mean?” 

    “Well, OK, they do make our lives easier in the short run, but in the long run it’s like the law 

of unintended consequences kicks in. Every new discovery brings new chaos, a price to pay for 

every progress. Cars get us there faster, but we have to cut up and pave through farmland and 

forests and sit in traffic jams and drill and spill oil everywhere and refine it and burn it up, 

polluting the atmosphere, get in accidents so we need to buy insurance, and make junkyards 

where all the cars go to die.” 

    He stopped talking to stuff his mouth with beans, observing how she listened, then picked up 

his point. “And that’s true for every invention ever invented unintended consequences right on 

down the line and then we fill up entire landfills with these gadgets when they get old, you 

know? We put pesticides on the crops to keep the bugs out, and that’s nice and all, but up the 

food chain, it kills the Eagles’ eggs so we could lose our national bird not to mention all these 

chemicals will make us sick. Then they run off into the rivers and it kills the fish and ruins a 

good clean swim. And on and on, you know? Electricity itself, it’s great to have it but we have to 

put up with power lines and poles littering the landscape, raping the earth to get coal to generate 

the turbines, or risk nuclear meltdown and find a place to store radioactive waste, on and on you 

know, isn’t it ironic, all these consequences for progress in the name of comfort and 

convenience?” 

    Indeed, none of us are exempt from the devil's bargain made in the allegorical Garden of Eden 

when "she" ate the apple and partook of the forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge. 

    “Well, I suppose you have a point. I just try to get by however I can. Young man, may I ask 

what happened to your face?” the older woman with the graying hair said, noticing and pointing 

with her finger. 

    And Daphne chimed in, “Oh, he got beat up by a bunch of trolls because they didn’t like him 

being a freak with long hair and all, and accused him of being unpatriotic.” 

   “That is such a shame. There is room for all of us in this land, don’t you think, I mean…well, 

don’t you love your country?” 

    “Oh, I absolutely do,” said Jason. “It’s the greatest country in the world. I am so proud to be 

from the birthplace of the blues, jazz and rock n roll!” 

    “Hmmm, yes that’s true, I never thought of that!” 

    “Yah, well, you know, it’s all good to be proud of America and all patriotic ‘cuz we can kick 

ass, in the military department. And that we have brave soldiers willing to die for our freedoms. I 

love the Bill of Rights, I love our national parks, I love the statue of liberty, and I love our music. 

And if the British come back or the Ruskies invade our country, I’ll fight tooth and nail to defend 

my land, my honor, my family. I’d die for this girl right here.” 



    The friendly lady lit up and cast a smile Daphne’s way. “Now isn’t that the truth! You are a 

patriotic and romantic young man.” Daphne blushed a bit and blew him a kiss. 

    And they chatted, a friendly chat, a most congenial and blessed communication between the 

generations, a rare closing of the historically huge gap, a moment of clarity and understanding in 

this spot of pure spontaneity, with an endless stream of young people walking by. They finished 

eating their soybeans, some homemade whole wheat bread and drank some Ginseng tea. Daphne 

completed the packing, adding her things to his pack to consolidate; toothbrush, toothpaste, her 

copy of Aristophanes, and they were ready to join the exodus from America’s suburbia into some 

brave new exciting experiment. 

     “Crazy Chick, I’ll carry this pack, you want to strap the guitar on your back?” 

     “Yes!” she said enthusiastically. “That will enhance my image perfectly!” 

    “It was nice talking to you Ma’am,” said Jason as he stashed the pot of beans in the cooler. 

    “Oh, you too, young man and little lady, have fun in there!” 

    Daphne noticed an older man, the husband, she presumed, standing back at the house with a 

disapproving look on his face. She waved at him presumptuously, but he didn’t wave back. 

    Jason forgot to lock the bus, naturally, but hid the keys over the right front tire and off they 

walked, Daphne with the guitar, strapped over her shoulder, the new look made her feel very 

adventurous and daring and hip. 
 

Venturing In 
 

    The air was hot and humid; their skin all sticky like fly traps, as they slowly migrated to the 

center of this milieu. It felt to Daphne like going home for the first time, everywhere she looked 

she saw smiles and felt the warmth of these people who all had the same utopia floating in their 

heads. It was a camaraderie she had only ever dreamed about. She already felt safe and warm 

and unafraid, the good vibrations in the air soothing the violent violation she had just 

experienced a short time ago, in a cold-hearted, unfriendly world. 

    And it wasn’t long before the convergence of bodies began to reveal little miracles and sights 

that blew their minds and made them amazed. They ran into a flock of nuns with their black and 

white habits covering their heads. “Bless you, sisters!” Jason called out to them. And the nuns 

smiled back, blushing behind their long coverings, genuflecting by reflex and suppressing 

giggles, radiating the universal nature of love and devotion. “Aw, they are so cute!” Daphne said. 

    Helicopters buzzed around the sweet summer sky surrounding White Lake, landing in the 

fields, delivering rock stars and unknown supplies. Cars were scattered everywhere across the 

pastures at all angles like matchsticks. Entire families of communal free-flowing people were 

camped in the woods with little naked children running around. This was no normal concert, but 

a fair foreboding of a monstrous event, a wild atmosphere beyond description; Renaissance fair 

on acid, evolution in the making, live revolution theater giving birth to a counterculture!*5 

 

    As they walked Daphne decided it would be a good time to ask a burning question. “So do you 

have a girlfriend or what?” 

    “Had one. Could have been my wife.” 

    “Oh? What do you mean, could have been?” 

    “Well, she really wanted to get married, I wasn’t so sure. It’s a moot point, for now, it’s not 

happening.” 

    “Well, yeah, I mean you’re going to Canada. Why couldn’t she come with you?” 



    He was uncomfortable with this subject and hesitated. “I asked her. She had to work; she 

doesn’t like crowds and camping. But also, I don’t know, it happened too fast. We didn’t have 

time to think about it or make any plans. I just had to leave. Skipped town, skipped a marriage, 

skipped my band, skipped the war, skipped jail, work, school, future, everything. Kinda makes 

me feel like a coward that I couldn’t bring myself to tell anyone, and I let a lot of people down, 

and my country too.” 

  

    “What was she like? Did you love her?” Daphne wasn’t interested in his feelings of guilt. 

    “I do. Yeah, we love each other. We do…did…everything together.” 

    ”Oh yeah, like what? I mean besides fuck all the time, right? What else?” 

    “Jeeze, yeah, we did, indeed, all the time. But we went to school together, went on hikes, trips 

to the city, movies, eating out, going to the Jersey shore, everything.” 

     “Did you take classes together?” 

     “Yeah, quite a bit, mostly art classes. One of my favorite times was the Tai Chi class we took 

together.” 

    “What’s that?” 

    “One of the Martial Arts, like Karate, Judo. But the most gentle of the arts. It’s really cool. It 

uses your opponent’s aggression against him by yielding to it and letting him go off balance by 

his own inertia.” Jason demonstrated the moves, swaying and yielding as he walked. “But it’s 

more than self-defense. Its moves are based on the natural world and animals; moving clouds, 

dolphins, bears and eagles. It becomes a philosophy of life. You can move through life by 

yielding to the aggressive intrusions that get in your way, bend around them quickly and 

efficiently and move on with parsimonious action rather than confronting, creating unnecessary 

conflict and wasting time and energy. Unless it’s a matter of honor I suppose, sometimes you 

have to stand and fight. Anyway, we bonded in that class, and it has stayed with me.” 
 

    “So you yielded right around that situation. That’s kinda sad really. You two must be close.” 

 

    “Sure, we are. Or were. I’m torn now. Sometimes I think maybe this is for the best, it’s a sign 

that we are not meant to be. Then, I wonder, is it a test of our love, to see how enduring it is? 

Anyway, I felt pressure. I didn’t like it. She kept saying, ‘when are we gonna get married?’ And 

sometimes I think she’s not a friend of my passion, so to speak. She just wants money; she 

doesn’t seem to care about my dreams.” 
   

    “Yup, you’re just dreamy. A dreamy dreamer. I am too really. So, what are your dreams?” 

    “Ha. My dreams are rather amorphous. To be a musician, an artist of some kind. Okay, to be a 

rock star. No, I don’t need that, but it would be nice to make a living on my music. Basically, my 

dreams consist of gravitating towards delirious experience, fading into ecstasy of any kind. 

Anyway, I think I’m stepping into those dreams right here, ya know? The last few days have 

seemed just like a dream, and this keeps getting dreamier as we go.” 

    “Yah, really. This is unreal. Surreal even.” 

    Off in the distance, they began to hear announcements from the stage. Could Mary and Joseph 

meet at the information booth? Someone has a message for you. Then something about the 

brown acid not being specifically too good. 

    “What does that mean, the brown acid?” Daphne inquired, genuinely innocent. 

    “Trips man. Means some LSD is going around that is probably laced with strychnine or 

something. Better off taking some orange sunshine or window pane, something pure.” 



    “Wow, I don’t know about that.” 

    “Well, all good things in all good time, you might someday. So what about you, Crazy Chick, 

you have a boyfriend?” 

    “No,” she said shyly. “I’ve flirted and petted pretty heavy with some boys in school. There 

was this one guy in art class that I really liked, his name was Steve. But he was like too shy and I 

had to make all the moves on him, but no go. Most other boys annoy me with their come-ons. 

And the other ones don’t like me because I’m impudent.” 

    “Well, I think they don’t know what they’re missing, ‘cuz you are a catch and a fun girl.” 

    Daphne gave Jason a big shove, laughing, and Jason tried to shove her back, but Daphne ran 

and they ended up tripping over each other in a swirl of momentum that ended up in a horizontal 

heap at the side of the road, the guitar flying off, banging and twanging as it hit the dirt and both 

of them laughing hysterically. Jason’s laughs were interlaced with painful moans. 

    “Ow, ow, ow, oh fuck that hurts.” And he’s laughing at the same time. 

    “Oh shit, I’m so sorry, I forgot about your ribs.” Daphne stood up and dusted herself off. 

“Here, I’ll help you up.” She extended her hand to help but Jason grabbed it and pulled her down 

on top of him and she screamed a playful scream. “Oh, you fucker…I mean…you tricky 

bastard!” 

    And for another moment of accidental eternity they felt a cozy closeness. 

    “Oh god, you have to get off of me.” He gasped for breath. She rolled off of him and this time 

really did help him up, carefully. She picked up the far-flung guitar, re-strapping it to her back, 

relatively unharmed, save for some scratches filled with Woodstockian dirt. “Let’s go, we’re 

good to go.” 

    As they continued to walk they merged with increasing amounts of people just bottling up, 

more and more crowded and it was hard to imagine where they would all fit. On the sides of the 

highway where the houses fronted the road, the local residents began to set up lawn chairs to 

watch the spectacle. Daphne and Jason could feel a strange exhilaration, a surreal atmosphere 

unknown and exciting, as this whole part of the world was being turned upside down, disrupting 

normal lives; they sensed the historical magnitude of the event they were approaching. 

    For miles, they ambled enduring the discomfort of the hot and humid air. When it began to 

drizzle just enough to turn things wet after days of previous rain had already turned fields 

muddy, it was a welcome cooling. Up ahead, people frolicked in some water. As they got near 

they could see a huge mud puddle and all these people splashing around trying to swim. “Oh my 

gods, those freaks are all naked!” said Daphne. “Ha! Yup and they’re all brown and covered with 

mud!” said Jason. “You wanna join them?” 

    “Uh, no, I don’t think so, that doesn’t look all that appealing to me actually.” But as they 

walked by someone splashed them anyway, and they were well on their way to blending in, 

adorning the look that would stay with them for days; muddy, dirty and wet. “Oh yuck,” said 

Daphne. “Actually, I have to pee again. Can we walk into those woods over there?” 

    “Again? Damn, you girls just can’t hold it in!” 

    “Well, you don’t know what it’s like to be a girl.” 

    “Well, maybe I do and maybe I don’t. OK let’s go over here.” 

    As they trudged into the woods to find some privacy Daphne said, “Hey, I wonder what 

happened to Edgar?” 

    “Good question. I guess he’s stuck with the rest of us!” And they both laughed heartily at that 

amusing prospect. 

*** 



     Edgar is sitting in his car, miles back, indeed stuck at a standstill. The irony of sitting still 

inside the initial inertial frame of reference, a machine originally designed to get there faster 

which has now become an object at rest, stuck in a jam, is infuriating him. He’s cursing his 

proper little head off and pissed off at his boss. He can’t fathom his predicament. It is just 

beyond his prim and proper sensibilities that he might have to actually get out of his car and 

walk in this mess like all the rest of the dirty hippies on their ambulatory mission streaking past 

his rolled-up window. There is no way he will do it. He resists for a good half an hour, 

stubbornly holding on to the preconditioned reasoning that this is just like any other traffic jam 

and will clear up soon enough. 

    Finally, he gives in, realizing most reluctantly that he has no choice in the matter. There is 

nothing else he can do. No going forward, no going back. His radio is out of range from 

headquarters. He knows he will have to walk until he finds a phone to call from. His car is in the 

middle of the road which has become a huge winding parking lot. 

    With much regret, he leaves the relative safety of it, locks his doors and begins to walk in his 

decidedly inappropriate non-hiking loafers amongst this moving mass of crazy young people. 

They smile at him, give him high fives and peace signs, call him brother and say “What’s 

happening man?” He can’t bear to respond, it seems below his dignity. He’s embarrassed and 

humiliated. A beautiful flower child, half-naked herself says, “Hey man, why don’t you take off 

that suit and tie. You don’t need that here! Get free man! Free your soul, free your spirit, free 

your body!” He just glares and walks on, infuriated that his boss has made him follow. Damn 

that Daphne girl, why did she have to get involved with this dirty hippie! Just wait till I tell her 

mother! 

    He’s prematurely overjoyed when he finally sees the corner store up ahead. It’s infested with 

youth. He would stop in and use the phone and find a way out of this. He had to fight his way 

through the crowds mingling about and finally has the pay phone to himself. He calls the main 

office and is relieved when his boss answers the phone. “Where in the hell did you send me? Do 

you even know what’s going on up here? It’s some kind of rock concert or something, I had no 

idea. Did you know this? My car is stuck on the highway, there are thousands of kids here; it’s 

an impossible mess. There is no way I’m going to find them in here. I want transportation out. 

This is ridiculous!” 

    “I’m sorry Edgar my man, I’m afraid you are on your own. Yea, we know what’s going on; 

it’s all over the news. They are getting ready to call it a disaster area. You are just going to have 

to bear with it and see it through. Look for Jason’s hippie bus, it has to be parked somewhere. 

Other than that, you are on your own buddy until this thing is over. But you keep looking, you 

understand? Follow him all the way to Canada if you have to, you hear?” 

     “You have got to be kidding me right?” 

     “You don’t have much choice there Edgar. You see this through, do the best you can, you’ll 

have a reward when you get back. Keep me updated whenever you can.” 

    “Right. Sure thing boss!” Edgar slammed down the phone in disgust and moped about the 

store for a while trying to formulate a plan. He bought something to eat, the only scrappy 

sandwich that was left in the deli and stepped outside. He would at least try and find the bus.   

    So, on he walked getting wet and dirty like everyone else, stuffing the sandwich. It wasn’t 

long before he ran into Jason’s Volkswagen. There it is! It was distinct with its painted patterns 

and easy to find, right there on the side of the road. He was prematurely and temporarily elated 

once again. Maybe I can rescue my niece if nothing else! He walked all around it inspecting 

every inch looking for signs of anything that could foretell their whereabouts. He tried the door 



and it was unlocked. Looking around inside the bus he saw remnants of a sloppy meal and 

smelled the pungent odor of pot smoke. Jesus, he is corrupting Daphne with drugs already! I’m 

gonna fry his dirty hide! 

    The older lady sitting in the yard came out when she saw Edgar sniffing around. “Excuse me, 

sir, do you know these kids?” She startled Edgar with her inquiry. 

    “As a matter of fact ma’am, I do, and they are wanted by the law. Do you have any idea where 

they might be and how long ago they left here?” He flashed his badge at her. 

    The older lady laughed out loud at that and just said, “Well, they went that way, just like 

everyone else sir. About an hour ago. Maybe two. Good luck finding them in that crowd! What 

in God’s name have they done?” 

    “He is a fugitive from the Selective Service ma’am; he should be fighting for his country, not 

corrupting young women with drugs and rock n roll and lord knows what else!” 

    “Oh my, I see, well they seemed like two very nice young people to me. They were very 

polite. I don’t think he has done her any harm. And I’m not so sure about this war we are fighting 

anyway. I would rather see them celebrate their young lives than come home in a box.” 

    Edgar shrugged. “May I use your phone ma’am? I need to call my superior.” 

    “Oh well, I suppose, sure, come this way.” 

    So Edgar called his boss from inside the older lady’s house and told him that he had found the 

bus. “Good work Edgar.” His boss said. “Hang around and wait. They have to come back sooner 

or later. Meanwhile, keep your eyes open, use your instincts, or go find them, go undercover, 

whatever you got to do.” 

    “Yes sir,” said Edgar. And he felt somewhat better about his predicament. The husband of the 

older lady was happy to have someone of like mind to talk to and the two of them discussed how 

justified it was to go after these young rebels. Edgar could not bring it upon himself though, to 

reveal that the girl was his niece. The lady invited Edgar to sit at their table and she served him 

some tea and cookies, a civilized hospitality for which he was most grateful. But she did not like 

him and secretly hoped for his mission to fail. 
                                                                                

Preemptive Hallucinations 
 

    Jason and Daphne came out of the woods emptied and refreshed and continued on their merry 

way, joining the marching troops like happy lemmings drawn to an ocean of love. The 

atmosphere was fluid, like a river, but exponential, like a gathering tide, an escalating influx of 

counterculture vibes. 

    After entertaining the gauntlet of gawking spectators from Middle America they entered the 

fields and came upon a congestion of tables and booths lining a fence and people milling about 

acting very interested. Rows of booths with activists behind their organizations’ tables displaying 

political signs: Student Mobilization Committee, END THE WAR IN VIETNAM. Revolutionary 

Literature Here; Marx, Malcolm X, Engels, a poster of Che Guevara. Vote Socialist Workers 

Party, with a big fist on the poster. Buttons and T-shirts. War is not healthy for children and 

other living things.   
 

     An outlandish giant appeared like an apparition above the bustle; a thespian on stilts. Bizarre 

but appropriate for the occasion, he was an imposing character with red, white and blue striped 

pants, a tall star-studded top hat on his white-haired head and a brilliant white tuft of Billy-goat 

beard on the bottom of his chin. It was Uncle Sam. Uncle Sam came jaunting and striding out 

from behind the tables hovering high above and bursting in oratory. He had what appeared to be 



an entourage of family trailing behind passing out red rags stenciled with the image of a flying 

hog.   
    “Welcome to the revolution brother and sister!” the tall thespian man said in a loud and 

theatrical voice directly to Jason and Daphne and then in broad sweeping gestures announced; 

“And brothers and sisters all, children and cousins and nephews and nieces of the world, 

welcome to the Garden all you Liliths and lovers, Adams and Eves, Romeos and Juliets, Heroes 

and Leanders, paradise found brothers and sisters, before the fall of man, and after Armageddon, 

between the cultures of fear!” 

    Daphne and Jason stopped, along with a crowd of curious folks, to observe the theatre, 

startled, enchanted and amused. 

    “Beyond these fences and barbed wire my sons and daughters our shining city on a hill 

contains all the major precepts of our founding fathers and mother earth; the pursuit of individual 

liberty, freedom of speech, the right to assemble, freedom of religion, freedom from religion, to 

worship in any way we please little children, the right to arm bears and defend our right to arm 

them, and best of all, brothers and sisters, the pursuit of happiness! We hold these truths to be 

self-evident, brothers and sisters, that all men are created equal and that all women bear us 

equally to be equal by their sides!” 

    “Inside this Aquarian nation, we have it all friends and countrymen, we are our brother’s 

keeper, our sister’s sweeper, we abide the golden rule brother and sister, do what thou wilt and 

harm no one, you are every man and every woman of America taking back the land for we the 

people, of the people, by the people, for the people, and we won’t get fooled again any part of 

the time!” 

    As they stood there watching, someone handed them a joint. It was like front row seats. 

Though it was her very first joint, Daphne toked the marijuana cigarette like a pro and handed it 

to Jason who toked and handed it to the next cat with the practiced art of a pinched thumb/finger 

exchange, rolling off the thumb smoothly into the next finger/thumb pinch. 

     The theatre became interactive. Among tables filled with activists, discussions on the nature 

of freedom, justice, and equality ensued. These led to conversation about the origins of 

governing political systems that had evolved to address these very same notions, how democracy 

was born in the shadow of the Parthenon, quite by accident, as an experiment, in a vacuum of 

power, but American democracy as well as Athenian, could not have been born without slaves, 

nor sustained without peonage, so these notions were an illusion and today freedom is still an 

illusion, justice and equality must be constantly fought for, we are all still slaves in one way or 

another; slaves to civilization itself, slaves to money, slaves to property, slaves to jobs, to 

government, to marriage, to corporations, slaves…to our own neurotic lives. 

 

    “Uncle Sam wants YOU to abolish the slavery in your hearts, my brothers and sisters!” 

      

      Uncle Sam picked up his oration where he left off…but this time, suddenly his persona 

seemed to take on a new voice as if channeling a mystic medium from another time, the auditory 

hallucination accompanied by visuals; flowing robes and Doric columns of marble, an orator on 

a rock: 

 

     “We have been blessed, oh citizens, with the lives of Solon and Cleisthenes who took power 

away from the aristocracy and gave some to the people. Thus democracy, as fragile as it is, was 

born. These men of vision appealed to the masses and the classes, the merchants and the crafters, 



the hoi polloi, to rise up against the oligarchy, to feel their own authority! An audacious idea 

they gave us; that we could learn to govern ourselves without a ruler! Who would ever believe it! 

And yet here we are, assembled at the Pnyx, practicing this Demos Kratos, a precious gift to 

defend, to keep, to treasure, nurture and protect. Power to the people!”     
 

     A citizen cried out. “As long as we may keep our slaves and our women remain at home!”   
 

     Jason shuddered and trembled and shook his head to clear it. What the hell? 

    The assurance of destiny in combination with the entheogenic properties of cannabinoids 

lubricating the synapses had facilitated a mysterious but instantaneous transmigrational 

transmission of speechifying from some bygone dusty age, broadcast through a beckoning 

wormhole, and a flood of vision from the same unknown origins superimposed on the current 

scene. 
 

     Daphne looked to Jason to confirm the experience and saw the same faraway place in his 

eyes. Together they heard the frightening rush of an overlaying soundtrack being sucked into a 

vortex, leaving the original in its place. 
     

     Back in the present age, the voice of Uncle Sam returned, informed with the context of 

history, and spoke to the spontaneous Woodstockian phenomenon.  “We are a self-governing 

tribe of free thinkers and the culmination of everything that has come before us. Embedded in 

our collective DNA are chromosomal memories of Neolithic egalitarian matriarchies giving way 

to patriarchs, tribal chiefdoms, lords, and vassals of feudal fiefdoms, absolute monarchies and 

kingdoms expanding into empires with undefined frontier borders. We remember suffering under 

iron fists, and revolutions throwing off the shackles of oppression, Robin Hood stealing from the 

rich to give to the poor…” 

     He went on to elaborate…they caught the gist of it: how the need for government came about 

in the first place, long ago, in the beginning, when it became obvious at a certain point that 

anarchy is not a viable option for human societies, when our tribal ancestors evolved from 

villages, with the elders delegating a natural authority, to cities and the realization that at least 

half of us can’t be trusted to abide by the golden rule, and the more we grew the more 

complicated it became…and the natural tendency in humans for corruption and abuse of power 

when the wealth accumulates in the hands of a few, the problematic fact of authoritarian rule 

from the beginnings of civilization, through the ages, and what can be done about it…he 

mentioned Pythagoras who dared to imagine egalitarian utopias 500 years before Christ … and 

other lovers of wisdom in ages of enlightenment whose bright ideas sprung new systems 

designed to relieve the oppression of the masses by the powers that be, and spread the power to 

the people. Someone pointed out how the plague of greed and power-lust infects all systems. “Of 

course,” said Uncle Sam, “no government is immune to the capricious dark side of humanity, be 

it politburo, House of Lords, or a separation of powers in so called representative republics, 

though a few optimistic, naïve founders of nations east and west began with good intentions to 

find a better way, a more fair and just society.” 

    “The systems of governance in the past have tried and failed to rid us of this plague,” Uncle 

Sam concluded with a twist of his goatee, “but we…the righteous citizens of the Woodstock 

Music and Art Fair are a communistic democratic functional anarchy all rolled into one righteous 

republic under goddess with liberty and justice for all forever and ever amen! We are the future! 



We are the utopian dream manifest on the island of Scheria, the home of the Phaeacians, a 

kingdom of human paradise!” 

     “Commune with the demos in spontaneity of natural law you happy humans! Dissolve the 

dialectical materialism, transcend a class society, refuse to recognize the gods and their tyrants, 

we have found a better way, the politics of love brothers and sisters! Help each other, feed each 

other, govern ourselves, worship in the temples of our bodies, worship the earth we walk upon 

little children!”   

     A woman in a mantle tunic appeared from behind Uncle Sam, with a touch of 

transmigrational transmission from some bygone dusty age, and recited from a scroll: “Welcome 

to the Mysteries gentle people, to these sacred days where dancing and song and general 

rejoicing take place. I quote Cicero, ‘Nothing is higher than these mysteries. They have 

sweetened our characters and softened our customs; they have made us pass from the condition 

of savages to true humanity. They have not only shown us the way to live joyfully, but they have 

taught us how to die with a better hope.’” 1 

 

    With that Daphne grabbed Jason’s arm, “Let’s go, c’mon, I’ve heard enough of this 

psychobabble hyperbole and political crap. It’s making my head spin!” 
 

    Strange and delightful scenes, one after the other, continued to greet them on their journey to 

the center of the universe, incongruously bizarre scenes that could only happen here. Flower girls 

plucking daisy petals, laughing, he loves me, he loves me not, blowing kisses. Pranksters and 

jesters and heads warped on acid, extolling virtues of nature. Naked lovers loving, sing-a-longs 

and dancing, artists painting the day time black. But it wasn’t just hippies; this was a cross 

section of America; soldiers, teachers, nurses, lawyers, handymen, regular folk who came to see 

what was going on, or because they like music too, and they heard Sha Na Na was going to be 

here, that band that plays the 50s greaser music. 

    Where they came from, only girls were allowed to have long hair. Here, the flat tops and crew 

cuts, the greaser slick 50s hair, the mop tops, the manicured coifs of conventionality began to 

sprout and grow free towards total hirsute autonomy, letting their hair down so to speak. Daphne 

gawked with envy at the hippie families, the veterans of the counterculture with their hair long 

and beards full, the tie-dyed flowing dresses on the earth girls, living as if they knew some 

beautiful secret, a secret to a happy life perhaps. 
     

    “My god, so many freaky people in one place!” 

    “I know!” Jason concurred. “This thing is a freak magnet!” 
 

    Further on up that road, they came upon what looked like what used to be an entrance. The 

wire fence was down on the ground and the edges were bouncing from hordes trampling over it. 

Jason approached a wired haired man who looked like he might know what’s going on. “Hey 

man, where do I give my tickets? Where’s the gate? How do you get in?” 

    “You’re in man! You don’t need tickets! It’s a free concert!” 

    “Wow, far out man, how did that happen?” 

    “The motherfuckers tore down the fence!” 

    “The motherfuckers?” 

    “Up Against the Wall Mother Fuckers!” A black-bearded motherfucker offered the 

explanation. “We’re anarchists from the lower east side, man. This hole in the fence is a piece of 

revolutionary art to us, man.” 



    “Functional art brother,” his motherfucker mate intervened, “it’s poetry in motion, a piece of 

art in progress, and it has a function; to let us in for free, you know?  This piece of art, works for 

we the people, and it’s symbolic too, right? Tear down the walls motherfuckers! Now that’s a 

thing of beauty!” 

    So they trampled over the fence, feeling liberated as they took part in this creative anarchy 

birthing itself before their eyes. They were in! Jason stuffed the tickets back in his jean pocket 

for posterity. 

    “Wow! A free concert! Far out man!” Daphne cooed. 
 

Dreamer and Dove 
 

    Trudging through the woods now, the canopy of trees darkening the air, inching ever closer to 

the elusive, soon to be, legendary stage, they came upon a tent village. Tents and homemade 

shelters of all shapes and sizes, it looked like an encampment of gypsies, complete with open-air 

market place; trails lined with booths full of wares, the groovy proliferations of Aquarian age 

artisans. The tie-dye sheet display was most impressive. 

    In the middle of this village of tents emerged an open grassy grove where a loose circle of 

teepees inhabited the edges, a brightly painted school bus parked behind, scantily clothed 

children running about. In the center, a stone-lined fire pit fought off the drizzle with a hot bed of 

coals. 

    Daphne felt drawn to a particularly large teepee and found herself staring at its entrance. 

Something about it spoke to her, though she was not fully aware of its voice or why she was 

listening. It produced a feeling in her bones reminiscent of a loving happy primordial past when 

life was simple and rich in joy. The teepee seemed rooted in the ground like an old tree with its 

elemental cone-shaped architecture. The natural harmonious construction, the fabric and the 

hides wrapped around it, exuded pungent smells of leather and canvass, wood and earth. It gave 

her a warm glow inside and she smiled in a far off dream, hypnotized by the spell of it. 
 

    A woman breezed out of the doorway just then, pulling the flaps away. She stood up in a wind 

of fabric then slowed her motion abruptly when she saw the girl standing there. “Well, hello 

there princess, can I help you with anything?”  The woman was barefoot, a flowing purple sari 

wrapped around her generous proportions, a rather large woman, big boned you might say. She 

had ribbons and red roses in her long brown hair and a flower painted on her cheek. She oozed a 

happy energetic aura, green eyes sparkling with playful optimism. 

    “Oh, I don’t know,” said Daphne, “I really like your teepee.” 

    “Gosh, you know, you look like you could use a rest, would you like to come in for a bit? 

Check it out.” 

    “Oh wow, sure…Tree Man, you wanna see this teepee?” 

    “Groovy, yeah, sure man. Can we put our stuff down here?” 

    “Oh, you are Tree Man? Great name. My name’s Mourning Dove.” 

    “Oh cool and this here is Crazy Chick. At least for now,” Jason laughed. 

    “Yup, for now,” said Daphne. 

    “Tree Man and Crazy Chick. Perfect,” Mourning Dove swooned in her breathy voice. “Here, 

why don’t you bring your gear in out of the rain, especially that guitar?” 
 

       Entering the tipi was like visiting a foreign land, in a far off primeval time. It seemed huge, 

spacious beyond reality, with a fire pit in the middle, rugs, and pillows for seats and bedding all 



around. On the far side sat a man in lotus position. He had a wooden flute and was blowing 

tranquil notes in ethereal scales. He stopped playing when they came in. 

    Mourning Dove introduced them.   “Dreamer, meet Tree Man and Crazy Chick…I think 

something brought them here!” Dreamer looked from a wrinkled leather face, his eyes zeroing in 

on Jason and his wounds, an intense empathy milking the psychic scar from Jason’s soul. Jason 

could feel it the second he looked at him. 

    “Kid brother,” Dreamer spoke deliberately, “what did they do to you? Looks like you ran into 

a freight train.”  Jason’s face was now black and blue in swollen patterns across his jaw, a black 

eye emerging. 

    When he heard Dreamer’s words, they had power way beyond the syntax. He felt Dreamer’s 

heart reach out and then imagined he could see it; a bright glowing heart pulsing outside the 

body, emitting rays of healing red light. The force of it was comforting and yet something in him 

recoiled. The glowing heart told him to let go, you’re home now, you’re safe, let it all come out, 

it’s okay to cry. But instead, he became speechless, catatonic, paralyzed with the pain of 

humiliation, stubbornly stuck with determination to be strong and endure. A lifetime of striving 

pushed hard at his dormant fault line, dying to quake with release. A tsunami welled up inside, 

he fought back waves of tears, tears that pissed him off; he didn’t like his weakness. Then it 

burst; one raw nerve had been touched and all of life rushed to the moment. He sucked in a 

breath of mortal pain and collapsed on the ground. Some strange voodoo goin down. 

     Mourning Dove put her arm around him, as he hunched on the floor and Daphne held his 

hand.  “We both got attacked by a bunch of rednecks. They beat him up and tried to rape me. I 

was kinda wonderin when he would break down and feel it.  He’s been holding it in all day.” 

 

    “So what makes you so strong, Crazy Chick?” 

 

    “I just have to be. I can’t let them win.” She didn’t know why she felt strong, but she was 

feeling, strangely, just happy to be here, because it felt like family, feeling unafraid, and her 

feelings for this man she had just met were happy feelings. She just felt natural good around him. 

    “We’ll do a healing ceremony. We‘ll consult the spirits. They’ll know what to do. You will 

survive; I can see character in both of you,” said Dreamer. 

    “I’ll be fine,” said Jason, sitting upright, “just a little shook up.” But he knew it was more than 

just a little, and he knew that it wasn’t just the rednecks. He wasn’t sure what he was doing. He 

felt homesick already, and scared of his decision to journey into unknown territory; spiraling 

outward in the golden mean curve of the galaxy, somewhere in the Gemini arm, alone in outer 

space, uprooted from the home planet earth. His psyche was ripe for plucking by some Shamanic 

apprentice’s uncanny knack for unceremonious impromptu primal therapy where all those fear 

demons and life impediments that a man keeps down come rising to the surface all at once 

purged by a telepathic trigger, like this strange encounter. 

    “I don’t know, something about the way you looked at me and asked me that, and…damn, it’s 

just heavy man. That was weird.” 

    “He has a tendency to do that to people,” said Mourning Dove. 

    “Yeah, I can see. Hey, d, d, do you think there is room out there t, t, to set up our tent?” he 

wanted to move on and not dwell in this painful place of fear. 

    “Oh, of course, Tree Man. You could probably set it up right next to us. Listen, you just relax. 

I’ll get some Aloe to put on that poor face of yours. Did you eat anything today?” 

    “Yes,” said Crazy, “we had some soybeans and sandwiches earlier. I think we’re okay.” 
 



    Dreamer looked at the guitar and smiled a faint smile. “Do you play that thing? It might come 

in handy later on.” 

    “Oh sure, I can strum a few tunes. What do you need it for?” 

    “Can you play anything in the key of F sharp minor? That is the sacred key of our ancestors.” 

    “Well, no problem, I can pick a scale and just kind of jam you know.” 

    “That would be good. Perfect,” said Dreamer, and he gripped Jason on the shoulder, squeezing 

hard to reassure him and feed him some energy. “Why don’t you play it now?” 

        “Uh, yeah, OK,” he agreed although he really wanted to step outside and light up a smoke. 

Little nervous breakdowns tend to fire up the nervous nicotine response receptors that the 

tobacco industry relies on for profit. But Dreamer sensed what any true healer would know; that 

playing his instrument, summoning the spirits with sacred vibration was the best thing for a 

tortured soul like Jason’s. 

    Jason and Dreamer began to jam an interweaving dance of melodies, pentatonic and other 

exotic scales in broken delicate arpeggios, Dreamer’s flute designed as well for the key of F 

sharp minor. A steady rhythm emerged sending powerful pulses of soothing vibrations to Altar 

the mood of the tipi, a gentle natural flow, with no pressure to perform, no expectations of 

applause, sacred, like a church choir on Sundays. Jason indeed felt redeemed and rejuvenated. 

    Mourning Dove returned from outside with some aloe and swabbed Jason’s face. “That sounds 

great guys!” She ignored the fact the two had already eaten, so prepared several bowls of heated 

goulash; brown rice with veggies and raisins and served it up. “Put down those instruments boys, 

let’s eat.” Dove woman could not help herself; she was a habitual nurturer and earth mother. 

Cooking, feeding, and caring were who she was. If she had her way she would feed the whole 

world. And the whole world would stop to eat. 

    The music stopped and they ate, with chopsticks. Daphne smiled from the warmth of food and 

comfort and felt reassured that this party was going to be fun. Jason, not so sure, still wondered 

what his guts were telling him, feeling that lost-in-space trepidation. 
 

    “God, how do you use these chopsticks?” Daphne struggled. 
 

    There are those small, unassuming moments in life that stick with you, mysteriously, little 

gems of memory that never die and shine brighter than the rest, like this one, burned into 

immortality with nothing more exceptional than the sublime experience of sharing a set of 

chopsticks, laughing and playing like kids as they had tried together to master the dexterity of 

grabbing a hunk of rice.      

    Jason, always with a penchant for melodrama, had wrapped his arms around her, held her hand 

with his, inserted the sticks and guided her fingers. It was the rush of cozy love she had felt that 

cemented this memory, a warm flutter in her breast, as Jason chided her ever so playfully, “Man, 

are you a klutz or what? You want a fork?” “No! I wanna master this!” she giggled. For decades 

Daphne would see this scene clear as day, every time she ate a goulash meal with chopsticks. I 

learned to use chopsticks at Woodstock, she would say. 

  

    After eating, they set the two-person tent up on a nice flat grassy spot under a canopy of red 

oaks while Dove chatted about chores, doing dishes, digging a fire pit for the earth oven. “Lots 

of things to do,” she said. “Cool, just like a real village,” Daphne said. Jason volunteered to dig 

the fire pit, and then finally lit up that cigarette he had previously craved. It didn’t taste as good 

as it would have then. 



    Mission accomplished with food and shelter they spent time wandering around the 

encampment and checking everybody out.  They met another couple who got them high. Again. 

Finally, they ventured daringly out to the edge of the trees stepping over sprawled out bodies and 

behold, there it was: 
 

A Field of Dreams 
 

    The field of dreams spread out before them, with naked men standing in the drizzle for as far 

as the eye could see and Daphne said. “Look, it is the garden of Eden, before the fall of man! 

There’s no shame here!” 

    “Right on, sister! Paradise! Back in the straight world, you get arrested for being naked! 

Totally illegal to be natural as the day you’re born, imagine that!” 

    “Yeah, because God said sorry, you ate the apple; now you’re obscene, indecent exposure, put 

your fig leaf on!” 
 

    “Ladies and Gentleman, Richie Havens!” 

 

    They could barely see the stage now, way down at the bottom of the hill and Richie Havens 

was singing a song about freedom. Freedom! Freedom! Freedom! Freedom! Sometimes I 

feel…like a motherless child. For the first time, they felt the crowd, energized now by the music. 

Daphne felt tears for humanity swell up in her chest. The song was serendipitous in its 

significance; the timing perfect for the mood. Freedom sprang out from all the bodies, Richie’s 

voice milking the emotion from the masses. 

     Finally, a reason to dance! Daphne raised her arms up in the air, twisting her body to the 

music. “Freedom! Yes!” she shouted. Jason pumped his fist in the air, “Yeah, that’s what it’s all 

about man!” while admiring Daphne’s moves. 

 

    Richie’s impromptu set was over and naturally, they decided to try and get closer to the stage 

and started walking over and around bodies through the muddy mess. They heard the 

announcement; it’s a free concert from now on! And the crowd grew and the freedom spread like 

a passing joint, like a mind-expanding libertarian party favor.   
     

     Michael Lang might insert, cynically, at this point, ‘silly naïve flower children; don’t they 

know this freedom isn’t free? It’s an illusion manufactured with venture capitalism. I lost my 

shirt on this deal. But why bother with details? Let the hippies believe they can actually change 

the world for the better with love and music, that any of this magic they feel here is translatable 

to the real world where the rich men make blood history for profit. Freedom is relative. Let them 

go on thinking they are free. What can it hurt, there’s money to be made, eventually.’ 

     Not that the magic isn’t real, especially when augmented with amplified music and mind-

altering drugs. The auditory alchemy caressing crowd eardrums from stacks of speakers 

combined with the aforementioned mind-expanding party favors is capable of inducing mass 

metamorphosis, a transmogrification of souls. Oh, it’s real. But can it change the world? 
 

    Well, they heard the guy from the Hog Farm give his speech about caring for bad trips and 

then compassion became contagious as well as freedom. Everywhere they went they witnessed 

the brotherly sisterly love, people volunteering to help each other out. It felt good to be part of 

this green puerile heaven on earth. 



     They finally settled on a rare vacant spot where they could actually see the stage still quite far 

down below and they spread their blanket in the muddy grass and sat getting wet and soggy, hot 

and sticky, but full of wonder and awe at being in the middle of this event that seemed so 

revolutionary if not evolutionary. 

    They heard the Maharishi Swami Satch offer his opening invocation, “It’s time for America to 

lead the world in spirituality as well as materialism,” and they felt the sense, as Abbie Hoffman 

would say, of we the people of the nation of Woodstock making a statement to the world about 

the politics of love.  To their right a body painting orgy was blooming. 

    Sweetwater started to play, the crowd thickened. Daphne sensed the awesome jaws of mass 

claustrophobia, getting deeper into the mythological woods: the center of an acid-drenched 

musical crowd monster. “Tree Man, I think we are stuck right here. There’s no way out.” “Nah, 

we’ll get out, even if we have to step on people.”   

     The brown-eyed woman with the palate of body paint was creating a Georgia O’Keeffe on a 

bare breast of a sister from another mother, swirling burgundy blossoms around the nipple, the 

erect stamen of a flower.  The sight was pure and liberating, the feeling of safety and comfort 

surrounded by brothers and sisters who accepted the spontaneous art with love and benevolence. 

Daphne’s pupils dilated at the spectacle. Jason felt a little envious, wishing he had a fleshy 

canvas too. 

    “Would you like to try?” asked the woman, reading his mind. Jason obliged borrowing a brush 

and a palate of paint. “It’s waterproof!” she said. “It will last forever!” He propped Daphne up 

before him, with access to her bare leg and began to paint a mural frieze of Fibonacci swirls and 

perfectly asymmetrical shapes; purple paisleys, pink petals and yellow flowers connected with a 

vine of green leaves starting at her ankle, and continued methodically up her leg, to her thigh and 

eventually all the way up to the edge of her short shorts, on the inside, with a final arrow of 

leaves pointing to her hidden Netherlands underneath the frayed denim cloth.    

    As Sweetwater played some enchanting music Daphne felt the tickle of the cold, wet brush. 

The girl held her breath, sensing strange tentacles crawling in her thigh and sat there stoically, 

pretending not to be affected while trying hard to be a good canvas. But the slow deliberate tickle 

sent little chills up her leg and went straight to her brain as the brush got closer and closer to her 

unexplored little ecosystem. A slight drip there surprised her. As he was painting the last leaf he 

sang softly the words, “High green chilly winds and windy vines in loops around the twining 

shafts of lavender, they’re crawling to the sun.” 

    Daphne incredulously looked at him. 

    He said, “That’s the Dead.” 

    “Well, whatever it was, it fit really well.” 

    She may not have been aware of the pink colored blush in her face, but Jason saw it and 

smiled. 

Another indelible moment that would live forever, long after the last roadie has left the stage, 

long after crowd-monster has faded with dignity and grace into the annals of legend. Long after 

this gilded age of musical performers has lived and died, glorified and transposed to the great 

beyond. 
 

*** 

     Edgar had gone back to the bus after the tea and cookies to ponder his situation. It was getting 

late. There was no way he was walking into the middle of that crowd to wander around in the 

dark in the mud. These kids were crazy. He suddenly panicked at the thought of nowhere to sleep 

tonight. He was not sleeping in this little bus! He thought he might ask these nice people if he 



could use their garage for a reconnaissance outpost until the morning, or perhaps sleep on their 

screened-in front porch. No way to get to a hotel, he again had no choice. He tried to remember 

his survival training, and how to improvise. It was humiliating but he would have to ask. 

Anyway, he had to use the phone to call his wife. This mission would take longer than he ever 

imagined. 

    He went back to the house and knocked on the door. The husband answered. “Yeah, listen, uh, 

Dan is it?” said Edgar, sheepishly. “Yes,” said Dan. “Dan, I was wondering if I could possibly 

use your phone again. I need to call my wife.” “Oh, sure, you bet, Edgar, come right on in. You 

can use the phone, anything you want, anything at all I can help you with.” “Oh, well, that’s very 

kind of you sir, well then, um, if I could, may I, could I…” Edgar summoned up some 

confidence and resorted to some training. “I need to use your garage as a reconnaissance outpost 

for the night.” 

    Dan’s face lit up with glee. “Well, why didn’t’ you say so before? You need a place to get set 

up? Heck, you can sleep on the guest bed on the porch right here! Anything to help an agent of 

our government to catch a traitor and a coward! It makes me sick to think of him in there 

corrupting that girl and taking advantage of our free country when men are dying for his freedom 

over there! They’re probably both Communists anyways! All of em, doin drugs and listening to 

that terrible music. Hand of the devil!” 

    Edgar froze with unexpected reaction when he heard this man refer to his niece as a 

communist. She was a little crazy, for her age, but she was no communist. It tore him up a little 

inside and he felt a brief repugnance towards this man Dan. But he kept his composure and 

moved on.   

    “Thank you,” he said when Dan handed him the phone, the twirling cork screw chord getting 

caught on the kitchen door frame. As he called his wife and explained to her his awkward 

situation, that he would not be coming home soon, he could see Dan talking to his wife, the older 

lady. She was shaking her head and scolding him, disagreeing. On the other end of the phone 

Edgar’s wife said, “Oh Edgar, I can’t believe you are stuck up there. Well, while you are there, 

why don’t you at least see some music, I hear Sha-Na-Na is going to be there. I love them!” “Yes 

honey, maybe I will, but I have a job to do, say hello to the kids, give them my love and pet the 

poodle for me, I will call again when this is over. OK. Yes. Goodbye. I love you too. OK. Bye. 

Yes, I said yes. Goodnight. Goodbye.”    

    Dan came over with a sad look in his eyes. “I’m sorry, my wife, well she says you can use the 

garage, but doesn’t want you in here.” 

    “Dan, don’t tell him that, he’s welcome to stay on the porch bed if he wants!” 

    “That’s not what you said! You said ‘why doesn’t he just sleep in their Volkswagen? They do 

it. I’m sure it’s more comfortable than the garage!’ Your words. That’s what you said.” 

    “I was just kidding, I would never say that! Please, stay in the porch room.” 
 

*** 

     Daphne’s painted leg lay stretched out in the muddy grass, next to her unpainted one, on 

display in the fading light, a finished work of art for several pairs of admiring eyes to ogle. She 

had used his belly for a pillow, incorporating his internal sounds into her twilight dreams about 

floating in a sea of bodies. Jason endured the pain in his ribs, taking pleasure in her comfort. 
 

    Bert Sommer, Ira and Maxine Stone did a nice little set of beautiful folk music. Then the artist 

Tim Hardin ushered in the darkness of night. The intermittent drizzling rain had subsided for 

now, folks tried to dry out a bit. 



 

    Naturally, despite the delightful episode with paint, whose magic moment had faded, Daphne 

had soon gotten restless and bored with the location and once again convinced Jason to wander. 

They took their freshly painted leggy canvas on the road, so to speak, and joined a trail, like a 

trail of ants, to and fro, people with purpose headed towards campsites or necessities of nature. 

     Trail or no trail, it was an art to master the techniques of stepping over bodies in the ensuing 

darkness, avoiding blankets, dodging hands and feet. Art or no art, the inadvertent splashing of 

mud onto certain nearby half-naked individuals was inevitable and a necessary consequence in 

the noble quest for a closer spot to the stage. For the most part, the victims took advantage, 

making the best of the situation with muddy massages, to the applause of surrounding revelers, 

every one of them drunk with celebratory exuberance. 
 

     As they came over a rise another panorama spread out before them, flooding their eyesight: 

The classic sprawling scene of humanity and flickering flames as far as the eye could see in all 

directions. As darkness had bid the day goodbye; the magic had increased conversely; the air 

thick with it, so palpable you could cut it with a knife, taste it, and spread it on your dreams.    

    “Oh, my god, it looks like an encampment of troops, like a whole army getting ready for a 

battle tomorrow,” said Daphne. 

    “Yeah, only these are warriors for peace!” said Jason. A humongous roaring crowd buzz 

hovered over Max Yasgur’s hilly fields. 
 

    They found a nice inviting spot, an empty piece of muddy meadow real-estate that seemed to 

have their name on it and plunked their asses down on the wet ground. It had started to rain 

again, everyone resigned to getting wet and miserable. The soundtrack for the misery was the 

sitar compositions and tabla rhythms emanating from the jutting speaker towers, waves of 

soothing, enchanting, hypnotic eastern scales caressing the crowds. It was Ravi Shankar. 
 

    A curly haired man sitting next to them turned to look at Daphne just as she had turned to look 

at him. A total eclipse in each eye, tripping his brains out no doubt, he looked right through her, 

producing an instantaneous contact high with which she didn’t know what to do except perhaps 

to share it with the man’s bare-breasted girlfriends who were kissing each other like Maenads. Or 

with Tree Man. “Tree Man, where are we? This is so spaced out, hold me please.”         

     Jason was pleased to oblige and for a long time, just another little piece of eternity, they 

rocked each other in the rain, getting steadier, butts pasted to the muddy grass. Daphne’s long 

brown hair, matted over her shoulders, interlaced with his, the mud and heat of the day washing 

away, dripping down their skimpily clothed bodies. 
 

     Ravi Shankar’s sitar band emanated layer after layer of pulsing frantic ragas, whipping the air 

into frenzies of exotic emotion, accompanying the sound of rain like counterpoint as if the 

composition had been written by the muses to include the weather. They huddled and endured, 

melted into voluntary misery, the mass of bodies soaking it all in like a sponge, defiant against 

the cold rain, determined to let the music give meaning to the sodden celebration at any cost. 

After all, people would not normally gather in the middle of a field just to get rained on, and 

without music, suffering, like life, would be insane. 
    

    Finally, Daphne could no longer feel the love, “Tree Man, I’m getting cold, let’s go back to 

camp. Dreamer said he would start a fire.” 



    “Yah, that sounds good. I’m hurtin anyway. Let’s go.” 
 

Fire Ritual 
 

    They headed to the trees, back to the teepee grove at the edge of the city, soaking wet, 

sloshing along, wonderfully miserable. They were among the lucky ones, however; they had a 

fire and shelter to go to. Tripping over legs and feet, squishing in the mud, Daphne stopped to 

remove a painful stone lodged between her sandal and big toe. Alas, someday this would all be a 

blurry fairy tale impossible to prove or explain, but now they were here, very much here in a 

state sort of like blissful agony. 

    Guided by providence they found the camp and sure enough Dreamer’s fire-man had the fire 

roaring against the rain. So happy to see it; they held their hands out to the heat with gratitude 

and wide-eyed enthusiasm. Ahh, fire! 

   “Crazy girl and Tree Man! There you are!” shouted Mourning Dove when she came out of the 

tipi. 

    “No, it’s Crazy Chick!” said Daphne. 

    “Oh, apologies! Chick! Hey, you guys are just in time. We’re gonna do a little fire ceremony, 

just to get things started. Tomorrow night’s the big one with Peyote. C’mon, we’re gonna get 

everyone together. Circle the fire everyone! Gather around, Dreamer’s gonna speak and I’ll do 

the four directions, the Father and the Mother and the inner light.” 
 

    People started to converge around the fire, various stragglers, tent neighbors and desert people 

from the Dreamer clan. A peculiar clean-cut man, dressed conservatively in pressed proper khaki 

pants, dress shoes, and a knit shirt began, anomalously, to proselytize in a belligerent manner all 

about Jesus. “You folks are all going to hell. You can’t worship false idols like this and expect to 

be redeemed; you will not enter the kingdom of heaven this way. There is only one God and he 

sent his only son to save your wretched souls. You must accept him into your hearts. That is the 

only way!” 
 

    Dreamer put his arm around the man. “Brother, try to have an open mind just for a moment if 

you could. Do not interrupt our sacred ceremony. Have a little respect and we will listen to your 

views. Open your own heart and you may learn something here.” The man reluctantly agreed to 

participate as his curiosity overwhelmed him. But he was not easily convinced. “Only Jesus can 

teach you the way!” he reiterated. 

    A good full circle of people now stood around the fire as the blaze grew hot and clear sending 

smokeless heat spiraling high into the rainy night, drying out the clothes, faces glowing red and 

rosy in the flickering light of the flames. 
 

    “I just want to say a few words,” Dreamer began, before launching into a loquacious rant about 

the five elements, energies, and transmutations. The man could ramble. The gist of it was; we are 

here to rid ourselves of the imbalance in our lives, let go of the fears and things that no longer 

serve us, by attaching them to objects, such as sticks, and throwing them into the fire, the medium 

between us and the Great Spirit. The fire will consume your gift of pain, transmute it to Great 

Spirit, decay it into compost, and return to you an ethereal gift that you need to find balance and 

alignment in your life. “Say a prayer, in any way you choose. If Jesus is your savior, talk to him, 

the fire will listen. Then listen to the fire and learn. Breathe in the fire’s gift to you.” 
 



    A pipe was introduced to the circle and Dreamer willingly acknowledged its passing as a fitting 

tribute to the ritual, appreciated the entheogenic assistance it provided for the transmutation 

process. Meanwhile, Dove had lit a bunch of sage bundles for smudging and passed them around 

so all could breathe the purifying smoke.   
 

    “So you may ask yourself,” Dreamer continued, “how do you nourish yourself while also 

nourishing others, and how do you nourish the world around you without forgetting about 

yourself?  These are questions to ponder as we reflect upon the fire and it reflects back to us...” 

    As Dreamer droned, his words began to put Daphne into a trance; he talked with such a steady 

rhythm. The sounds of the words meant more than their meanings and resonated deep within her 

body in a new way, beyond words. 

    A woman’s voice came drifting through the rain from the far off stage. It was Melanie singing 

“Beautiful People.” Daphne looked into Jason’s eyes for a moment, standing next to her at the 

fire, and saw reflections of a river goddess in his dilated pupils, and heard the sirens sweetly 

singing, or was it Persephone calling her mother from the Depths of Hades, heartbroken, begging 

to come home? 

     

    Jason saw the image of a helmeted hoplite on her eyeballs. He shut out the external 

microphones, the combined cacophony in his ears of Dreamer’s drone, the crowd yammer, 

crackling fire and far off voice of Melanie and gave in to his internal soundtrack…a symphony 

of silence. 

    At that precise moment, Jason felt a rising rush of familiarity. Holy shit, is that Déjà vu or 

what? I have fucking been here before! 

    “I have some final thoughts,” said Dreamer, as Jason continued to soak in the last remnants of 

the déjà vu and then witness as it faded into oblivion, wanting desperately to hold onto it so he 

could decipher its meaning, find out why it seemed so familiar but helpless to stop it from fading 

away. 
 

    “We have all been brought here for a reason that will project us through the rest of our lives. 

This is our rite of passage, our playground to push the barriers of convention and explore brave 

new worlds. This arena provides a safe and nurturing environment to incubate our fragile eggs of 

expanded consciousness without fear of being labeled an outcast or being arrested for smiling on 

a cloudy day as the Grateful Dead say, or…as Tim Leary says in The Politics of Ecstasy, 

exploring our consciousness, with the help of psychedelic entheogens, should be a god-given, 

inalienable American right, endowed by our Creator, as much as any other god-given right for 

the pursuit of happiness. We thumb our noses at the moral hysteria to stamp out our freedom to 

get high. We question their authority and we make our own authority.        

    “Here, in this artificial third world city of providence, we can invent our own religion. Better 

yet, lose religion and find god and goddess within yourself. The old religions are institutions 

created by humans to shield us from the fear of the unknown as Joseph Campbell said. But we 

can embrace the unknown, the great mystery, without fear. We find our own religion and it is us. 

We don’t need a priest or a savior to be a middle man to God and we don’t need to put a label on 

it or erect a church steeple based on two-thousand-year-old glory when the temple we know, is 

right inside our bodies.” 

    Dreamer paused a bit and took a deep breath. “Do what thou will, make your offerings to this 

fire whenever you are ready. Let the words be yours, I’m done with mine.” 



    One at a time, the people threw symbolic items of fear into the fire and breathed in the answer 

that the fire gave back to them. 
 

    “So, what is it about fire that has so much power and meaning?” Jason asked Dreamer when 

this particular ritual had concluded. Dreamer was eager to expound. 

    “Spiritually, fire is the omphalos, the center between the spirit world and the physical plane, 

the transducer of spirit. Fire is where physics and metaphysics meet. On the physical plane, it 

kills, eats, consumes anything it touches in rapid, violent decay, converts solid material into pure 

gas and a carbon shell. It’s hot, dangerous and deadly, it tastes like death, puts you in a spell to 

stare at it with its dancing spiraling flames like it’s alive, it emits light at a hundred eighty-six 

thousand miles per second, it has everything, all the ingredients for the transmutation of spirits. It 

is the living metaphor for death and transformation. The physical process generates a vortex 

where spirits can enter, the transformation on the physical plane is the parallel for the path of the 

spirit leaving the body and flying away. Solid to gas, body to spirit.” 

    “Not to mention the whole universe is made up of fires burning in space, suns and stars and 

galaxies,” Daphne added. She had faced the fire and offered it a small lock of her hair. She made 

a prayer for her brother Rick in Vietnam; that he could return safely. She thought about her 

mother and Joey, how she missed them, and her Dad and the fear of punishment when she 

returns, and her frustration with feeling so confined at home, and her fear of acting which she 

loved, and she decided all that fear and confusion would be a good thing to burn. 
 

    “Exactly,” said Jason. “Wow, fire in the sky! Cosmic.” 

 

    Dreamer put his arms around Jason and Daphne on either side of him and turned to Mourning 

Dove. “Dovey, do you want to close this ceremony?” 

    “Yes, OK, everyone? What I want to do is say the invocations to the four directions and give 

thanks to the animal spirits and the father sky and mother earth and our inner lights. I would ask 

you to turn to the directions, and hold your arms to the sky, to the father and stars, then to stoop 

to the mother and embrace her soil, and then look within.” 

    And Dove began with the southern sky. “Planets of the south we ask your assistance in finding 

the strength to grow. Thank you for being present for our ceremony.” And they all raised their 

arms to the planets, obscured by clouds, behind which bright Jupiter headed to the west in his 

journey across the sky. 

    Turning to the west she began, “Oh western spirits, the bear and the fox, and the spiraling light 

of Venus, rising first and shining best, give us your blessings and welcome to our fire.” 

    To the north, she said, “Hummingbird, one who only hovers above flowers, speak to us, and 

the wise grandfathers of the north with your snowy hoary beards, help us with your wisdom.” 

    Then all turned to the east, “Land of the rising sun and moon, show us your journey, and the 

eagle and the condor, fly with us.” At that moment a large bird flew in a silent arc across the 

night sky and Jason felt its invisible shadow, not an eagle but an owl. 

    Then, “Father Sky and all sister stars and brother planets and the grandmother moon, watch 

over us as we play on mother earth.” 

    All bowed and knelt to the ground, imitating Dove as she touched the earth and held some dirt 

in her hands and said, “Mother, thank you for our bounty and taking in our blood and bodies and 

giving us nourishment.” 

    “Inside ourselves look deep into your own light and know you are one with the universe.” 
 



    And the ceremony ended with that and Dreamer said, “Thank you everyone, blessings and 

we’ll see some of you tomorrow night for the Peyote ceremony.”   
 

    Arlo Guthrie was singing “Amazing Grace” closing his set for the night. The song floated 

through the air and blended perfectly with the mood of the people. Some began to sing along, 

some silently to themselves, others loud and clear trying to follow along with Arlo.   

    “…I once was lost, but now I’m found, was blind, but now I see…” 

    “Wow that was heavy man,” Daphne said to Jason. 

    “Intense!” Jason concurred. 

    The Jesus freak was still standing in front of the fire, mesmerized, and talking to Jesus. 

Mourning Dove and some of her assistants were passing out bowls of roasted tofu and rice. 

“There’s a big pot of Chai Tea over here and cups if anyone wants some!” 
     

    One of the quintessential dilemmas, when deprived of civilization’s comforts, is where to find, 

peaceably, a comfortable spot to relieve one’s self of digested fuel supply. The Porto potties are 

far, far away, across the field, on the other side of the road. To that end, Dove had delegated an 

assignment to dig a latrine. “Over there behind the chicken coop would be a good place. Anyone 

want to do that? We have a little spade in the back of the school bus.”   

    “I’ll do that…” said Jason. “…tomorrow.” 

    “OK, that’s fine, but I can’t wait for you to do that tomorrow!” said Daphne. 

    “I’ll get you a flashlight and some paper dear, go into the woods and find a log or something. 

Dig a little hole in the leaves and cover it up when you’re done. There’s going to be a lot of that, 

we need to stay sanitary.” 

    Daphne had not given much consideration to this dilemma. She thought she was a nature girl, 

but this made her a little uncomfortable. She found a spot and squatted, and suddenly realized 

she was not alone; all around her, the dark wet woods were filled with squatters and treehosers. 

    Jason reflected upon the nature of nature calling and found it to be organic, beautiful, 

innocent, endearing and, despite commonality with all the animals, horribly human. He lit a 

cigarette and pondered the night as Joan Baez began her set. 
 

    Upon Daphne’s return, Mourning Dove noticed her shivering and offered dry clothes and 

blankets. “You have your tent all ready for sleepin Crazy? Here, put this little chemise on, it’s 

nice and soft and cozy and dry! I’ll put it inside your tent. And I don’t know what you have for 

blankets, did you bring sleeping bags?” 

    “Yah, I think we’re good there, thank you so much.” 

    “Oh, no problem, you guys are going to be sleeping like a king and queen compared to some 

of these people. I’m throwing a blanket in there, just in case.” 
 

     “Dove? Can I ask a question? Who is Dreamer, I mean, what is he all about anyway? I’m just 

curious.” 

     “Dreamer is my man. He is a Shaman disciple; he’s been studying under an old sorcerer from 

Mexico for the last couple of years. I was interested in shamanism myself, I went to a healing 

ceremony outside of Tucson and that’s where I met him. I was living on the Hog Farm in New 

Mexico at the time, so eventually; I left the Hog Farm and went to live with him. 

    “We went down to the Chihuahua desert last year and gathered baskets of peyote buttons. He 

taught me how to pick them, what stage of growth to look for so that when you pick them you 

don’t kill the plant. Yeah, there’s even a little ceremony at the gathering. You sit west of the 



plant, roll a corn shuck cigarette and pray ‘I found you, Peyote, now show me where the rest of 

you are!’ 

    “Anyway, he’s really just a crazy hippie that wanted to go back to his roots. So when he was 

hanging with Rolling Thunder in San Francisco and the Prankster fellows up there, he came back 

to Tucson when he realized he had ancestors. He’s part Kiowa or Yaqui, not sure, and part Irish, 

and he wanted to learn the rituals that had been in the tribe for hundreds of years, or maybe 

thousands, back to when the migrations first arrived in the Americas.” 

    “Wow,” said Daphne, impressed, “ancient rituals, mysterious! I like that, but what is the 

purpose of the rituals?” 

    “It varies a lot, according to the traditions of the tribes; for Kiowa it has been mostly for 

healing ceremonies, but it all involves the same thing, where the Shaman is the psychopomp, the 

guide to take the initiates to the abode of the great spirit and ask for help or retrieve allies, or 

animal spirits to help you, give you more personal power. But the spirits are picky, they will not 

open the doorways to just anyone unless they feel their souls are ready for a journey. You must 

be ready and open and courageous, but if you are not careful, anything can happen. 

    “Rituals can be used for any purpose or journey, they can even be used for evil purposes, but 

of course if you play with fire you do get burned, there is a price or consequence for everything 

you do. It’s all about intent and concentration and unashamed commitment, openness and belief. 

A Shaman has to be a strong, healthy being, with few impurities or mental baggage, in balance 

with his self.” 

    “His self? So, there aren’t any women Shamans?” 
 

    Jason coaxed some flame from the renewed fire, stragglers reaching out their hands for 

warmth. 
 

    “Oh yes!  But not many in this Kiowa tradition. All over the world, there have been women 

Shamans, and even to this day, in many cultures. In fact the earliest known Shamans, back to 

Paleolithic times, before civilizations, they were all women; there is an ancient link to women. 

And the Female priestesses go way back.”   

    “Yes! The Sibyls!” 

    “Oh? You know about Sibyls?” 

    “Yeah, they go back to like 2000 BC or older. They did the oracles, or their female or 

transsexual helpers that worked under them at the temples did it for them.” 

    “That’s awesome that you know that, it shows a passionate connection.” 

    “Yeah, but interesting, they say the most powerful ones were the transsexual ones.” 

    “Oh my god yes, the two-spirited shamans also, they have a dual spirit identity and they can 

draw power from a much greater source.” 

    “Makes sense I guess, the best of both worlds, sort of.” 

    “Yeah, and I think Dreamer is pretty damn androgynous sometimes. He can really tap in to 

both sides.” 
 

    A six months pregnant Joan Baez was singing “Swing Low Sweet Chariot” in her beautiful 

soprano, cutting through the night like the voice of an angel, clear, transcendent, effervescent, 

powerful. The chatter around the fire quieted. They all stopped to listen. 
 

    For our two road weary protagonists it turned out to be the lullaby that would lull them to 

sleep. By the end of the song, Jason was supremely aware of the wobble in his legs, barely able 



to stand with the pain in his side. Daphne too felt the weight of the day, her eyelids too heavy to 

hold. 

    “I’m gonna smoke another cigarette and go crash,” said Jason, feeling androgynous for some 

reason. 

    “I’m right there with ya Tree Man, I’m exhausted.” 

    “Me too.” 

    “God, I bet you two are tired, after what you’ve been through. Goodnight you guys, sleep 

well. Isn’t this awesome?” Dove went off to find Dreamer and tend to her flock. 
 

    Jason and Daphne brushed their teeth together and discovered they had in common an 

obsession for oral hygiene. “I always bring my toothbrush. I don’t care where I am, I like 

sleeping with a clean mouth,” said Jason. “Always carry one in my purse,” said Daphne. 

“You don’t have a purse.” “I know, just kidding, it came in my knapsack.” 
 

    Entering the tent, the bed, was yet another exercise in nervy courage for Jason Greenwood, the 

final one of this long courageous day. Daphne had gone in first to change into her dry chemise 

and was tucked into her bag all snug and reading by flashlight The Thesmophoriazusae by 

Aristophanes. She emitted a fragile allurement. It was a welcome chore to undress, in the dark, 

an undertaking of brave humility, removing wet clothes and boots and emptying pockets, the 

contents of which were a history of the long day: the Hermes head from the night before, the pot 

pipe from the road, the unused tickets for posterity and some cash, change from the roadside 

store, rude memory imprinted all over the wet dollar bills. 

    He began sleeping naked and not wearing underwear after his first acid trip where he 

channeled Height Asbury and started going absentmindedly barefoot to school. Stripping down 

to bare skin was what he did every night and this would be no different, yet, even in the dark he 

felt Daphne’s eyes and cherished the vulnerability he offered to her. Crazy Chick obliged with 

flashes of flashlight beams zeroed in on his nakedness. “Nice bod there Tree Man, nice red ribs.” 

     She went back to reading, focusing the light on her book. Jason sat cross-legged, stretching 

from side to side, groaning with delight from the sweet pain. Listening to the gentle pitter-patter 

of the rain on the tent, an odd but delightful trepidation overcame him as he felt the stirrings of 

closeness and the vastness of skin coupled with rememberings of the other woman in his life, the 

one with whom he had already been so very practiced in the pleasures of carnal delights. This 

made him sad...and slightly nervous. 

    While fumbling for the entrance to his dry sleeping bag, an erotic hallucination, as if from the 

ether, invaded his stimulated psyche and possessed him: a night rider coming for him, a horny 

nymph flying through the air like a benevolent harpy, sees him sitting there, naked, stiff phallus, 

presented to her like an offering. She mounts him and morphs, takes him like a prehistoric lion 

cub, all claws and teeth, wrapped around his neck, drawing blood. The coupling is so intensely 

sweet it milks the tears from the moon, reaffirms the justice in the universe. Riding the night, 

mutual orgasm perpetually imminent, he’s ready to die with her, plunge together into the heart of 

the sun. 

    But alas, the trepidation was not warranted. The virgin was interested in sleep. Jason smiled to 

himself as he finally became safely entombed in his bag and felt thankful and happy for the 

serendipitous friendship he had found in this spry spirit full of virginal exuberance.    

    Daphne was happy too. Happier than she ever expected to be, warmer and drier, cozier and 

more relieved of her bowels than she ever imagined she could be. Thespian visions performed in 

her head, lutes and lyres and tibias, dancing crazy dervishes whirling naked in the rain. Joan sang 



them to sleep, and they could hear the masses outside singing along with her, “We Shall 

Overcome,” a sweet Goddess bestowing a soothing, gentle oblation upon the field of dreams. 
 

    For our two heroes, the first day of Woodstock came to an end here. 
 

    Jason, stretched out horizontal, all snug inside his bag, took a deep breath, shifted, moaned and 

said, “Ow, Goodnight Crazy Chick.” 

    “Goodnight Tree Man, what a long day, huh?” 

    “Uh, huh.” And he was out, like a bar band in full crescendo when the amps blow the breaker: 

Deafening silence still screeching full of stimuli, the anticipation of climax, plucked off the stage 

and dropped into deep space. He carried over the day’s stimuli into his sleeping head where the 

images lurked, waiting for dreams to come and turn them into metaphors. 
                                                                                                    

Day Two 
  

    Daphne woke up with hot dreaming moisture on her brow, fresh turmoil in her head. Her 

chemise was all wrapped up around her torso, soaking wet from sweating in torment. 
 

    “Oh my god, I had the weirdest fucking dream. I can’t even tell you!” 
  

    She propped herself up on her elbows. The sun was up, illuminating the tent and its contents. 

Jason was sleeping heavily on his side, the sleeping bag kicked down around his thighs, 

revealing colorful wounds and white moon round gluteus-maximus cheeks exposed to the light. 

Daphne swooned, just a bit, delighted by the sight of them. She was not sure if she had ever seen 

anything quite like it before. He looked so peaceful and…touchable. 

    She sat up and touched him, placing her hand on the small of his back, letting it drift down. 

The cool warmth of his skin made her giggle. Jason twitched and muttered something in 

response. 
 

    An eye opens. A giant ant scampers on green fabric, occupying the entire screen of vision like 

some old science fiction creature movie. Awareness, awareness of awareness, awareness of self, 

asking, where am I?  Then a loud voice next to his ear bringing it all back home in a rush. 
 

    “Tree Man, it was so strange, so bizarre, I want to tell you but I don’t know how! Wake up!”   

   

    He opened both eyes and focused. A final awareness flooded his brain; a painful morning 

hardness causing him to hump the bedded ground. In one fluid motion, he stiffened his body, 

rolled over, pulled the covers over his naked self, sat up and faced her, disheveled bed hair, 

twisted chemise and all. “Tell me what?” 

    She stared into his sleepy face. He stared right back, unwavering, disarming her. 
 

    “Well, Okay. I don’t know. I dreamt I was a man. Or something. I had this, thing, between my 

legs. But I was still me in every other way. It was so real. So real it could have been a dream, but 

so dreamy, it could have been real, you know? I was scared…I was running. I was looking for 

some girl, I don’t know, or maybe you, it was so confusing, it was a fucking freaky nightmare!” 

And she made a mental note of how easily she let foul words fly now. How interesting, she 

thought. 



     His pupils dilated, eyes sparkling with far off recognition. As they stared into each other’s 

prospective universes, an inkling of that soulful lightning bolt pulled their eyes together again, 

with an irresistible force akin to gravity, like a black hole of bliss. “That’s Freudian, man. Or 

Jungian. Some kind of archetypal battles going on within you. Maybe it’s a past life thing. Or 

maybe it’s just your brain sorting out all the stimuli of the past day and night, all those naked 

people and you and me, mixin it all up, filing through the images in your memory storage. You’ll 

be alright.” 

    “I don’t know. It seemed so…real.” 

    Jason had the forethought, though it wasn’t his dream, to jot down a note in his journal, just in 

case it could be related to his own dreams. Crazy dreamt she was a man. 

    At that precise moment, they heard, “What we have in mind is breakfast in bed for four 

hundred thousand!” And they listened to MC Wavy Gravy talk about the magnitude of the 

happening. And the awareness of the crowd-monster outside the tent began to seep back into 

their heads in the new untouched morning from a land of dreams. “It’s not steak and eggs or 

anything…” 

    Hunger and the unavoidable urge to pee preempted a simmering desire to play, alas, as 

tempting as it was, what with erotic dreams and woody nymphs already in place, permission 

granted by the fates. For Jason, this came as somewhat of a relief, for he was not comfortable, 

still, with the now renewed awareness of the taboo he felt about such desire. And not only 

because she was so young. Cindi’s jealous eyes pierced through his conscience, her disembodied 

loyalty scrutinizing for any signs of infidelity, real or imagined. So, redressed in dry clothes they 

emerged, ill fatefully from the tent, stretched, and went off into the woods to pee. 
 

    Regrouped, they instinctively wandered to the edge of the masses to see the spectacle. And it 

seemed that the mere hundred thousand people the night before had increased overnight to half a 

million. Then Wavy began a rant about Governor Rockefeller declaring it a disaster area. Right 

after that, the huge crowd began to stand up and yell back in one voice as if to say, hell no, we 

are here and having a great party! This is no disaster! We will survive! Jason and Daphne 

watched as bodies stood up in a giant wave, thousands across the fields; the spontaneous outburst 

of energy confirming the joy. It was a sight to watch and it made the hair on Jason’s brain want 

to stand straight up and sing - Blows against the Empire! 

    “We must be in heaven man!” yelled Wavy Gravy! And the crowd agreed. For the most part. 

Except for the girl who was crying because the crowd was just too big and she felt 

claustrophobic, trapped and in a panic. Except for the people in bad moods because they tried to 

sleep in the mud and the rain under plastic and wet blankets and really didn’t sleep at all and had 

to stand in line at the port-o-sans, wet and miserable to the bone. Except for all the tripping 

freaks on bad bummer trips making their way to the bummer tent, all paranoid and reverting to 

primal childhood traumas. Everyone else was in bliss. 

    Well, it did feel a bit like heaven. Or at least the Garden of Eden. Or somewhere even better.  

On the way back for breakfast, Jason thought of the fire ceremony and remembered throwing a 

piece of wood into the fire and thinking, Great Spirit, you know what to do, here, take my gift of 

fear, give me guidance. And he did feel lighter this morning, and he wondered, just wondered, 

about the holy transmutational power of fire. 
 

     Back at camp Mourning Dove came shuffling around the tipi with an apron full of eggs. The 

chickens in the next field were clucking loudly, apparently having a good time getting contact 

high from all the happy humans. 



    “I’ve got eggs! The chickens laid eggs! Breakfast is on people, woo hoot!” Dove was radiant 

with bubbly sunrise. “Good morning, spring chickens, did you sleep well?” 

    “Like a log,” said Jason. 

    “Like a log? Is that all you got? I slept like low-pressure over hot water in hurricane season,” 

Daphne quipped. 

    “Wow, that’s deep. Too deep for morning thought. OK, I slept like a dead log, how’s that. A 

hollow wet dead log. No, a runaway dead log, rolling down a logger hill in Oregon, bouncing off 

boulders! Really, I didn’t feel a thing until I woke up, then I hurt like hell. Felt like I was hit by a 

truck.” 

    “By a truck? I thought it was a freight train. You got hit with redneck jack-boots man.” 

    “Think I should go dig a shit hole. You’re too awake for me.” 

    “The shovel is in the back of the school bus,” said Dove. 
 

     While Dove and her helpers prepared breakfast and the fire man stoked up the fire, Jason took 

the shovel to the hidden spot behind the chicken coop and dug the community hole, six feet long, 

about a foot deep, with dirt piles to cover up. All around the camp people were busy building, 

creating a functional village. A crew of half-naked heathens had dug an earth oven, constructed 

to bake bread. Several fires were warming coffee and teapots, hanging from wooden horses made 

of oak sticks. Daphne volunteered for potato dicing, bags and bags of them to be chopped up for 

hash browns.    

     The chores well in hand and some time left before the food was ready, Dove sent the two on a 

mission to the Hog farm encampment to bring back some rice and bulgur-wheat from the 

kitchen. “Take the gentle path highway to groovy way and take a right. Follow the groovy way 

path and look for the red rags with the flying hog. They will lead you right to the Hog Farm 

kitchens. We’ll have breakfast ready when you get back.” She handed them a couple of cloth 

bags to fill. “Tell Lisa or Bonnie Jean to fill them up with brown rice and bulgur, tell them Dove 

sent you. They have about seven hundred pounds of that stuff. And whatever else they can spare 

that you can carry you know? The museli with the rolled oats, sesame seeds, raisins, wheat germ 

and honey, veggies and fruit, so this camp can cook for the weekend. Tell them we have at least 

a hundred people we can feed over here.” 

    Feeling grungy, wearing layers of days old funk, dirt, sweat, and grime, they embarked on 

their food quest thinking about the lake full of fresh water Dove had told them about. It called to 

them for a baptismal cleansing experience. 

     Behind them Dreamer shouted, “If they ask for a password just say, ‘I forget.’ It was a joke, 

but it will get their attention!” 

    “I forget! Perfect password for stoned out hippies!” Jason yelled back. 

       

*** 

    Edgar had woken with a start, for at least the third time this morning. His bleary senses soaked 

in the cramped, confined space. Tie-dyed curtains, filthy dirty hippie smells, scattered 

paraphernalia, used dishes, eight-track tapes. At first, he didn’t know why he was in there and 

felt ashamed and repulsed and a little humiliated. Frantically he fumbled with the side door 

handle, threw the blanket off him and fell out of the little bus, stumbling on the ground. 

    Then he remembered he couldn’t sleep on the Good Samaritan’s porch, felt edgy, 

uncomfortable, so he had decided to try to sleep in the bus. But it didn’t work, he slept horribly 

and now he felt drained, sore and lethargic. Again he cursed himself and his boss for getting him 

into this damned mess. He was really starting to hate this assignment.    



    He slid on his stiff loafer shoes, dusted himself off the best he could, tried to straighten the 

wrinkles in his suit pants and limped over to the house where the older woman with the graying 

hair was sweeping the porch with her broom. She smiled at him, more like a curious smirk 

suppressing a burst of laughter, and greeted him with, “Good morning, Edgar is it? What made 

you sleep in their Volkswagen? That’s trespassing you know?”   

    “Ahem,” clearing his throat, “Just doing my job Ma’am. In case they came back.” Edgar was 

obviously flustered and embarrassed but doing the best he could to appear professional. 

    “I see, well, if you need to clean up and use the bathroom, you are welcome to, it’s up the 

stairs and to the right.”   

    “Yes, thank you, Ma’am…I appreciate that.” 

    “And there are scrambled eggs and bacon and hash brown potatoes on the stove, please help 

yourself to some breakfast.” 

    “Good morning Edgar!” shouted Dan enthusiastically. “Are you all ready to go get em today? 

Good luck with that; it’s a mess over there. I think you’d be better off just waiting here. Why 

don’t you just stay with us until this thing is over? It can’t last forever! Those kids have to come 

back sometime!” 

    “Well, I just might do that, it seems like the prudent thing to do. You folks are much too kind, 

thank you so much.” Edgar went to the bathroom to do his duty and wash his hands and face. He 

wished he could take a shower but was afraid to ask. He noticed the décor in the bathroom and 

he wasn’t impressed with the way the lady of the house had kept the bathroom, not as clean or 

tidy as it should be. Madeline is a much better housewife, he thought to himself, thankfully. But 

eggs, bacon, and hash-browns? Those made him feel right at home. 

*** 

    So Jason and Daphne began their trek to the Hog Farm kitchens, feeling dirty and free and full 

of welcome responsibility, eager to pitch in and help feed their brothers and sisters. They met 

many folks on the path, emerging from their tents, chatting and sharing stories, joints, and pipes. 

They were offered many hits along the way and gratefully accepted the sacred smoke, waking 

and baking into new dawn consciousness as they trekked along the woodsy pathways. They 

came to the crossroads of gentle path, high-way and groovy way and took a right on groovy way. 

The red rags with the flying hogs hung on branches to point the way. 

    “Yup, flying pigs, we’re headed in the right direction!” 

    “Follow the yellow brick road!” said Daphne. “I am so high!” 

    “I don’t think there is a single straight person here. Everyone is flying!” 
 

    They emerged at the edge of yet another field and saw yet another angle of the gathered 

masses and were struck yet again at the sheer power of the numbers. Out into the fields, they 

made their way to the big tent kitchens around the back of the seventy-foot-high yellow speaker 

towers. They paused briefly to listen to two men discussing the sound system, enthusiastic about 

the production of the event; saying something about Altec speakers, half a ton apiece, six feet up, 

four feet deep and a yard wide, and repeating woofers and tweeters and horns, oh my, over and 

over. “The Woodstock Bins will go down in history,” said the one man. “Outta site!” said the 

other. “They sounded good last night. Now, all we have to do is keep people from climbing all 

over these towers!” 

    Temporarily enthralled, stoned out catatonic watching these two men talk, they at least learned 

something and witnessed the inner workings of history being made. 

    “C’mon Crazy let’s go get some grains.” 
 



    Arriving at one of seventeen food lines serving the museli, people were cashing in on Wavy’s 

promise for breakfast in bed. They circumvented the long lines and went straight to the kitchen 

and found Bonnie working hard. The password was not necessary and Bonnie, Lisa, and the Hog 

farm people were more than happy to fill their bags with grain and a bag of veggies to boot. 

Once full Daphne noticed the logos on the bags; a picture of a goddess holding an amphora 

vessel spilling with grain. “Oh my god, that’s Demeter isn’t it?” Daphne said. 

    “That’s right, the goddess of grain and the harvest,” said Bonnie. She explained to them that it 

was the logo that the co-op adopted back in New Mexico and how they thought it was perfect to 

represent what they were doing, symbolic of food and harvest as well as rebirth. 

    Daphne and Jason just nodded their heads, somehow enraptured by the synchronicity of 

ancient symbols and current events. They said their thank yous and goodbyes and took their bags 

of grain and a bag of vegetables and headed back to the Dreamer camp. 
 

    Back at the tipi, Dove offered praise and thanks when they arrived full of grain and vegetables. 

She had a row of humongous frying pans full of scrambled eggs and hash browns and bowls of 

oatmeal, fruit, and yogurt ready for distributing.  There were loaves of bread baking in the earth 

oven, though most of them had not risen very well and were thick and heavy. “All we have to 

drink is water,” said Dove. “And we have honey for the oatmeal, and no salt and pepper or butter 

or anything.”   

    It was the best water they ever tasted. And the best bread, eggs, hash-browns, and oatmeal 

ever. It was food and it filled them up just fine. “Something about food cooked outside over a 

fire…you appreciate it so much more,” said one. “Yup, the austerity brings out the flavor in even 

the simplest of foods,” said the other. 

    After the bountiful blessing of breakfast they all helped with the dishes, then Jason provided 

the impetus for the next step in their journey. 

    “Ready for another walk Crazy Chick?” 

    “Sure, why not Tree Man, when does the music start?” 

    “No idea.” 

    “You guys gonna make it back for the ceremony?” said Dove. 

    “We’ll try, yeah, I want to get in on that,” said Jason. 

    “Alright, great and we’re gonna eat early to make room for Peyote later. And don’t do any 

acid or anything today! Save your head for the flesh of god!” 

    “Oh, OK, you bet.” 

    As they were walking away Daphne said to Jason, “I don’t know about doing Peyote. What’s 

it like? Can I handle it?” 

    “I don’t know, I never did it either. How bad can it be? I’ve tripped on acid, but I don’t know 

what this is like, prolly like smoking real good weed. I’m sure you can handle it if I can. I’ll be 

right with you.” 

    “OK, I guess I’ll try it.” 
 

Phone Banks 
 

    As they circumambulated around the perimeter of the crowd-monster checking out the scenes, 

baked, enchanted in this sea of love and bodies, they came upon the phone bank, rows of booths 

set up by Ma Bell and Daphne immediately called out, “Telephones! Wow! I really should call 

my mother! I’m sure she’s freaking out by now. Can we stand in line here Tree Man?” 

    “Uh, yeah, sure.” 



    The mere proximity to telephones made Jason nervous; a threatening intrusion from the 

outside world. Instantly, he had a craw in his throat, an anxious glut in his gut. The craw was for 

fear of being exposed as a kidnapper of a mere child: jail bait. The anxious glut was for Cindi. 

He hadn’t thought of calling her, until now. The thought gave him pause, to say the least. He had 

forgotten all about the responsibilities of the real world, having immersed himself in 

countercultural, musical bliss up to his ears, imagining naïve utopia. He somehow resented the 

cultural imposition that this bank of technological convenience had wrought. Thanks a lot, 

Alexander Graham Bell! 

    “You go ahead and call, I’ll wait for you.” 

    “Well, my mom probably thinks I’m going to hell,” said Daphne, “or she thinks I’m dead or 

something, so I better call so she knows I’m alive and doesn’t worry.” 
 

    “That’s thoughtful of you. You have a dime? Here, here’s a dime.” 
 

    They stood in line for about twenty minutes and Daphne finally reached the phone, inserted 

the dime and dialed the number 0. Jason listened to the one-sided conversation. 
 

    “Yes, operator, I’d like to make a collect call, please. Yes,” she looked at Jason and creased 

her mouth sideways, contorted her eyebrows in a look of angst, anticipating the verbal tornado 

about to ream out her ear. She gave the operator the number and listened to the ring. Her mother 

answered…hello... you have a collect call from…it’s me, mom…and accepted the charges quite 

overenthusiastically. “Mom? Hi! Mom, calm down, I’m okay. No, mom, I’m at a festival, the 

Woodstock Aquarian Exposition or whatever it is. I’m fine Mom...No, I’ll be back in a couple 

days when it’s over…I know, I’m sorry…How is Joey doing?... I knew he could handle it just 

fine…Yes, there is plenty of food here and I’m having fun! It’s not a disaster or anything, it’s 

pretty crazy, there are sooo many people but its good, everybody is helping each other…Uh, yes, 

he is here, he’s with me.” 

    Jason’s eyes lit up wide and he shook his head, no, but it was too late. “Oh my god. Really?” 

Daphne’s jaw dropped, agape in disbelief as she listened. “Um, actually yeah, I figured that I 

think he followed us… No, mom, he’s not like that at all, I like him, we get along good so don’t 

worry about it…no…don’t worry, I’ll be home soon...I know…well, he’ll do what he has to do 

that’s all. OK…yes…I know…goodbye, mom.” Daphne hung up the phone in disgust. 

 

    “What was that all about? What did she say?” Jason wanted to know. 

    “Jesus, I shouldn’t have called, that just about ruined my day!” 

    “Yeah, it sounded like it, so what’s up? Tell me! She mentioned me?” 

    “Yes, she did. Apparently, we are all over the local news. She said, ‘Are you with that young 

man who dodged the draft?’ It was in the paper today that you are wanted by the FBI and they 

were looking for you and a girl, me! She said Joey told them yesterday about you and your bus. 

So my dad called the fucking paper and the cops and told them I was kidnapped! Some reporter 

came to the Deer Stop and interviewed Joey! She was furious! Then a detective came and the bus 

matched a description, and they dug up all this shit, something about a conflict of interest, so she 

thinks Uncle Edgar is on the case, which we kinda figured. She was all frantic, she wanted to 

know where you were going, and she thought you kidnapped me and must be doing horrible 

things to me! I’m gonna be so grounded when I get back!” 
    

    “Hey, maybe you don’t have to go back.” 



 

    “Yeah, right,” she was cynical, upset. “I’ll be Bonnie, you be Clyde, we’ll rob banks!” 
 

    “Well, I didn’t mean coming with me, necessarily. You do what you want. You’re a big girl.” 
 

    “I’ll get a ride home.” Daphne was despondent. She hung her pretty matted head and cried, 

squeezing out a couple tiny droplets in silence. 
 

    “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean it like that,” he tried to console her. “I meant maybe you could stay 

with Dreamer and Dove. But you can hang with me as long as you want. You’re welcome to 

come to Canada with me when this is all over.” 
 

    She raised her head and forced a smile. “Yeah, I don’t think that would work out too well. 

Let’s not think about it right now.” 
 

    But he had his own angst to think about. And it wasn’t about being a fugitive or kidnapper. He 

had to call Cindi. He owed her that much. But what a can of worms, what a Pandora’s Box of sin 

and stories to explain. Here he was with his hand on this crazy chick’s head, drawing her in to 

his shoulder to comfort her, still remembering the dream she had, and how intimate they could 

have been, knowing the pleasant ember that glowed in his breast, how supernaturally close he 

felt to her, like a sister from another mister, another life, and all of those flashes, like they’d been 

there before, but could not put it into words. Well, he still had his honor and integrity. 
 

    “I’m gonna go stand in line again. As long as we are ruining the day, I might as well get mine 

done and over. Do you mind?” 

    “Who you callin, your girlfriend?” Daphne’s female radar lit up, jealousy, insult, and injury 

shocked her out of her funk and she forgot all about her mother. And her other existential angst - 

feeling abandoned, alone, afraid to go home - soon vanished as well. 

    “I said I would. So I will.” 

    “A man of your word.” 

    “I try.” 

    Cindi was most likely at her mother’s house on a Saturday so Jason made the direct call with a 

pocket full of coins, enough for fifteen minutes. Daphne did not give him any privacy and 

listened to his end. 
 

    “Hey, Mrs. Holloway, is Cindi home? Yes, it’s me, can I talk to her? Yes, I’m at the concert, 

it’s great. I’m fine, please; I don’t have much time…Thanks. 
 

    “Hey, how are you?” 

    They exchanged some niceties, Jason reassured her, everything was fine; he had no intention 

of revealing details about the mugging he received nor anything else that might upset her, even 

though honesty had been a cornerstone of their relationship, supposedly. Then a barrage of 

questions, accusations made him pull the phone away from his ear, reducing his end of the 

dialogue to short, defensive responses, “Yeah, Cindi, I just gave her a ride; she’s on her own 

after the concert…No, it’s not like that…Yeah, I heard…I know, but they’ll never find us…” 

Another silence followed by a tinny sound of sobbing confessions coming through the receiver. 

“What else? Really? Are you sure? That is wonderful news. Right?” In actuality, the news 

wrapped vines of thorns and roses around his bleeding heart. “I know…I’m trying to be 



happy…I know, I’m sorry I can’t be there…I’ll work something out. I promise…I’ll find a 

way...” 

    How does one end a conversation like that? Only one way, “I love you, goodbye,” then let 

your heart sink like the Titanic again, your insides a conflict of disparate emotions, the prospect 

of progeny a bubbling joy underneath it all. 
 

    “Uh oh, what happened, Tree Man?” 

    “She heard all about us too, it’s on the news. I kidnapped some girl…she was all over me, 

accusing me of shit. And, she’s late for her period. She’s pregnant. Pretty sure, she thinks.” 

    “Wow, so you’re going to be a dad! What’s wrong with that? That’s awesome Tree Man, 

stupendous!” 

    “She’s pretty upset about it, the timing of it all! Made me feel pretty awful, that I won’t be 

there for her.” He shook his head, exclaimed partly to himself, “I had a feeling about that red 

velvet couch!”   

    “C’mon Tree Man, let’s go find that lake.” 

    “Sounds perfect, I need baptism and a cleansing.” 

    “You and me both. What a scandal we are!” 
 

The Lake 
 

     Circumnavigating the massive pack of happy humans infesting the otherwise campestral 

hillsides, they carried with them an added consciousness of new life that lives on through genetic 

lineage into eternity; he was a father-to-be. They also had a sense of narrowly avoiding a pitfall 

of negativity that threatened to drive a wedge of resentment between them, the phone calls 

stirring up a stew of fear and regret…but, in the end, they savored the giddy sensation of a 

scandalous wave in their wake and arrived at the water’s edge, a still water pond full of ripples 

that spilled over a trickling waterfall into a gurgling creek. The bucolic scene was populated with 

a slew of naked hairless bipedal creatures, skinny dipping, baptizing and bathing with 

biodegradable shampoo. And one guy fishing with a Huckleberry Finn stick and a string, 

oblivious to it all. 

    Daphne paused to make a critical assessment of the situation and reflected, “That’s amazing! I 

mean it looks so natural and…un-offensive. Are you offended? I’m not offended.” 

    “I’m not offended.” 

    “It’s like no big deal. Penises, Vaginas and Breasts and Asses, and they’re all different but the 

same you know?” 

    “Yup. So, uh, ya wanna join them? I know I need a bath!” 

    “Oh, I don’t know, I don’t even know you.” 

    “So now you’re embarrassed?” 

    “Well Okay, but just don’t look at me and I won’t look at you.” 

    “After all you just said about being so natural and no big deal?” 

    “I know, but they’re strangers.” 

    “Well, then just pretend that you’re Eve and I’m Adam and we’re in the Garden of Eden 

before the nasty snake came and made us ashamed.” 

    “Yeah…isn’t it ironic, God has them cover their genitals with fig leaves. Even though he 

created them in his own image, all of a sudden He deems their nakedness offensive?”   

    “Right, god is a nudist, I’m sure. I mean does God wear clothes? C’mon!” 
 



    Daphne hesitated for a moment, the wheels turning in her head then decisively lifted up her 

chemise and threw it off saying, “No, I’m Lilith!” and ran into the water with just her sandals on, 

laughing and splashing. Jason smiled the hugest grin he ever had grinned at the sight of her and 

immediately followed, throwing off his boots and jeans and leather vest. No underwear. 
 

    He dove under the water. When he resurfaced, all dripping wet and invigorated from the cold 

shock, a wavy dream coalesced before him; standing on a rock in the middle of the lake, a vision 

like the Venus de Milo on a half shell, of classic proportion according to the golden ratio, 

silhouetted against the stormy blue sky such shapely symmetry as to cause his heart to murmur. 

Large almond eyes proud eagle nose and peachy lips on a sculptured skull of beauty adorned 

with rosy diadem, her face a harmony of virtue, eyes sparkling, radiant, seductive, flaxen hair 

curled around her slender neck, cascading down to coil around an umber knob of perky flesh, an 

erect garnish on the summit of one of two generous mounds, staring at him like a pair of 

drooping eyes, bulbous swollen fruits at the apex of their mathematical ripeness delicately hung 

and slightly swaying above a soothing curvature of taut belly flesh, a shy V cleft underneath, all 

perched on two curvaceous watery pedestals of porcelain cream. 

    Her beaming smile was in her eyes and seemed to say, I know I’m beautiful and exhilarated to 

make my exhibition, I revel in your helpless gaze, a slave to my beauty, enjoy!   
 

    For a moment he stared at her, paralyzed and awestruck, until he felt Daphne’s jealous eyes 

burning through his soul from his peripheral vision. He actually blushed according to what 

Daphne told him later, and impishly looked away, diving back into the water, his vision in tow. 

   “God, this feels so good!” said Daphne, standing up to her waist in fresh water, ignoring the 

Venus apparition for the time being, “I can actually clean off all my crud, finally!” 

    She had caught a glimpse of him and made a mental note, but had to admit, she had a special 

liking for that ass. She decided that it wasn’t so bad to expose herself in this way and really did 

feel liberated and natural. She congratulated herself on her bravery. 

    “Oh hell yes, now this is the way to swim!” said Jason, pretending he never saw that woman 

and never minding Daphne’s little mosquito bites for breasts. Gradually, as if by some divine 

intent, the bravery of mutual nudity leveled the field, the shackles of shame came off and they 

became genuinely empowered by their nakedness. 
 

    In fact their new found immodesty found them soon enough sitting bare ass in the slippery 

mud clay on the shore of the pond slapping handfuls of mud on each other, using the pure earth 

elixir as soap to scrub the pores, feeling aboriginal, brown as the bank, as if preparing for ritual, 

covered from head to toe, fully clothed in mud. They slid into the water to rinse and repeat, 

laughing, expunging all sins of vanity or avarice. 
 

    “You couldn’t take your eyes off her, could you?” 

    “It doesn’t hurt to look.” 

    “Common now, you weren’t just looking. You were stuck on her like a magnet.” 

    “Guilty.” 

    “It’s okay, I was looking too!” 

    “She had a lot to look at!” 

    “And it was all good!” 

    At some point, unbeknownst to or in cahoots with their conscious minds, they nonetheless 

became mutually immersed in some Freudian Jungian unconscious archetypal reenactment of 



her, in the form of malleable mud that the lord had breathed life into. Manifested, together they 

shared the bountiful Venus, working her, kneading her, shaping her into a vessel, a kylix, a round 

breasted bowl, a shaft of globate putty between them, oozing out the fingers when they squeezed, 

eliciting exhilarated glee frivolity and mirth, creating another one of those moments carved into 

the middle of forever, a heart shaped scar on the bark of the world tree; Tree Man and Crazy 

Chick. 

    In addition to the eros of earth immersion, evoked by the geneses technology of clay baked 

into pottery, Tree Man saw visions of furnaces and kilns, amphoras filled with wine, overflowing 

with grain, felt that dizzy ancient déjà vu and he began to swoon, so fairly fell into the water 

slipping her down with him to rinse a final rinse and frolic. 
     

     Feeling washed clean, purified, baptized, redeemed and liberated from all earthly weights of 

jealousy, guilt, shame or regret, they put their clothes back on with some relief if not reluctance 

and continued their walk around. 

   “Tree Man, I feel so much better!” 

   “Like a brand new man!” 

   “Me too, like a brand new man,” Daphne jibed, just for the hell of it, apparently. 

 Jason tilted his head a few times, snickered and walked on, slightly discombobulated. 

 “Alrighty then.” 
 

    It takes a certain chutzpah to force your way through a large crowd, but Daphne had it and led 

the way, apologizing adeptly and diplomatically, stepping about legs and limbs in the mud. 

Music had started and they made their way to the stage area to check it out. Army helicopters 

were delivering supplies to the medical tent at the right of the stage. A man with long braided 

hair was teaching a class in kundalini yoga talking about the vital force lying dormant at the base 

of the spine. Another man was teaching Tai Chi to a class of willing hand pushers, eager novices 

of the neo-hip eastern mysticisms. Jason recognized the cloud movement and mimicked it back 

to them. 
 

    They wandered into the area of pink and white medical tents where impromptu doctors and 

nurses worked without pay, volunteers of America, ministering to freaky people freaking out 

with bad drugs or feeling overwhelmed by one thing or another. A Medusa headed man stood out 

by his animated gestures, organizing people, barking orders,  spouting oratory, cracking 

wisecracks, passing out leaflets. It was Abbie Hoffman. 

*** 

    Edgar had spent the morning chatting with Dan about boats and cars and the sorry state of the 

nation while Dan’s dutiful wife, the older woman with the graying hair, observed from the 

sidelines, keeping herself busy with chores and occasionally going out to the side of the road to 

engage with the young people wandering around. At some point, Edgar grew restless and felt 

trapped and useless. He needed to at least make an effort and he reluctantly admitted to himself 

an overwhelming curiosity to see what this obscene gathering of hedonists was up to. He felt 

comfortable with his new found friends, except the woman made him feel slightly unwanted. He 

never did get that shower and the sense of unwashed, unwanted counterculture residue intruding 

on his normally respectably hygienic skin irritated him all the more and he needed to walk it off 

to take his mind off it. 



    “Well Dan, I think I need to do a little investigating. I may take a walk and ask a few 

questions. There is more than enough subversive activity going on in there for one agent to 

handle, but you never know what I may be able to pick up.” 

    “Of course, Edgar, I’d volunteer to come with you but I don’t want anything to do with those 

people, nope, don’t want to get anywhere near them, filthy things that they are.” 

    So Edgar dusted off his now wrinkled pants and shirt, pulled up his socks and daringly walked 

up the road towards the crowd monster. To say he got more than he bargained for would be the 

biggest understatement of his punctual life. A half mile up this road to perdition he came upon a 

sight that would add so much insult to his injury that he wasn’t sure he would ever recover. 

    There on the side of the road was a couple having sex in the trunk of an Oldsmobile, 

obscenely and with no apparent shame, engaging in the act of intercourse. But what made it 

beyond the pale in Edgar’s sterile upright mind was the piece of cloth they dishonored 

underneath them. It was Old Glory herself, the sacred American stars and stripes being defamed, 

disgraced, wrinkled and soiled. The sight of undulating naked buttocks was obtrusive enough but 

the whole spectacle in its entirety was impossible to swallow. He felt his heart stop, his breath 

caught in his throat, his ire raised to the boiling point. This casual act of insubordination must be 

punished, stopped in its tracks. He yelled out in a stutter of reaction, “Hey, what do you think 

you’re doing?!” 

    But he was immediately surrounded by brothers and sisters of the counterculture and one cat 

said to Edgar, “Relax man, they’re just having fun.” 

    “That’s my flag you’re desecrating!” 

    “Hey, it’s our flag too, and we don’t think it’s profane or anything. They’re blessing the flag 

with love man,” said a sweet little flower girl. 

    “Yeah man, that’s not desecration, that’s consecration,” Another brother said. 

    “Men have spilled their blood for that flag!” Edgar protested, turning red in the face. 

    “And we honor that, brother. But enough blood has been spilled in the name of old glory. We 

wrap ourselves in the flag in the name of love.” 

    And the flower girl said, “Yeah man, we’d rather spill other bodily fluids for the flag! Not just 

blood and pain man! Love and pleasure juices! The flag needs the healing man, can you dig that? 

We’re healing America with love vibrations!” 

    And the assault on Edgar’s buckram sensibilities was relentless and enduring, the flower 

children would not stop, enveloping him with hands and arms and incense and slinky earthy 

clothing and he threw his hands up in despair and escaped their gauntlet grasp of stoned out love 

vibes. He knew there was nothing he could really do; he was helpless to enforce his laws in this 

foreign country. So he moved on, sweating from his brow, a surge of emotion running through 

his veins that he had never felt in his life before as if he had been violated. And it didn’t get any 

easier for the poor man. He saw little children running around naked, bare-breasted women 

suckling their young, young people smoking marijuana everywhere. All he could do was witness, 

and marvel at the anarchy of free expression. When he gazed hypnotically at the firm nippled 

breasts of a young woman who smiled unabashedly at him he felt an unfamiliar nervous shame 

and it made him think of his wife Madeline and superstition grabbed him, sensing she must know 

somehow of his lusting for such an innocent young beauty. He wondered what she would think 

of all this, but was thankful she would never have to know. 

    The gauntlet of counterculture assault had made him very thirsty and the day was hot and 

humid. He came upon a roadside stand that looked innocent enough, though it was attended by 

the same manner of disheveled youth, uninhibited and acting customarily foreign. Above their 



improvised shack of barter was a hand-painted sign that read, ELECTRIC KOOLAID. A man 

said to Edgar as he approached, “Hey there, partner, would you like some cool aid?” And Edgar 

didn’t have to think about it too much, as he was very thirsty and gratefully accepted the offer. 

However, he hoped they had clean cups as he was concerned with sanitation and didn’t trust 

these hippies to be clean. But a drink was a drink, he thought. 

    “Yes, please, do you have clean cups?” 

    “Of course my man, anything to accommodate!” The gnarly hippie poured a large cup of the 

cool aid and handed it to Edgar. And Edgar took the cup and inquired how much money he 

would owe, the price he would have to pay. 

    “Oh, you don’t owe us anything, brother. Just have yourself a good time and that is all the 

payment we need!” 

    Edgar didn’t notice the convivial coterie of wide-eyed heads staring at him with gleeful 

anticipation as he gulped the entire cup of cool aid in one thirsty gulp. 

    “OK. Thank you. I’m not having a good time.” He looked fixedly in the direction of the crowd 

monster, the center of the galaxy, wondering if he had gone far enough for now. 
 

   Abbie Hoffman In the bummer tent 
 

     Abbie was talking to Michael Lang, pleading with him for more access to the helicopters, 

more doctors, more medical supplies, “There’s going to be many more people up here, with the 

mud and everything. There’s barbed wire all over the place. We’re just not prepared to handle 

any of this!”* 

    Michael, the primary promoter of this unexpectedly overgrown festival, was politely 

shrugging him off, his hands full with a multitude of unforeseen concerns, but Abbie kept 

prodding and jousting, pacing back and forth, throwing his hands in the air. 
 

    Jason stared, amused at the antics of the Medusa headed character then recognized him. “Hey 

Crazy, look who that is, it’s Abbie Hoffman!” 

    “The Yippie?”   

    “The head Yippie.” 

    Abbie Hoffman was a pesky, annoying fly on the patchwork skin of Amerika. But her 

obeisance to the military industrial complex was a thorn in his rebel side. A wide-eyed prankster 

and trouble maker, his purpose in life was to hold her to the standards and ideals that she was 

founded upon, in pursuit of a more perfect union, a shining city on a hill, a beacon of hope, 

holding certain truths to be self evident, holding a mirror up to her in the comic activist tradition 

of Aristophanes and Lenny Bruce, so the people, by, for and of, could see the ugly pimples of 

corruption and greed, the hives of hypocrisy, the outbreak of global hegemony spreading across 

her beautiful face from sea to shining sea. 
  

    “Aren’t they going on trial?” 

    “Yup, for conspiracy; crossing state lines to incite a riot.” 

    “I thought the police started the riot.” 

    “In Chicago? Absolutely, they did.” 

    “I watched it with my parents, I’ll never forget.” 
     

    Indeed, the trial for the Chicago Eight, including Bobby Seale, would begin the next month on 

September 24, 1969. Abbie and Jerry Rubin would arrive, dressed in satire, carrying their 



candidate for president, Pigasus the pig.  The Yippies had no platform except pranksterism, 

blowing pot smoke in the face of ideology, using Guerilla Theater to mock the system, tease and 

tantalize authority for purposes of enlightenment: Repeal the law of gravity so everyone can get 

high. Levitate the Pentagon with mass telepathy to stop the war. Throw wads of dollar bills down 

on the floor of the New York Stock exchange causing traders to stampede frantically, on their 

knees, hoarding and coveting the cold hard cash. 
     

     As an alternative to this stagnant, maleficent malfeasant Amerika whom they felt had lost her 

way, the Yippies promoted a new way to live, declared a new nation, like Woodstock Nation, as 

free and rugged as the mighty marijuana leaf that grew on George Washington’s estate in the 

founding age of enlightenment. John Lennon said all you need is love, Abbie said all we need is 

justice, and so with revolutionary passion in pursuit of liberty and justice for all, he enjoyed 

afflicting the comfortable. He also enjoyed comforting the afflicted, as he would say.       
 

     The National Guard helicopters brought the champagne for the performers. Abbie threw a fit. 

“Look, we need stretchers, we need plasma. What the hell is this?” He turned to Michael and 

said, “Look, I’m going to tell the world that there are goddamned people needing blood 

transfusions and you’re shipping up grapes and foie de gras and champagne for the goddamned 

singers. You want this goddamned music played to dead people or what? I’m not sayin give it all 

free to the people, I’m just tryin to prevent disaster, I’m tryin to save lives, man. We can’t let 

Rockefeller have his day, man!”2 

 

    Michael seemed to understand and went off to talk to the helicopter people. “I’ll get your 

helicopter and I’ll get you some walkie-talkies, Abbie.” Michael knew how to recognize talent 

and delegate. He needed all the help he could get with this unprecedented crowd monster. 

    “Right on, and we need exclusive access to at least one phone.” 
 

    Jason got brave. “Hey Abbie, I read your book man.” 

    “Oh, right, which one? Fuck the System?” 

    “No, Revolution for the Hell of It. It’s righteous.” 

    “No, man, Free wrote that one.” 

    “Yeah, I know; your pseudonym. So you need any help here man?” 

    “Hey, pretty soon I am gonna need help. I just dropped some Purple Owsley; I think I’m 

starting to get off.” 
 

    “Oh wow man, how you gonna organize when you’re trippin?”Jason laughed. 
 

    Abbie answered with a revelation he had had, “Woodstock Nation is the pure embodiment of 

the revolution and it can’t be organized! It’s organic; it’s the politics of love man! Functional 

anarchy! Free health care! It works! Love and freedom, man, that’s all we need!” 

    Of course, soon Woodstock the Myth would be swallowed by Amerika, killed of soul, bought 

up, repackaged and sold as the latest fashion, safer, more palatable, and the dream would get lost, 

assimilated into the comfortable confusion of cognitive dissonant complacency that would be 

middle-class America. And Yippies would turn into Yuppies.   

    But that didn’t matter now. Utopia was alive and well at the moment. “Hey you guys hang 

out, we could use help at the bummer tent, try to prevent these tragedies from happening you 



know?  I gotta go lie down for a minute, my head is spinning….I wanna get up on stage later on 

and say something about John Sinclair.”    
    

    Abbie sure was contagious in his role as cultural revolutionary. He really did care about the 

people, justice for the proletariat, defending the green earth from dominionists. His fervor could 

turn people off though; folks who just wanted to have a good time. It gets tiring carrying the 

torch of righteous rebellion all the time, fighting the good fight, taking a stand, always being 

against war and injustice. Sometimes you just need to be the opposite of war, the antidote, a 

celebration of life and love between your brothers and your sisters, three days of peace and 

music. 

    Sure enough, Daphne wanted to go listen to the music and dance. So off they went dancing 

into the paradox that was Woodstock, like the two faces of Dionysos, one the mask of ecstasy 

and mirth, the other of tragedy and sorrow. Sometimes there is a price to pay for too much 

ecstasy, mirth, and pursuit of happiness. At Woodstock that price found you headed for the 

bummer tent. 

     

    “Good luck at the Trial Abbie!”       

    Saturday’s music started around noon with an obscure band by the name of Quill. They had to 

keep moving, the two of them, on their ambulatory circumbendibus, exploring the outer limits to 

circumvent the crowd and get closer to the stage. Soon they were groovin to the soundtracks of 

Country Joe McDonald. 
 

    Crazy and Tree Man were blessedly stranded out there when Country Joe recited the FUCK 

cheer and sang the Feelin Like I’m Fixin To Die Rag. Give me an F! Give me a U! Give me a C! 

Give me a K! What’s that spell? FUCK! The crowd yelled back with Woodstockian exuberance! 

C’mon all of you big strong men, Uncle Sam needs your help again, He got himself in a terrible 

jam, Way down yonder in Vietnam, So put down your books and pick up a gun… 

    She thought of her brother in Vietnam. It was no joke, though she knew this was satire, it was 

all too real for her. The immediacy of the emotion hit her like a hail of lead firing straight from 

the darkness of a jungle ambush. The song had everyone singing along in complete recognition 

of its all too sad and real implications, a booming chorus heard across America: And it’s one, 

two, three, what are we fightin for? Begging the question; no, really, what are we fighting for? 

Almost everyone here at least knew someone who knew someone who had a son or brother 

fighting in the war, some who would never come back, except in a box. And tears started to 

stream down Daphne’s face when he sang the words, Whoopee, we’re all gonna die! 

     Jason felt it in a different way; with shame. He looked at Daphne and saw her tears and he 

knew what she was thinking and felt sympathy, knowing about her brother. But Jason felt a pang 

of hollow guilt, confusing anger. He knew all were righteous in opposing the war, but he was 

angry at how it made him feel. He was conflicted with inner turmoil that he didn’t understand. 

Running did not feel right to him; it wasn’t who he was, to run, while others fought and died. 

     All around them faces were full of sad joy, sad smiles, recognition and enlightenment for the 

common thread of empathy that the song was evoking. Having been flooded with relentless 

television screen images of war reports and body counts, the collective mind of bleeding hearts 

cried for all the victims of senseless war; the young men gone to soldiers, the mothers of sons, 

the bloody massacres of innocent families, mostly women and children and old men. Now c’mon 

Wall Street don’t move slow, Man, this is war a go go. Gotta go out and get those reds, Cause 



the only good commie is a one that’s dead…the song was an invocation, a therapeutic antidote to 

war.   

        Later on, they got close enough to the stage to watch in awe as Santana did their set. Like a 

sorcerer casting spells, Carlos laid down licks of flame that exorcised the demons out their souls. 

Mortal flesh, sun-dried sweat caked on in layers, absorbed the immortal music to the bones 

causing the mass of bodies to pulse and shake, stoned out bloodshot eyeballs rolling back in 

heads of delirium acid fever in the belly of the crowd monster. The song was Soul Sacrifice and 

Daphne danced, shimmering with transcendent liberation, sacrificing her soul. Jason marveled 

aghast at the drums of passion milking rhythm, feeding the telepathic family of brains with 

serious hardcore language of love spreading by aural osmosis into unfettered smiles. When the 

song was over everyone was speechless for a time, mouths hanging open, eyes wide, baking in 

the sticky heat. The air still buzzed in the silence between songs, electric energy ringing in their 

ears. 

    At some point during or after the Incredible String Band’s performance they decided to make 

their way back. Lucky for them, unlike most here who would not remember half the time spent, 

they had a home to return to, a family of folk, an enticing ceremony to lure them back. 
 

Peyote Ceremony 
 

    When they approached camp a small crowd had gathered outside of Dreamer’s tipi, people 

chatting in anticipation of the ceremony. These were the veterans of the voyage; old practitioners 

of purging dirges, road sprees and sun god ceremonies, characters that looked directly sprouted 

from the desert, peyote beards and cactus jaws; rough-hewn denim shirts frayed and laced with 

turquoise, sun-baked amulets adorning leathernecks, dusty bloodshot eyes.   
   

    “Hey Crazy and Tree, are you hungry? Do you guys wanna eat something?” Mourning Dove 

came out to greet them. 

    “Of course,” said Daphne, “food is good!” 

    “Great. There’s grub over by the fire with plates and forks and iced chai tea. But if you’re 

gonna do the ceremony, don’t eat too much!” Dove’s eyes sparkled mischievously. 
 

   “Oh cool,” said Jason. “Thank you, Dove. So what do you think Crazy, are we gonna do it?” 
 

    “I don’t know. I’m a little sceered.” She listened, briefly, to the angel on her left shoulder, the 

voice of reason telling her it was crazy, don’t do it. The voice had a valid point. It was crazy. But 

then again, she thought, I am crazy, and she quickly succumbed to that other voice in her head, 

the impulsive wild side with the foolish penchant for rash, reckless, carefree optimism. 

    “Yeah, let’s do it. Why not, everyone else is trippin’ around here, why not us?”  Daphne was 

more than a little curious to get higher, and it just seemed like the thing to do, right now, in the 

moment, a serendipitous gift of fate handed to her, similar to getting on the bus.  But she had an 

otherworldly feeling about the doorway she was about to step through. 
 

    However, these ghostly premonitions would be rudely interrupted by more pressing, earthier 

matters. Daphne sensed a more worldly development in her nether regions: an insidious warmth 

gathering moisture that, now that she thought about it, was probably the culmination of that 

familiar ache in her womb, the one she’d been ignoring all day. 



    Threatened with shame and the embarrassment of public humiliation, a mild panic set in, 

along with a healthy dose of self-recrimination for forgetting to bring tampons. How stupid could 

I be? What girl in her right mind leaves the house without bringing at least one? She scolded 

herself. 

    “Hey Dove, can I talk to you for a minute?” 

    “Sure honey, what is it?” Dove pulled her aside and listened. 

    “Uh, do you have any, tampons, or anything? I think I just got my period.” 

    “Oh.” Dove went silent just for a moment. With her next words, she spoke softly. “Sure, 

Crazy we can take care of that.  Follow me, Hun.” 

    She led her to the other side of the tipi, in the trees, and said to Daphne, “I’ll get you 

something dear, but I have to tell you. According to tradition, a menstruating woman is forbidden 

in a peyote ceremony. I personally think that’s a bunch of crap.” Dove rummaged in the bus for 

Daphne’s aid. “It’s based on superstitions that have been around since before the Neolithic 

revolution when men were afraid of women’s blood.” 

 

    This little piece of information hit Daphne like a slap in the face, adding insult to injury. It was 

bad enough she had to deal with her menses in the middle of a gigantic camping trip with no 

modern plumbing available. But now she had to suffer the stigma steeped in ten thousand years 

of patriarchal obfuscation as well?     

    “That’s pretty strange. I mean, yeah, we do have tampons now, thank god.” This makes me 

feel dirty, Daphne thought, quite pissed off by the whole notion. 
 

    Indeed, in prehistoric times, perhaps more friendly to matriarchy, members of the tribe were 

mystified by the monthly flow in their women. Unaware of the biological function, it seemed to 

flow out mysteriously, for no apparent reason and yet the women didn’t die from their bleeding. 

Like the monthly moon, the blood became mystical and imbued with magic. It seemed to have 

special power, connected to creation, and early man, despite his role in sexual intercourse, was 

envious of a woman’s power to produce life. That is, until the monotheistic sky-god religions 

came along to claim that all the power to create life lay in the phallus; thus menstruating women 

became simply, unclean, or relegated to Dark Age medieval notions of witchcraft. 
 

   “You’re right; we have tampons now…and science. We know what it’s all about, and it’s time 

to get over it. So I’ll tell you what Crazy, you can still come in as far as I’m concerned, just don’t 

let on, and we’ll keep it between us, keep it to yourself. Dreamer is very into the tradition, and 

yet he knows it’s silly, it’s really no big deal but, he tries to have respect for the elders who are 

teaching him. So…well, just don’t let on and you’ll be fine.” 
 

    Daphne rejoined the fire circle feeling more comfortable and determined to engage, and found 

Jason, eating a plate of bulgur wheat and rice with veggies, in a quarrel with the Jesus freak. 

“What’s up freaks, what are ya goin on about?” said Daphne, helping herself to a plate. 
    

 “Jesus,” said Jason.   
 

 “Oh, what would Jesus say about menstruating women going to church?” Daphne was 

impulsive, speaking hypothetically, still, violating Dove’s imploration to keep it to herself. 
 

    “Oh, Crazy, this is Bob, why don’t you ask him, he might know?” 
 



     Bob had heard what Crazy said and seemed vaguely insulted by the question and quite 

flustered. He mustered an answer that surprised even his own sense of divine order. “Well, I 

think Jesus was a friend of women, he would never keep them out of his house.” Then back-

tracked with a qualifier, “But then again, if you are unclean, maybe you should stay home and 

not go to church.” 
 

    “What? Maybe you should be more like Jesus!” 

    “Jesus H Christ!” Jason added, then whispered to Daphne with a wink, “Don’t worry, it’s 

alright, you’ll be fine!” 

    “See, you don’t know what it’s like to be a girl!” 
 

    Jason shuddered, inexplicably, when she said this. A sort of premonition overtook him, and he 

wondered if somehow he would know what it’s like someday, or if he had already known…but 

he simply offered, 

    “I know. It’s unfair.” 
 

     The time had come and Dreamer called everyone in to the tipi. 
 

    “Is everyone ready, fed and relieved of your bowels? Crazy and Tree Man if you don’t mind I 

would like you on either side of me. We’ll dedicate this one to the healing and bliss path of Tree 

Man and Crazy Chick.  Come in everyone, Dove will orient you to the procedure.” 
  

    As they prepared to enter, a dark shadow flew silently over the tipi in the early dimming 

twilight and set itself down, folding its wings, a sentinel perched on a tree limb. “What was 

that?” said Daphne. 

    “The animal spirits are gathered around us too, Crazy. They are here for consultation,” said 

Dreamer. 

    “I think it was an owl,” said Jason 
 

    Inside, the ceremony had been prearranged in the traditional order, a healthy fire burning 

cleanly in the center and Mourning Dove was explaining the set up to the new initiates. The 

earthen floor looked carefully cleaned, with plumes of sagebrush spread around at the edges of 

the tipi for seats. Around Dreamer’s seat on the west side were assembled the ritual 

paraphernalia: a staff, a gourd rattle, the eagle bone whistle, the cedar incense, the altar cloth, the 

drum, and his personal feathers. *7 

    “Each of these has a special symbolical significance,” Dove was explaining to the newcomers 

as everyone took their seats. “We have the Kiowa three-legged kettle drum made out of cast iron. 

In the drum there is water with herbs, steamed with hot coals and it’s covered with a well-soaked 

buckskin head. They represent rain, lightning, and thunder, respectively.” 

 

    A soulful country blues-rock wailing in the distance mixing with the sounds of crackling fire 

and local chatter produced an unsettling cacophony in Jason’s perception bubble and the odd 

collection of virgin suburbanite initiates and hardcore peyote freaks made for a peculiar scene, 

strange bedfellows if you will, all of which elicited questions about authenticity and he let slip a 

skeptical chuckle. 

    “Oh sorry,” he apologized, sensing disrespect. But he was right; this spectacle was a mere 

shadow of authenticity, a far cry from the real thing, the all-night healing marathons in the desert 

sweat lodges and the rendezvous with coyote spirits. However, destiny and spirits know no 



boundaries of propriety or proper protocol. This impromptu ritual was as close as they would get 

to authentic in the middle of anarchic Woodstock but little did he know, despite all the obscure 

premonitions of soul travel, it would prove to be more than enough mojo to get the job done. 
 

     Dove grinned at him mysteriously and continued. “The peyote chief is assisted by a 

doorkeeper and a fire tender. Fire man keeps the fire going all night and collects the ashes in the 

shape of the ash bird and the cedar man will sprinkle dried incense on the fire. Dreamer sits all 

the way to the west, the Fire man sits north of the door, over there and the water bearer sits in 

front of him. The drummer sits south of Dreamer, and the cedar man to the north of him. Here he 

has the altar cloth in front of him and then in succession towards the east and centered as you can 

see, is the crescent mound Altar with the horns of the crescent facing towards the east. Here you 

can see, along the altar is a groove, a path which goes from horn to horn with a flat space in the 

middle where father peyote will be rested on the sprigs of sage we brought from Arizona. 

     “The groove symbolizes man’s path from birth at the southern tip, to the crest in the middle 

where peyote is, symbolizing maturity and knowledge, and down to the ground again, back to 

earth to old age and death in the north. Then, of course, there is the fire in the center, and the 

smoke stick for the cigarettes kept burning in the fire. And continuing to the east we have the 

water bucket, then the corn bucket, then the fruit pile, then the meat pile. All of these aids have 

their place and purpose during the ceremony.” 

     As Dove explained the layout, trying to be as authentic as possible, Daphne fixated on the 

Fire man who seemed in a trance already. He felt her gaze, turned to look and his eyes burned 

right through her like she wasn’t even there, glazed and sparkling with flame. Outside, far away 

below the hillside, Canned Heat was playing; going up the country, got to get away…we might 

even leave the USA. 
 

Ingestion 
 

    Dreamer, now seated symmetrically on his peyote throne, placed the bag of buttons on the 

sage sprigs in the middle of the altar.  He began to speak to the eighteen souls seated in a circle, 

all in their proper places, the most advantageous positioning for consultations with the spirits. 

 

    “The cactus has been on this earth for millions of years,” he began slowly, deliberately, 

“waiting patiently for humans to find him. And now we pray to the four winds, giving thanks to 

father Peyote for showing us the way…” 
 

    He spoke like a poem, his words carefully chosen, a dreamlike mix of didactic knowledge and 

ritual mysticism then segued seamlessly to the opening prayers articulated in unintelligible 

ancient dialect, his hands gesturing in all four directions. From the bag of tobacco, he passed 

rolled cigarettes to his left, one at a time, until all were ready to smoke. With the smoke stick, 

kept aglow in the coals, they lit their cigarettes, just like the Marlboro man. 
 

    I don’t smoke! Daphne mouthed the words to Jason. 

    Jason reassured her with a hand gesture; just go through the motions! 

 

    Dreamer took his cigarette and held the mouth end to the fire so that Peyote could smoke 

while he prays. Tobacco smoke from eighteen cigarettes gathered together in a spirit cloud that 



joined the flaming ash escaping out the top of the tipi. A supernatural stillness, enhanced by 

Dreamer’s hypnotic rhythmic prayers, gripped the conical space like a calm before a storm. 

    At the end of prayers all of them snuffed their cigarettes on the altar, following suit. The Cedar 

man took incense from the incense bag and sprinkled it on the altar to bless the ceremony then 

sprinkled dried cedar on the fire. The ceremony had officially begun. 
 

    Dreamer’s ceremony was modeled loosely after the Kiowa ceremony which comes from the 

Midwestern plains tradition. Peyotism is a pan-Indian religion, crossing many tribes, which has 

roots as old as twenty thousand years in pre-Columbian Mexico where Peyote was discovered by 

accident or design. The religion was passed down to the Lipan people then the Mescalero and 

eventually migrated north around the end of the nineteenth century through the Comanche, 

Apache and the Kiowa into New Mexico and Oklahoma. 

    The constitution of the U.S.A. guarantees religious freedom. But first, you have to be 

recognized by the state as a real religion. The Peyote cult was a pagan eyesore to the dominionist 

Christian theocrats, a barrier to the civilizing process, an excuse for immoral behavior, 

debaucherous orgies and ceremonial drunkenness. An affront to Christian values, a threat to the 

official religion, the savages had to be stopped and their barbaric practice eliminated. The Bureau 

of Indian Affairs tried to ban the rituals, sanctioned raids on the camps to confiscate all the 

peyote buttons and burn them. In 1918 a congressman introduced a bill to outlaw peyote. It 

backfired.     

    Inspired by the attack on their traditions, the Peyotists took defensive action. Knowing the 

sacred ritual would be destroyed by the white man if they did not act they employed the methods 

of the trickster and used his own laws against him. In Oklahoma, a conference was held among 

the Oto, the Kiowa and the Arapaho. They obtained a charter and chose the name Native 

American Church. On October 10th, 1918 the Native American Church was incorporated in the 

state of Oklahoma. America and her constitution had no choice but to recognize the official 

religion. 

    And thus the sacred ritual was saved. On the condition, however, through cultural pressure to 

conform and a bargain with the devil, that Jesus be allowed into, indeed imposed upon, the 

hierarchy of worship. To be protected under the constitution the native peoples had to 

Christianize the peyote cult, call it a church and incorporate. The protocol and terminology 

became infused with Christian symbolism to appease the white man. Peyote, the sacred 

medicine, became the flesh of Christ. 

    What shall we say; shall we call it by a name? In the end it doesn’t matter what you name it, 

these are mere words; we are all on the same circular journey from resurrection to crucifixion. 

Jesus and Father Peyote are one and the same. 

     Of course, the battle between the dominionists and the earth people has been on-going for 

millennia, long before the god-fearing colonists of manifest destiny met the ignorant savages of 

the Americas, ever since the birth of civilizations required an all-knowing God to explain our 

existence, the domination of nature developed as dogma in the major patriarchal religions, 

Zoroastrianism, Abrahamic Judaism, Muhammadanism, and Christianity. 

     The indigenous earth peoples of the Americas were not the first ones to be persecuted and or 

converted by the dominionist Christians. After Constantine, nature worshiping pagans in Europe 

had been persecuted for centuries before the “new world” was “discovered.”  The pagan temples 

of Greece and Rome were destroyed and the ceremonies outlawed. Later, the modern witch trials 

almost eliminated any lingering remnants of European Shamanism; nature worshippers were 

denounced as practitioners of devil worship and executed. 



 

   “Behold the flesh of Christ!” Dreamer took out four buttons from the Peyote bag and made 

four clockwise motions with the bag. He then passed the bag to his left and rubbed himself with 

sage. Everyone followed suit with four buttons each and a sage rub. And so the Eating began. 
 

    “So, you do know the power of Christ?” interjected Bob the Jesus freak, who was participating 

in spite of his superficial revulsions at these pagan-like proceedings that insulted his world view, 

because he was there, at the right time, his curiosity overruled his objections and feigning 

visceral reactions, his revulsions…were superficial. Nevertheless, he spewed out preconditioned, 

indoctrinated logic. 
 

    “Why of course Bob. We just see him through different eyes.” 
 

    “Jesus loves you! Pray to him, not to a plant!”  Bob said. “How can a plant be the son of god? 

That is ridiculous!” 
 

    “Well, actually Bob, praying to a God is not what we do in here, precisely. The most 

important purpose for holding a meeting is obtaining personal power for visions, soul travel, and 

healing. As to plants having aspects of God living within them: Plato himself wrote in the 

Phaedrus that the first prophecies were the words of an Oak. Shamans learn directly from plants 

and we are capable of harnessing their effects and healing properties but only after obtaining 

permission from its spirit. Do not take Peyote lightly Bob. Open your heart, open your mind and 

Mescalito will guide you. Be a friend to the spirit of Father Peyote. ” 
 

    “I have a friend in Jesus.” Bob was adamant. “And his Father who art in heaven...” 
 

     “Bob, Jesus is a big part of the ritual, but he is interpreted differently than in your white man 

tradition. For the white man, he is a savior for redemption of your sins. For the Indian, he is one 

of us, a brown-skinned rejected man caring for rejected Indians. The white man is guilty of the 

crucifixion of Christ; he reads the bible to soothe his guilt-ridden life. We wash our hands of that 

crime, we are exempt from that guilt and therefore we receive his influence directly and in-

person through the Peyote spirit. *6 

    Bob stared at his buttons, fondling one in his fingers, imagining a crucifix on its bulbous green 

surface. His apophenia kicking in, Christ himself stared back at him, blonde-haired and blue-

eyed. 

    “The Peyote Doctrine believes in the existence of power, in spirits and their incarnations. We 

believe that this power is essential to people. There is no concept of a god to pray to, only spirits 

to consult as allies. There are many spirits of all kinds, good and not so good, benevolent and 

dangerous. And we have no concept of the devil, only evil spirits.” 

    “You better know that the devil is real! If you do not have Jesus in your heart the devil will 

take you and you will never enter the kingdom of heaven!” Bob persisted. 

    “Bob, if you would please respect our culture, you might find that your beliefs fit in quite well 

with ours and in the end we walk the same road. We call it the Peyote Road. It is a code of ethics 

that if you follow will reward you with a good life, if you don’t you will simply suffer. There is 

no notion of hell as in the white man’s Christianity, only the idea of the hell you create for 

yourself with the karma that you live. Let Peyote show you the open grave of Christ, and the 

road leading to the moon!” 



    Bob got brave, curiosity overpowering skepticism, took a bite of what tasted like hell created 

just for him, and began to chew, contorting his face in a horrified grimace. 

    Dreamer grinned compassionately at the sight of this grimace. “Peyote will test you from the 

start, for endurance and character. This is not an easy journey. Many symptoms will occur. You 

may salivate a lot, and you may feel nausea, then later, your hunger will disappear but you will 

become thirsty. You may go through a crucible stage where it seems Mescalito is punishing you, 

making you want to puke, but in the end, it will cleanse you and you will pass to the transcendent 

stage.” 

 

    Daphne squirmed on her sagebrush cushion. It sounded awful. Do I really want to put myself 

through this? She looked to Jason, sitting across from her, and gave him a pained expression. 

But he was already self absorbed in chewing and grimacing, eyes closed. 

    Sensing Daphne’s distress Dreamer tried to reassure. “Don’t worry, the effort is well worth it, 

the rewards are great for persevering through the crucible stage. You will feel ecstasy and be 

glad you came on the ride.” 

    She bit into the first Peyote button and, like Bob, had to resist the urge to spit it out right away, 

a wrinkled revulsion on her face.  Still plump and juicy, the taste was bitter and horribly pungent, 

inducing gagging reflexes. Reactions were similar around the tipi prompting the veterans to 

laugh out loud. Dreamer smiled a big shit-eatin’ grin; his dark eyes widened revealing a pair of 

round red moons attaining full umbra eclipse. 

    Bob the Jesus freak became surprisingly fearless, forcing buttons down his gullet with a wince 

and a prayer. He imagined the blood of Christ entering his veins, marinating his heart. 

    By and by, they all managed to masticate and swallow all four buttons a piece with the help of 

the Water Man passing the bucket to wash it down. Daphne could feel effects immediately, some 

impending alteration of reality and a great anticipation surging through her little body. 
 

*** 

      Dreamer gave a nod to his drummer to start the enhancing of the mode. The Drummer Man 

began a slow soothing rhythm using the palms of his hands, the muffled slap on hide sending 

thunder out to dance with the vital vibrations of the universe, to summon the spirits and call 

Peyote home. Little did they imagine the looming trip would steal their face right off their head, 

rendering ego moot, and soon they would be soaring like eagles. 
 

    The psychopomp assumed his role as teacher and preacher to accompany the drum with words 

of wisdom. 

    “They say, when a man drums you can read his mind. Next to the voice, rhythm is surely the 

oldest of all music, a language of the heart. The Peyote songs have words that may sound 

unintelligible, but if you open your heart you will understand with primal intuition because the 

words are close to the earth. Song words related to shamanism intend to imitate a natural sound, 

called onomatopoeia, the primal origin of language. The songs are visceral, immediate. In this 

way, the drumming and singing create the mood, conducive for Peyote to come in, show you the 

way and heal your wounds.” 
  

     In fact, MoonHead Wilson, the Buddha of Peyotism, learned the songs taught to him by 

Peyote himself. He believed that Peyote had shown him the open grave of Christ and the road 

leading from it to the moon, the road which Jesus traveled to reach his father, the Peyote Road. 

Like Buddha, he meditated for days and days then ate a number of peyote buttons and had 



several revelations. The father of peyotism, MoonHead’s philosophy is what Dreamer’s 

ceremony is based on. His revelations revealed to him a body of moral teachings akin to the 

eight-fold path and the details of ceremonial procedure.* 

    “But beware, Peyote is the trickster! It is unpredictable each time you travel the road. Peyote 

will speak to you in the language of Brer Rabbit and Coyote and all the tricksters of myth. You 

have to see beyond what you see, and listen beyond what you hear, to understand the language. 

The experience is one of personal significance, every little thing means something. If an ant trail 

appears on the ground, it means something! If you laugh for no reason, it means something! If 

you receive a mysterious glance, if a fly lands on your nose, every little thing, nothing is 

insignificant! Look for the meanings in your visions, they are like dreams and you must interpret 

them.” 

    “You must ride the flowing stream of trickery, like a fluid Zen koan; it will jolt your mind to 

see beyond, to see messages behind the events. Peyote teaches you, but only if you want to learn. 

Peyote will open the door; it’s up to you to walk in. Mescalito will show you how to live life 

well if you listen.” 

    Bob could not help himself at this point. “I’m sorry, but there is no greater power than Jesus 

Christ. His love heals all. The crucifix is the symbol of his love for us and how he died on the 

cross to show us his love. You are worshipping false idols here!” 
 

   “If you are patient, Bob, you may find Jesus in this tipi.” 
          

   “Only Jesus can bring you into the kingdom of heaven. You people must accept him into your 

heart, only then will you be born again. If you don’t, you will all go to hell!”      

    “Sometimes Bob, you can get shown the light, in the strangest of places. You must experience 

it for yourself before you make any final judgments. Your stubborn beliefs are a barrier to your 

enlightenment. If you delve deeper and open your eyes you will find the events in your bible are 

metaphors for your own life; the virgin birth is within you, you are Jesus, he is not outside you 

but within you. When he suffered on the cross it represents your own suffering. Like the great 

Comanche Chief, Quanah Parker, said, the white man goes into his church and talks about Jesus, 

but the Indian goes into his tipi and talks to Jesus.” 

     Bob was suddenly silent, apparently absorbed in a brand new sensation overcoming him, the 

hypnotic rhythm of the drum assisting in the trance inducement. 

    “Now, follow the rituals; you will know what to do when we pass the items around. Each 

person sings to the drummer to his right and then drums for the person to his left. Let’s begin”    

    Dreamer sang the opening song. It was a lyrical dithyramb, a lilting tonality with 

southwestern indigenous inflections in a mysterious language of drawn out morphemes 

resembling bird song, thunder, and rain. Dove and some of the Indians sang along with him. As 

Peyote absorbed into their veins the song came to an end and Dreamer motioned to Jason to pick 

up his guitar. “Play in F sharp minor to the drummer’s song.”   

    Jason eagerly obliged and strummed an opening chord. The drummer started to sing a song 

and bang the drum. Jason improvised behind him following the loose rhythm and soon he was 

part of creation, conjuring ancient modalities, guiding the mood. The staff was passed around to 

the left, then the gourd, then the drum. One at a time they contributed a rhythm and a song to add 

to the modality of space. The drum in Daphne’s lap, she set about drumming gingerly, self 

consciously, but soon was drawn into its power, an intense field around it, heavy and watery, and 

felt herself getting attached, unable to let go as if the drum were a magnet and she was made of 

iron. 



    By and by, in the middle of all this strumming and drumming, as Peyote began to work his 

magic, Dreamer spoke to Daphne and Jason, “It is time to focus. I want to tune into your energy 

here, I want to get a sense of where you need to go. I need an object from each of you that I can 

use as a sigil. Meanings may be manifested in objects such as amulets, like the one on your 

neck.”     

    Dreamer had now morphed from preacher to Shaman and began to sink into trance, searching 

for dreams. Father Peyote - Lophophora williiamsii, as the botanists call it - and his mescaline 

medicine had arrived. The Shaman retained his veteran composure as the space and the others 

devolved into spiraling entropy. 
 

Getting Off 
    

     Jason stopped playing the guitar. The unexpected interruption caused an exaggerated vacuum 

in the conical space. Daphne was suddenly aware of a looming green invasion rushing in to fill 

the void.  She heard Dreamer’s voice, but it was unattached, disembodied. The words bounced 

off the tipi, which now began to resemble the inside of a buffalo’s stomach. 

    Out of this momentary trance Daphne suddenly focused on Dreamer’s fingers pointing to her 

neck, asking her if he could hold the amulet dangling from the chain. She took it off and handed 

it to him and watched with total intrigue as he gripped the Venus amulet and closed his eyes. 

 

    After a small eternity, Dreamer said to Daphne, “This is what I see. Here, hold a sprig of silver 

bough; this is your symbol for the beginning of your quest for the hidden path.” Daphne felt the 

heat from his hand as she grabbed the sprigs. “You have a myth history. The god Apollo wanted 

you. He wanted to be your lover. He had become infatuated because of an arrow that struck him 

from the bow of Eros’ Love and Lust. But you are a mortal huntress, and determined to remain a 

virgin.”   

    Yeah right! Daphne thought. Did he just say all that? And yet despite this preposterousness, 

she had a sudden rush of recognition. Have I been here before? And how did he know I‘m a 

virgin? Dreamer remained clutched to the Venus, with both hands, concentrating, eyes shut tight, 

and he began to tremble spasmodically. 

    “Wait…I sense her, the fumes from the rock…she speaks…you must find this Venus and take 

it with you…to restore the order to the universe; to aid in the riddance of perpetual war and 

possible extinction of the human species…this may be the key…hold it tight to your 

breast…never let it go…she will find you…she flies with the owl…” 
 

     Dreamer turned to Jason now and handed him a sprig of sage. “Tree Man, here; hold this, the 

silver bough, to begin your journey. It’s merely a symbol to enhance the opening of the door to 

the spirit world, before you cross the threshold. Do you have an object that I can hold as a sigil, 

anything at all that is close to your body or that you are attached to?” 

     At this point, the entheogen filling their veins with a creeping psychedelia, the water drum 

had ended its circuitous route and was back in the hands of The Drummer who skillfully laid 

down rhythms to induce trance and separate realities. Outside, Mountain was climbing into 

Dreams of Milk and Honey, good ole rock n roll. 

    Jason had to jolt himself back to Dreamer’s request and thought of the Hermes Head in his 

pocket. By some small miracle he found it in the buried depths amidst the loose change, dollar 

bills and a pack of matches. When he handed it to Dreamer he felt a surge of electric warmth 



between them as their flesh touched. He was suddenly aware of a cold sweat and discontented 

grumblings in his belly. Nausea was coming on. 

    Dreamer, looking like an ancient warrior, his timeless face radiant in its wrinkled leathery 

texture, held the head, and trembled with his eyes closed. “I see tree spirits, wood nymphs, and 

dragons.”   
 

Crucible 
 

     Daphne burst out laughing then abruptly groaned with pain, a sickening pain, and she bent 

down on the floor, holding her belly. “Oh my god, this is nasty, terrible, Tree Man, what have I 

done?” 
 

    Dove, in her own bout of discomfort, reached for her and held her arm to comfort, “You’ll get 

through it dear, be strong.” Others were moaning or laughing or dreaming or sweating with 

delirium and the air was thick and green. Green with Peyote. 

    Dreamer took a deep breath and went on, clutching the head very tight. “Tree Man, you must 

be careful. The powers that be are after you. Use the oak, on your journey, the spirit of the oak 

will protect you. I feel…I feel powers…armies, war, battles… yes, you must keep this head, find 

it when you go…” 

    The Fire Man kept coming in and out of the tipi creating all kinds of commotion, laying fresh 

sticks on the fire causing sparks to fly and smoke to whirl. Suddenly, the commotion was too 

much for Daphne to handle. The serenity that had been, turned to turmoil without and within. A 

cascade of negativity ensued, snowballing into awful misery, increasingly horrific; the taste in 

her mouth,  intrusive, sickening, like the smell of death come alive, putrid, green and growing, a 

terrible monster  in her stomach, stabbing her from inside. Her head spinning, everything 

swirling, all she could do was to lie on the ground in a fetal position, twitching. The drumming 

didn’t help.  Mountain didn’t help. Nothing helped. Everything made it worse. Why did I ever 

come here? I wish I never came, this is unbearable! God, I’m sorry, what did I do to deserve 

this? 

 

    Dreamer was still and stoic, his long grey hair falling like silver rain on his shoulders. He gave 

the Hermes Head back to Jason, “Yes, hold onto this for good luck brother Tree. It must 

accompany the Venus that Crazy has. You will need it where you are going!” 

    Jason held the head and crumpled into his own pain, wondering where it was, exactly, that he 

was going. He knew Canada would be a cold long winter, and he was frightened. An unspecified 

paranoia crept in, steeped in primal childhood nightmares. He unexpectedly lashed out and hit 

Dreamer on the knee. “Why are you telling me this, fucker? I don’t need this!” and he began to 

cry, silently to himself, his eyes welled up, scared to death, sick to his stomach, hollow and 

hurting. Dreamer grabbed his hand and held it. “You’ll get through brother Tree, you will get by, 

you will survive. You are purging your demons.” 

    Daphne was fighting her body’s urge to throw up, but she couldn’t move. She was afraid to 

move. If she moved a millimeter it might trigger the eruption. She prayed to Mescalito to make 

the time pass quickly and forced herself into a frozen catatonic state, curled up, drool dripping 

out her mouth, wetting the leaves of sage. She too felt she was wrestling with demons, demons 

who tasted like bitter green nausea. Carefully, she flexed the muscles of her abdomen trying to 

push away the pain and her fingers coiled on the earth, grabbing for relief. Please, dear god, 

stop, make it stop! 



     The evening deepened, tunneling into time like a sweaty nightmare. Pain bubbled through the 

bowls of bodies, all enduring devils of stench and choking smoke. They melted into dirt, 

grinding sage and earth into fabric and flesh. Self aware limbs, elbows and bones, agonized 

innards shouting, “I am!” the present tense dragged along in place inside this inertial frame of 

reference hurtling through space, rendering the passage of time to be an illusion. But by and by, 

after all, the drumming did get them through, and as time is want to do, it passed, and outside 

they heard: The music of a southbound train. 

    Slowly they began to emerge from the depths of Hades. The psyche voyagers began to sit up 

and breathe again. Pain gradually subsided. Suffering transformed into a brand new wide-eyed 

awareness. 
 

Awakening 
 

    Jason, as if he had just reached the summit of the mountain and could look down the other side 

on a paradise of bounty laying out before him, exhausted, victorious, fresh air in his lungs, 

picked up the guitar to jam in F# minor with a renewed enthusiasm. 
 

    To Daphne’s delight, the deep drumming sounds and the ethereal notes began to dance 

together, as if on their own volition, a synaesthesia of visual sound. Once free of their creators 

she could see them entwining, drum sounds big, fat and heavy, sinking to the bottom like smooth 

rounded river stones, and the tintinnabulation of fingernails plucking taut metal strings becoming 

tiny balls of light, little sparkling gossamer tinker bells bouncing around, off the people, off the 

skin of the tipi walls, the inside of the buffalo’s stomach. 

     Her oxyopia flowered, the smell of smoke turned into groans of death choking her throat, her 

skin began to crawl with the taste of it, the scene increasingly chimerical, the energy coalescing 

towards the fire, all the sounds and senses swirling around then mingling with the flames and 

shooting up and out the top of the tipi. 

    She’s momentarily horrified, claustrophobic; she’s being digested, she would never escape the 

buffalo’s entrails, as if she was the cause of this indigestion, this acid burning up the esophagus 

chimney. 

    Jason, feeling resurrected, clutched the guitar as if she were a woman, his right arm around her 

waist, his left exploring her slender neck. He watched with detached amusement his hands find 

their places with automatic recognition; his left hand on the second fret, his right plucking 

strings. When the notes emerged they took on a life of their own and flowed out in miraculous 

predetermined arrangements that surprised him. Each note was a jewel, but once played were not 

his, but belonged to the air. Who is making these notes? Why it’s me! Perception streamed by like 

a flowing river of green algae, dense, heightened vision. Everything had a glow, every person, 

every object, the air itself, thick with molecules. 

     

    At this moment Daphne looked deeply into Jason’s wide eyes, dark pools of liquid universe 

with galaxies swirling inside. Instantaneously, a laser beam of bright white light connected 

between the darkness of their dilated pupils. The force was enough to knock her backward. It 

was so real they both knew it and felt it and saw it clear as a special effects scene in a Hollywood 

movie. Oh, my god, did you…? Yes…I did…What was that? They were momentarily the same 

mind speaking at once, without words. The connection flooded their voids of consciousness with 

ineffable, unfathomable energy. 

     “That was intense!” Jason said with measured understatement, strumming a discordant chord. 



     “And weird!” said Daphne. 
 

    Dreamer picked up on it. “You two melded. You will journey together.” 
 

   “Twin flames,” said Dove, smiling and looking like an angel, so heavenly was her aura. 
  

    And Bob said to Jason, “Is she your sister? You guys seem really…close.” 

 

    Jason grabbed the bulge in his pocket, the wooden Hermes head, and wondered about the 

significance of this event. Daphne held her Venus mandala and composed a silent prayer. “Yah, 

I’m his little sister, I guess, bratty little sister.” She blushed and glowed, a little halo around her 

head.      

    The remainder of the ceremony, as organized and authentic as it could be in the middle of 

Woodstock, was chock full of events whose significance would remain unknown: a fire incident 

involving a catapulted stick of glowing embers that burned a hole in Jason’s pants, the Water 

Man spilling water that put out the fire in a hissing spectacle of unusual occurrences, and several 

bouts of uncontrolled laughter. Who knew what any of it meant. As for the laser beam between 

them, this was becoming a regular occurrence, only this time helped along by Father Peyote, and 

only reinforced a feeling of destiny. Dreamer’s words echoed in their heads; to restore the order 

to the universe; to aid in the riddance of perpetual war… 

    At some point, the closing ritual began with the consecrated song. The Cedar Man placed 

incense on the fire and Mourning Dove commenced the blessing with smoke, the Drummer 

began to beat the rhythm for the consecrated song and Dreamer led the psychedelic soirée in a 

mystical paean. Soon the cosmos of the tipi was undulating with brio to the symmetrical smoky 

spirals of a musical mystical Fibonacci swirl producing a most pleasant nympholepsy. 

    Jason and Daphne were simultaneously amazed at the ecstasy flooding their consciousness, an 

orgasmic deluge on the cellular level, every cubic millimeter of their flesh and bone alive with 

pleasure. Amazed how everything led up to this day, this moment, where time stood still yet 

seemed to encompass all of eternity. They had escaped miraculously the three-headed dog 

guarding the gates of hell, and the cold cruel crucible had dissolved into the wondrous warmth of 

the field of dreams, the abundance of Demeter’s grain. They emerged healed, body and soul, 

carrying a vague vision for their unknown quest. 

    Bob was swaying in a lotus position and his eyes were wet, a single solitary cliché of a tear 

formed on his cheek, an unexpected tear of joy. 

    The trippers acquiesced into their conscious cataleptic states, each making their peace with 

Mescalito and by and by, the Fire Man left the tipi and returned with a fresh bucket of water and 

passed it around for everyone to drink. Mourning Dove distributed the bowls of corn and fruit 

and meat, though no one was hungry enough to eat more than a bite just for ceremony’s sake. 

    After the Fire Man drank his water Dreamer stood up and declared his intention to make his 

prayers outside the tipi, to make official the closing of ceremonies with a grand finale. He 

departed with his full panoply of leather beads and feathers shifting about him, an arabesque 

display in motion, maundered outside, walking about thirty feet away and east of the tipi, 

whistled four times and made his prayers in all four directions. Upon returning he blessed 

himself in the smoke with wispy hand motions that left trails swirling in their wake. 

    He sat down on his shaman throne, threw back his long grey power hair and quietly 

proclaimed, “My job is done here. Tree Man and Crazy Chick,” he said with a smile, “may the 

four winds blow you safely home. You have received your destiny. I know you will fulfill it.” 



And to everyone, he said, “You may leave and stretch your legs. Go, listen to the music. Return 

at any time to finish your journey in any way you choose. In the morning we will do the sunrise 

ceremony.” 
 

Post Ceremony Wanderings 
 

     A not so simple task when crossing over from micro to macro-cosmic dimensions, a few 

peyote-dosed bodies stood up, stretched and orderly made for the exit. Having been incubated 

inside, on the molecular level, in the feverish, synaptic scrutiny of the soul, the various Altered 

states emerged into the outside world with a startled rush. The entheogen enhanced awareness, 

upon change of environment, expanded forthwith exponentially outward into deep black endless 

sky, trees filled with chirping night birds, temple monkeys and faeries, amplified chatter 

scattered in all directions as far as the ear could hear, rendering the sense of self a speck of dust 

in the universal all.      

     While they had been sparring with spirits inside, the festival had gone on quite nicely without 

them. Groups of people sprawled about in the darkness, campfires glittering here and there, 

laughing and singing, music swinging, an awesome group-think telepathic mood filling the air 

despite the misery of living on the wet earth, chilly, tired and wired.  Tree Man and Crazy Chick 

resurfaced from the inner depths of Peyote’s dream and loitered outside the tipi. Bob slithered 

through the door flaps, stood there and said in a daze, “Where is Mescalito?” Dove stepped 

lightly over to her psychedelic school bus to prepare for morning ritual and chat with the other 

folk, most of whom were also tripping on various doses of LSD. Jason found his cigarettes and 

lit one up. The smoke tasted like pure sugar going down his lungs. All senses acute, everything 

sensed was amplified, exaggerated, at the apex of its perceived potentiated bliss. 

     He looked at Daphne standing there in her tattered attire, her long chemise all mud-stained 

and wrinkled, her long brown hair all messed up and full of silver leaves and she looked like she 

had survived a dirty tornado. Her eyes were wide, pupils big and black and awestruck. 

    “So, how ya doin?” Jason asked her. “Fine, I guess. I’ve never been through anything like this 

before. I feel amazing, just amazing. I’m all glowy and tingly. I can’t believe I made it through 

all that! I can’t believe I set you on fire; that was too weird!” 

    “Don’t worry about it.” Jason dismissed it quickly. 

    “What do you wanna do? You wanna walk around a little, go check out the music again? I 

have to pee.” 

    “Of course you do. So do I. Let’s go into the woods.”   

    “Oh my god, it’s scary in here,” Daphne said, inside the grove of trees. 

    “I know, right? Could be monsters in these deep dark woods!” 

    “Tree Man, don’t say things like that!” 

    “Oh Crazy Chick, don’t worry, I’ll be right nearby!” 
 

    The hot liquid rumbling through their innards was a little ecstasy of supernatural human 

proportions, the relief of emptying their bubbling bowels magnified like a biological soliloquy of 

to be or not to be mortality. To pee or not to pee. So strange to inhabit this physical body! 

    After relieving themselves in separate corners of the deep dark woods they found each other, 

happily, and headed back out to the fields, walking with a palpable effort, observing the brain 

computing its every move and the body obeying or trying to, ultra-aware, yes, put one foot before 

the other, that’s it, you’re doing fine. 



    Trees made melodies in the wind; black looming big haired dancers swaying against the frothy 

sky. Juicy dark leafed maidens weighted down with water flinging droplets from their tresses, 

pulsing, howling, whooshing, singing in some animistic language translated by the wind, little 

trippy melodies, cascading playful notes sparkling with mischief twittering into high pitched 

crescendos, random arpeggios, morphing symphonies deciphered from the noises of the night 

and fading away into swirling black holes. 
 

    The mass of bodies was still there, sprawling, an army of peaceniks soaking in vibes. They 

began to feel quite at home here, proud citizens and cofounders of their very own city. But now, 

dramatically, people were strange, coming into view, faces, like caricatures of themselves, 

appeared on the screen, zoomed in grew larger and grinned. 

    Like awakening from a dream half-remembered Daphne hesitated, struggling to recall where 

she had just been before she could move on and so stumbled in teetering ambulatory journey 

cautiously to the edge of the crowd where the population got thick, Jason stepping behind her, 

still far away from the stage. 

    Cacophonies of sound and image dissolving into sharp diamond faces clear as a cartoon.  

Synapses digesting images and feeding it to the imagination:  A large strangled looking man 

loomed closer in the walking inertial frame of reference and Daphne looked at his face. He was 

carrying some long stick and as he rose up close, damn if he didn’t look just exactly like the 

devil with a pitchfork in his hand! She stared into the face against her will like a psychedelicized 

rubber-necker. The more she stared the uglier and longer his face grew, and she could have 

sworn she saw horns growing out of his head. She freaked out and ripped her stare away, 

averting it to the ground. The earth was breathing. She stumbled a little with vertiginous delight 

and moved on, astonished by the trippiness. 

    By and by, they came upon an empty space. Naturally, it trembled and exploded and offered 

up a welcome mat, inviting them to stay. They stood there upon the earth, staring at the empty 

space and began to absorb the life stories of the people immediately around them, through 

osmosis as well as through snippets of anecdote. 

      At their feet, a catatonic man curled up in a fetus position sucking his thumb. “Look at 

Billy,” the woman next to him was chatting to her friends, “he just reverted, man, like he’s five 

years old. He did some Orange Sunshine. He’s gone. He walked around all day saying, ‘I’m 

looking for an honest man,’ then something freaked him out and he just went down man, he 

won’t come out of it.” 

    Right on cue, Billy saw Daphne standing there, took his thumb out of his mouth and pointed, 

“You have leaves growing out of you!” then went back to sucking. 
 

    “Oh my God he spoke!” 
 

    The woman sitting next to him seemed relieved and astounded, and grateful to Daphne for 

jolting Billy out of his catatonic stupor. 

    “You got him to talk!” 
 

    But Billy’s words only served as catalyst for a cascade of visions. Jason looked at Daphne to 

confirm or deny the leaves and indeed found her to be growing green like a botanical garden. 

The power of suggestion perhaps, or a symbolic mythical significance, nevertheless she 

continued to blossom. Branches sprouted from her fingers and arms of ivy wrapped around her 

trunk, her hair blooming with green leaves, her planted feet pushing roots into the ground! 



     She had become, like the object of Apollo’s desire hiding behind a canopy of wrinkly 

lushness, fully disguised, an anthropomorphic tree, when the snake appeared, the serpent of the 

world, and twirled itself around her leafy legs tempting her with fruit! 
 

    See how it erects itself like a cobra before her!   
 

    Daphne too, saw the Tree Man as a tree, growing branches, tough bark clamped like armor 

around his trunk. His arms reached out to her and grew mistletoes in her canopy.      

    “Shit, you are the Greenman!” Daphne was genuinely amazed by the sight of it, real or 

imagined. Somehow, the verdant visions seemed cast upon them from an outside source, 

directing their impetus momentum. 

     As they gazed upon each other, watching each other grow, as if directed with sorcerous intent, 

the serpent force of Kundalini crawled up Jason’s spine and flowered as an illumination in his 

mind. He saw her standing there, all that fancy paints as fair, budding new growth like time-

lapsed photography of a dormant shrub sprouting in the spring; a burgeoning bush of beauty 

shooting snaky tender young branches from her slender, woody fingers. She was the embodiment 

of the feminine principle growing from the ground, a direct daughter of Mother Gaea, the 

embodiment of good and evil in the knowledge and flawed perfection of the golden proportion 

that he saw in her. And he saw the gnarly slippery snake, spiraling, slithering, and hissing 

around her branches, then disappearing, then reappearing, making her damp deciduous body 

respond in spasms of continuous growth. Her crooked smile on the face of beauty was a divine 

imperfection upon an otherwise fully functional form. 
 

    An atavistic urge erupted in his loins, instinctive, uncivilized. Tree Man was struggling with 

his anima, seeing her slender slithering symmetry sprouting like his sister soul. He reached out to 

her veiny body of branches embedded in flesh and began to caress her woody fleshy parts, 

feelings of delight surged through his body as he got closer and the sensations lured him in, 

irresistible. 

    She responded with an unbridled lust of her own, dancing with her animus animisms then 

suddenly… fell helplessly into an unfamiliar abyss, plummeting to frightening chaos, out of 

control, when their gazes wandering the torsos of plant growth rose up to meet each other’s eyes. 

In the pristine purity of the pupil gaze, the rushes of sinful heat pulsing between them evaporated 

mysteriously and turned to fear.  Daphne averted her eyes, confused and forlorn seeing her form 

return to skin and bone. 
 

    Jason turned away. The vision stopped dead and was replaced with hallucinations of paranoia. 

Daphne had stepped away and suddenly looked like she was far, far off. Just for a short piece of 

time, Jason began to panic and was afraid he would lose her in the crowd, and briefly, he felt a 

horrible feeling of abandonment and aloneness. 

     Then she was there, by his side, reassuring, “It’s OK, don’t worry, it’s alright.” She touched 

him on the arm and he came back to warmth. The plant growth was gone. 
 

    Just then, a monster prehistoric bird of prey screeched through the windy night, waking the 

folk from their tortured slumber, the feedback bird reared its pterodactyl head as the Grateful 

Dead plugged in and checked their sound far off down the hill. The speaker towers yelled out 

with horrible spooky noises, a mad mantra of dissonance and weirdness. The catatonic man 

stirred then sat up. “Hey, welcome back Billy!” said the girl sitting there. And a deep rumbling 



brawny moan pummeled the fields, a brontosaurus romping across the land, echoing from the 

treetops. Phil Lesh was testing the waters. The hesitant introductory strains of St. Stephen 

introduced themselves and launched into song. St Stephen with a rose, in and out of the garden 

he goes… 

    A bolt of lightning ripped the night sky, illuminating a wild Dionysian scene and the crack of 

thunder was right behind, causing the crowd to rise up in a mass murmur. The Dead crashed into 

a chaotic honk of feedback and atonality. Billy smiled. The Dead picked up where they were 

dropped off. The wind blew the trash around, cans of Pepsi rolled along the ground clinking on 

stones. (Old men sang about their dreams, women laughed and children screamed, but the band 

kept playing on) The rain came down in torrential spurts, starting and stopping. Billy stood up 

and moved like a dancer, though the song kept interrupting itself with electrical jolts. 

    Jason’s inward visions fish-eyed outward, in weird mythological hallucinations. Archetypes 

echoing all around the air, full of fire in the sky, Zeus playing with his bolts, making love with 

his wives, wielding loud ribald rumbles of thunder, echoing happy noises from his children in the 

fields in the midsummer night dream full of faeries, nymphs and sirens playing flutes and lutes. 
 

     A tangled web of emotions surged through his existential buzz as he soaked in the sight of 

her, just melting, radiating a vulnerable aura around her frame. Daphne reached out and grabbed 

Jason’s hand. He sensed a shiver of need from her. She grabbed tighter and pulled herself into 

him. “I want to go back to the tent…Tree.” She was shivering, cold and wet. 

    The Grateful dead were thanking their anonymous suitors for paying off their debt, struggling 

to survive the elementals. The music was scary; the feel was scattered and frightful. It wasn’t a 

song, just …energy trying to form itself, seeking sacred geometry, searching for emotions, 

abandoning them, dissolving into intense cacophony birthing a vortex, a wormhole of mantra 

meditation weirdness for their thoughts to go through, scale notes stepping all over each other in 

ordered chaos, gorgeous frequencies disappearing into rhythm soup spiraling towards 

entrainment, suddenly tighter than a turtle’s ass, then falling apart again, shooting stars and 

asteroids, colliding. “Let’s go,” said Jason.   

       “Goodbye Billy,” Daphne said. “Have a good trip.” Billy just stood there smiling now and 

wavering back and forth, grooving to the puerile boogie, weirdness interruptus Grateful Dead, 

and then said, “It’ll be alright. Everything’s gonna be just fine. Nothing left to do but smile, 

smile, smile.” 

     He took her by the hand and led her through the garden, back towards where they thought 

they came. At one point Daphne stopped, turned to him and said, “So how weird is it that 

Dreamer said all those things about us, and then I feel it like he’s reading my soul or 

something?” 

    “Yah, and apparently, this is very important,” he reached out to Daphne’s neck to fondle her 

amulet then looked up to meet her deep gaze; lost in space, the final frontier, a frightening future 

long ago. 

      The Grateful dead were singin some country cowboy song as they trotted back to camp, if 

they could ever find it now…Mama tried to raise me better, but her pleadings I denied, and that 

leaves only me to blame ‘cause Mama tried… 

 

The Trip through the Void  
 

     They managed to find it, after getting lost in the darkened maze of the impromptu third world 

city, cobras dancing outta baskets, hookah smoking caterpillars perched on toadstools on the side 



of the road, apparitions behind every blade of grass, the tipi finally appeared surreal as a pillow. 

There it was, a smoking crater, glowing like a spaceship in a dream, looming like a conical egg, 

its shell cracked where the baby creatures had broken out and wandered.   
 

    Daphne never felt better to see it than right then. Jason neither. It was a bastion of freedom and 

spirit, strong and comforting, like Huckleberry’s raft.  It also had a fire. Feeling empowered, 

reconnected, being back at the scene of the crime, they warmed their hands and reminisced about 

ancient times, humanoids getting hypnotized in the primordial piece of star fire, staring into hot 

red coals, and soon they became drowsy. Naturally, this sleepiness found them without much 

delay back in their own tent, to change and get dry and lie down for a while. The Dead were 

birthing in their star factory. 

     Dark Star crashes, pouring its light into ashes… 

    Being exhausted, mind, body and soul, coming down from the psychedelic summit is a very 

vulnerable and fertile state of being for lurking spirits to take advantage of. It felt good to be out 

of the rain. The tent was high and dry.  Daphne took off her wet chemise and put on a dry 

sweatshirt exposing a dream of curvy shadows between fabrics. Jason took off his boots, wet 

muddy jeans, changed into sweat pants, and joined her lying down on the padded bed, Jason’s 

wine red, quilted velour sleeping bag all unzipped, spread out and cozy. Daphne said, “Maybe 

I’ll take a nap, I am so tired, I can’t believe it…my body is just done.” 

    “Good luck trying to sleep on this stuff. I’m way too tripped out to sleep. Some rest will help. 

Bye for now. See you on the other side.” Little did he know how literal that statement would be? 
 

     The fireworks began behind the eyeballs; colors, patterns, intricate paisley explosions 

flooding their dark vision. Slowly they melted into the ground, staring at the 

darkness…searchlight casting, for faults in the clouds of delusion… 

    Shall we go you and I while we can? The words of the live dead came scratching through the 

misty night as an invitation…through… 

    The transitive nightfall of diamonds…the music fell off the words like loose pebbles, the 

screechy harmonies blooming into crystal auditory flowers, circles of sound descending, 

rearranging and coalescing around a modality approximately resembling the key of A. 

 

     In the psychic soup of music and soul something profound was developing in the ether 

between them: 
 

    Their minds’ auras were overlapping, becoming one, unknowingly at first; they found each 

other’s presence. This was the beginning of their launch to the stratosphere. Assisted by the dead, 

speaking like one instrument, a vehicle for the music of the spheres expressing unknown 

universal angst, they drifted, their bodies completely relaxed from exhaustion, their eyelids 

weighted down by the long, long day. 
  

    But they would not fall into that deep sleep. On identical wavelengths, full of psychedelic 

adrenalin, minds full of visions, full of consciousness, reluctant to let go of the beaming light 

shows from within, they could only fall to that dangerous purgatory between sleep and awake, 

where the spirits lurk and the dreams are real. Leaving one foot out the door of sleep, reality 

pinching their noses, they remained in this state of limbo for quite some time. Frightening 

hallucinations began to creep in between the spaces, lapsing in and out of wakefulness. Demons 

and visions of horror flashed among the angels. Too aware to sleep but, too tired to stay awake, 



they were trapped in the middle, tapping into unknown frequencies, intercepting random signals 

from another reality, bumping up against a mysterious dimension not unlike the twilight zone. 

     

    The chaotic interplay of notes became more frantic and the night sky flashed, illuminating the 

inside of the tent with frightening jolts of lightning. Shrieks of dissonance in the midst of 

thunder, howling wind and curses from the stage, out of nowhere a guitar seemed to gather the 

energy by atmospheric osmosis and cut out a string of clear-as-a-bell pearly leads of fearsome 

beauty. Jerry Garcia was angry, exhilarated, fierce, fighting with the gods.   

    Then, in submission to the fates, with the gods on their side, the high note melodies and chords 

of stretched and finite strings came to a stop and the low chant of drums began. A steady 

percussive beat echoed a deep and chattering endeavor to entrain and then it did, finally, like a 

beast on the prowl. Over convoluted time the rhythm came together, emanating outward spirals 

of monotonous repetition and within that repetition, a steady buzz emerged, amalgamating at 

approximately 7 cycles per second in the EEG theta-wave frequency range, an effective trance 

inducer if there ever was one.  The conditions were perfect. 

      Suddenly, it came like an orgasm, honeyed heat flooding their bodies accompanied by a 

surprising awareness. It seemed they had entered a room where the two of them could meet and 

communicate as if in the same dream, as real as a firecracker. Slowly at first, uncertain, obscure, 

but then surely more factual, their spirits combined, they saw each other, they felt each other and 

the feeling was ecstasy. And though dreaming rapidly in this dimension, they remained 

conscious of their breath and life force pulsing through their mortal coils. The evocation of 

stardust rhythm music, the power of ceremony, the aid of an entheogen, the weight of exhaustion 

and the fate of the Fates more powerful than the gods surely had brought them to lucid liminal 

gnosis. 
 

    Where are we? 

 

    Mirror shatters… in formless reflections of matter…Glass hand dissolving… in ice petal 

flowers revolving…Lady in velvet… recedes in the nights of good-bye… 

     Shall we go… you and I while we can…? 
 

    Where are we going, Tree Man? 

    I don’t know Crazy. 
 

    Through…the transitive nightfall of diamonds? 
 

    And then it happened. Right on cue, they were suddenly staggered by a blow to the soul. 

Daphne felt talons around her neck, suffocating her, pulling on her; strange owl eyes assaulted 

her mind’s vision, a dreamy apparition of fluttering wings. They were under attack by a 

mysterious spirit slamming into their hovering soul, ripe for plucking. It startled them so bad, the 

fear made their very hearts pop out of their chests and gasp for breath. They struggled against it 

mightily but immediately found it useless to struggle; the enormous power was overwhelming in 

its grasp and quickly had them pinned, unable to move. 

    Entrapped in this indomitable bondage, the fear quickly dissolved and was replaced with 

feelings of seduction. Warm vibrations overpowered them, milking tears of irresistible pleasure 

and they just gave in to it, helpless, like being drawn into an irrevocable whirlpool, something 



powerful coaxing them, massaging them, seducing with surges of gratified sensation, sucking at 

their souls. 
 

    Tree Man, where are we? Tree Man, what is happening to us!? 

 

    Their intellects were fully aware of being in two worlds at once now! They could hear people 

laughing outside the tent in that reality which was anything but ordinary; the sound-scape of the 

Woodstockian night, music of the spheres, voices in the wind. 

    But they were being extracted by an unknown force into a separate reality where the two of 

them started to merge as one. Their rational mind struggled to understand. 
  

    My phosphenes are firing; I see thousands of little bright lights. 

    Strange patterns, sunflower shapes and grids 

    I can’t move. There’s a spell on me. 

    I feel warm all over and tingly. 

    It seems so real. 

    What is it? 
 

    They could sense this persuasive being knew their intentions better than they did and was 

trying to communicate to them. They listened. A disembodied voice that sounded vaguely like an 

owl hooting, told them not to be afraid. 
 

    What was that? Who said that? 

 

    Before they could think another thought the unknown force grabbed them and pulled on them, 

knowing they were loose enough to pull and removed their essences, gently but forcefully, 

compelling them to let go and they sensed their identities leaving their bodies. The exit was 

orgasmic and felt surprisingly physical, like an ethereal massage. They hovered briefly and felt a 

peaceful relaxation, floating in a cosmic spa. They looked down, if you could call it looking, not 

with eyes but awareness of being, and they could see their bodies, empty shells, lying peacefully 

below them, still breathing. Then swiftly they were propelled upward and flew rapidly through 

the air then came to rest, hovering above the tent. Jason looked down on the tent and saw two 

people approaching. Daphne was hovering next to him and she saw the people too and turned to 

Jason and saw his hovering spirit form, resembling a human but essentially a glowing light. They 

were floating in a vortex of patterns, pieces of symmetry and synaesthetic senses. 

    I can still feel myself lying down there! 

    Yes, and we can see ourselves here too! 

    I hear the rain on the tent and the music! 

    But where are we? 

    They heard an owl softly hooting. And they heard Dreamer and Mourning Dove talking to 

them outside the tent. 

    “Crazy? Tree? Are you in there? Do you want to come back to the ceremony?” 

    But they could not speak. 

    I can’t move my mouth Tree. I can’t answer them. 

    We have other things to do now. 

    Yes, I don’t know what, but I feel like something knows. 
 



     In this state of suspension, floating on the astral plane they experienced that unbelievable 

feeling of gossamer lightness, like Tinkerbelle or dandelion seeds flying on the wind, a feeling I 

am very familiar with. Sorry to interrupt my own story...but at this point I got the message from 

the messenger, knew they were on the way, that the ceremony had worked, and I could feel them 

getting closer to me. Anyway, Jason began to notice how his ethereal body instantly reacted to 

his thoughts. Daphne felt it too, simultaneously. Just the thought to turn around and look in the 

other direction was enough to turn them around to see. High above the fields of Woodstock, they 

could see the entire site, the massive crowd, the spectacle of lights and lightning and the towers 

and tents and the stage down below where the Grateful Dead were winding down their disastrous 

performance. They could feel their earthbound bodies reacting to every emotion and they could 

sense their minds listening to their bodies on the earth, dictating reactions, and they could sense 

how the body and mind became one, as if the body was part of the mind and they were 

supremely aware of the consciousness in the molecules of flesh communicating to the mind. And 

floating here in a spiritual void, poised at the entrance to something unknown they were 

conscious of being in this altered state, disembodied, and, in their anything-but-ordinary reality 

at the same time! 
 

    Dreamer opened the flap of the tent and looked inside, followed by Dove. Dove said, “Wow, 

they must be sleeping hard, they are out cold, poor babies.”  Dreamer took a closer look. 

“Sleeping? No. I don’t think they are sleeping, not in the normal sense. Look at their eyes.” 

    Daphne’s eyes and Jason’s were open and rolling back inside their heads, fluttering. Their 

hands and feet were twitching. Dove tried to rustle them out of sleep, but her touch met 

resistance, their bodies were rigid, but they were breathing at a steady rate. 

    “They have traveled,” said Dreamer. “Who knows where the spirits will take them. I think 

they are in for an interesting ride. The spirits sensed that they were ready, they have been 

summoned by a messenger and they were destined to travel this journey together.” 

    “Yes, I think they were ready. They were very open.” said Dove. 

    “We must keep a close eye on their bodies while their souls travel. We must make sure they 

do not get disturbed. This is a good place for them. But we must watch for signs of turmoil and 

be ready to shake them back if their bodies speak to us with any kind of trauma.” 

    “I’ll make sure to check up on them. Yes, they’re comfortable; I think they’ll be fine. Let’s 

leave them in peace.” 
 

    That was weird. I felt her pushing me and I’m like wide awake, but I’m not there, I’m here! 

    I know. Dreamer knows where we are I think. 

    But I don’t. 
 

    Without communicating thoughts explicitly Tree and Crazy decided to go fly around the party. 

Their intentions propelled them anywhere they wanted to go. They flew together like spiritually 

conjoined twins, pushing and pulling on each other to go this way and that. There was some 

sense of urgency to go somewhere, but they didn’t know where or why or how. Just about ninety 

feet up in the air they hovered and flew and looked down on all the people. 

    Let’s go to the stage and check out the Dead! And they were there, in an instant, in front of the 

stage. The exhilaration was dreamlike. The dream was exhilarating, but it wasn’t a dream; there 

they were, hovering above Pig Pen and the Grateful Dead, and how grateful they felt for the 

privilege of feeling so dead-like, how similar to dead or beyond they felt in this dream, for this 



certainly must be what it’s like when you’re dead. They watched as Jerry stepped to the 

microphone and sang the words; nothing’s for certain, it can always go wrong… 

    And just then, at that very moment, as they heard the music filtered through the ears in their 

bodies far off in the tent, delayed like thunder after far off lightning, a real crack of thunder split 

the air with an instantaneous lightning bolt directly above them and there, inside the break in the 

air, was an apparition, hovering just like they were. 
 

    What is that? 

  

    It looks like a bear. No, it’s a lion. An elephant. No, it keeps shifting shapes. It’s a skunk! Oh 

my god, it’s so cute and, it’s glowing! But wait, it’s human, I mean it looks human. 
 

    It was my animal spirit guide, Therianthrope and it was motioning to them to come closer, to 

follow it. Its eyes were large and translucent but there was warmth emanating from them. It 

seemed to be confused as to which animal it was, like a composite creature it was searching for 

an identity. Vaguely human in form, it kept changing and manifesting different faces but its eyes 

remained the same; large, beckoning and intense. They found it quite frightening at first, despite 

the warmth in the eyes, and briefly again their fears conjured up visions of scary-looking 

monsters, morphing inside this thing hovering in front of them. It grew horns and horrific leering 

mouths with sharp and dangerous teeth. But they felt a communication from this being and 

somehow they knew it was only their own fear and the dark side within reflecting back at them 

that made it look so frightful. With this insight, they now saw the benevolence in this glowing, 

feathery form. Suddenly it spoke, not in words they could hear, but thoughts, pure telepathic 

impulses that said, essentially: 
     

    Yes, you have passed that test, you understand, and we deem you worthy to enter the center of 

the universe. We have been attracted to your inner light. You have found the power spot. Your 

instincts were correct. You must be the chosen ones whom the Pythia has sought! I have been 

sent to find you and bring you through an old wormhole.  Follow me, I will take you to the 

doorway. Don’t be afraid. 
 

    Woodstock, the festival itself, had become a power spot, and the power spot of power spots 

was right here, hovering above the stage, where the energy was conducive to the meeting of 

spirits. Jason remembered Dreamer’s admonition to be on the lookout for animal spirit guides: 
 

    This must be what he was talking about, and it has come for us!    
   

    The morphing animal spirit seemed to settle on its form and took the shape of an owl and flew 

off into a dark void.  Jason and Daphne instinctively followed it flying effortlessly on pure 

thought energy. Up ahead of them and above towards the heavens they could see an opening in 

the clouds. They turned around to look down on the spectacle below then back up to the clouds. 

They could feel the pull, a power emanating from this clearing and they knew they were going 

somewhere and leaving this party. The hole in the clouds was swirling and opening up and the 

closer they got to it the stronger they felt its draw. 
 

    When they came into the whirling void of mist they beheld a most peculiar sight, a sight not 

often offered but to an exceptional few. A hole in the sky, a dark star whose intensity of 

brightness was beyond reason, a blinding eye surrounded by pulsing blackness so dark, like deep 



space, it had the effect of amplifying the opposite of what it was, like a negative photograph, the 

image kept reversing, making the star alternately black, then bright, then black again. The 

aperture resembled the eye of Osiris but then began wiggling and writhing in ill-defined shapes 

like a wriggling wormy spark of electricity between two conductors. They stared at it in 

amazement. 

    What is that? 

 

    It started to shift shape and became a more definitive symmetry. It looked like a crescent 

moon. Then it opened up, expanding outward into an orifice about six feet in diameter. Inside the 

undulating circle, multicolored lights swirled in a kaleidoscope and sucked back into a spinning 

vortex of unfathomable depth. 

    It was the shamanic tunnel, a wormhole entrance, manifesting before them. The doorway 

beckoned like a black hole mouth with a pair of eager lips. At the edge of its event horizon, they 

sensed a point of no return, a Rubicon of spirit travel. 

    From this star chamber of Isis, a beautiful coruscation, shafts of light like millions of laser 

beams streaked out from the opening. This otherworldly geometric quivering entrance was 

speaking to them and the more they concentrated on it the more powerful the feelings became. 

With the surf of the universe pounding in their ears it became harder and harder to resist, and 

they could not look away as hard as it was to look. This was the portal that Dreamer had spoken 

of, the interface between the ordinary and spirit world, both a doorway for those who are open 

and a barrier for those who are not ready. But the spirits had reviewed their intentions and could 

see they had attained a vital and natural power and were inviting them in. After all, this soul-

traveling stuff is not for the timid or the narrow. 
 

    They saw the owl figure in their peripheral vision and they felt comfort in its presence. They 

knew it was a helper of some kind to ease their fears. They looked at it and it appeared human in 

form with arms and legs but covered in feathers. Jason and Daphne, as one mind, sent warm 

greetings to the owl figure, reached out to touch it and felt its soft figurative feathers. Its eyes 

were gentle and large and they blinked in kind, sending vibrations of calm and comfort and with 

that their resolve strengthened against the fear, for this beckoning doorway was frightening in its 

beauty. 

    Then with finality of purpose, the owl humanoid opened its wings, flew into the doorway and 

disappeared. They hesitated a moment, sensing free will, then approached the doorway, came 

perilously close and were sucked through. They felt a slight resistance at first, as if penetrating a 

virgin membrane of ethereal tissue, then felt a release, popping through to freedom and 

immediately the sensation resembling falling, endlessly. 

 

Axis Mundi 
 

    I had been keeping track of them, waiting, observing their progress through the ceremony 

and its aftermath and I expected them. I thanked my Therianthrope and joined them at the edge 

of the Axis Mundi, determined to keep them close and guide them to the proper wormhole. For 

the unfamiliar soul, the entrance can be quite disconcerting. Birthed into a frameless frame of 

reference beyond anything any mortal including Einstein or Isaac Asimov could ever imagine, 

you fly with the universe, eternity becomes you, the racing light behind you, the speed of thought 

propels you. 
 



    Back in the tent, as the spirits catapulted away into the void, the bodies reacted with frothy 

dizziness. If there was a soul to take note it would notice the stomach in the throat, the shock, 

and remorse for the loss of the pneuma, the breath of life. 
 

    What the spirits experienced, that is perceived, with every sense available, a kind of ethereal 

touch, was everything from before the beginning to after the end simultaneously and repeatedly. 

It’s what we all see and it’s more than overwhelming to say the very least. It always is. Every 

time I go through this. However, for the newly entered, the panic of cosmic overload from the 

absorption of all-that-is-was-and-ever-will-be is quickly allayed when all worldly torment 

transforms into pure release. Fear or existential angst as mortals know it does not exist since 

death evaporates as a concern, suffering disappears with no flesh to feel pain, no blood for a 

heart to pump or rupture from the rapture, the meaning of life has no meaning as a philosophical 

question; there is no vantage point, or circular context of time, only the stuff of dreams, eyes in 

the back of your soul witnessing the birth of galaxies: 

     More perfect than the perfect meditation, the mind is flushed of all earthly clutter. With 

absolute clarity, the relentless advance of cosmos blows through you; literally breathless, one 

plummets through eternity, riding on the power of a trillion stars in this realm of spirits! 

     The two souls, aspects of one, in the here and now, reunified and merged with the source of 

all, all questions answered with instantaneous awareness and understanding, becoming co-

creators and co-destroyers of the multiversity. Together, we flew through this symphony of 

strings, searching for the sound, waiting for the wormhole to appear. We basked in the 

ubiquitous mathematical formula, listened to the music of the spheres, the roaring surf of the 

universe in our ears, and tapped in, following numbers into flow. 

     Ego dissolves here, as well as the id and the superego, identity remains fluid, a collection of 

quantum information; celestial nebulae perceive you as you trek across the stars. Of course, there 

are no words as we know them on earth, only a language of pure meaning, fluid thought directed 

with emotion interacting with sacred geometry, endless fractals, golden ratios, and cosmic 

syncretism of all there is was and will be. The quantum field recognizes the language of specific 

intent, the compassionate force of love, the fifth dimension that travels cross time; it is this love 

that guides you through the field, to the wormhole that you desire or the one that desires you. 

Without it, one risks losing identity and blending into Elysium, becoming dark matter particles of 

eternal bliss. 
 

    So, while we conjure up the wormhole in no time at all, we endure the unbearable blinding 

spectacle of all-is-was-and-will-be pummeling us with simultaneous all-time, a comet tail of 

ghostly wails trailing behind us in the solar winds: 

     Primeval thought seed impregnates fertile space birthing big bangs exploding from 

nothingness, expanding outward in wave after wave of stardust, the ylem substance from which 

all matter is derived coagulating into suns planets moons and the tiny spec…of us…evolved 

from the primordial soup the fiery molten earth having grown cold and cloudy, condensed to 

water where photosynthetic slime morphed and multiplied and crawled out onto the land, 

reptilian ancestors finding shelter in caves, brokenhearted Homo Sapiens mating with 

Neanderthals hunting and gathering learning to love and to hate from the lack of love dying 

violent deaths living tortured lives discovering fire, ambition and purpose growing crops rolling 

wheels building cities with divisions of labor struggles of class and masters of war who rain 

down suffering beyond the pale upon the people whose capacity for joy is sadly boundless whose 

inspiration produce civilized flowering achievements in art and architecture built on the backs of 



beautiful slaves from Cathay to Greece Harappa to Rome, from Stonehenge to the international 

space station and the hotel on Mars.        

     They could see it all, and all of their microscopic earthly lives, entirely, and repeatedly, 

wrapped inside big bangs exploding, collapsing over and over in a circle of creation and 

destruction, death feeding life feeding death, the snake eating its tail, in heaven as it is on earth. 

And every time that wheel came round, we climbed inside the human heart as it blossomed to 

glory and shriveled in dystopia, humanity’s anthropomorphically self-important sad glorious tale 

on parade. Yes, the Diaspora of the oikoumene is the story of my…many lives. 
 

    The wormhole was getting close, old friends and forgotten faces appeared and waved. An 

androgynous humanoid face floated by with wide eyes that saw them and said hello! Who was 

she? They saw Jesus and Muhammad having tea, discussing world affairs, adoring masses 

genuflecting in demented obeisance, and…they could still sense their bodies lying in the tent and 

now, if they focused, could still hear the music and the rain and the voices in the wind, but it was 

fading. 

     Now we hovered here, outside the planet, and taking in the blue sight of her and the pinhead 

field of Woodstock, on the northeast coast of North America…they perceived the monolithic 

trunk with its roots extending back down to earth. And out there the trunk branched into leafy 

canopies above them soaring into heaven. They knew they were traversing the world tree. 

    And I knew this was where the wormhole would appear and I would make my departure at the 

end, my escort a success. Forthwith strange phantom figures and earthly stimulations assaulted 

us; soldiers with spears and swords, an acrid smoke like a forest fire, the music of lutes and lyres, 

the smell of salty sea on the rocks, and we began to spin around the whirlpool, sucked inside the 

worm. 
 

    We hurtled outward from the branches into a focused region of the axis where the flavors of 

an ancient land began to coalesce. Tree and Crazy could see the end of the wormhole, the light at 

the end of this tunnel, they were headed to a time and place on earth, and somewhere they had 

been before, but never. They knew it was a long time before 1969, long before a legend called 

Christ, a man named Jesus ever walked the earth. But exactly when, and where? Well, I knew, 

but I would not be here long to retrieve a piece of me. 

    They plunged and plummeted and I followed behind, ready to let go, release them, swirling 

into this narrowing tunnel…their unified mind separated, their conjoined spirit jolted, stretched 

and ripped apart as they each felt a ghostly slam, an abrupt stop and individually became 

prisoners in one of two foreign human vessels. Suddenly the flowing river and the roar of the 

universe emptied into stillness. Jason opened his eyes. But they were not his.   
 

 

 

 

 



***   BOOK TWO   *** 

Arrival  

The refugee 
 

    The slave girl stopped dead in her walk when she felt the sudden jolt of incorporeal soul juice 

slam into her body. It knocked her silly, felt a bit like water in a balloon, sloshing and bouncing 

inside her, stretching her skin. She felt it but did not understand the sensation. Then she looked 

down at her hands. She noticed her slender fingers and skinny arms. Why am I wondering about 

my body? 

     Tree Man reeled at the sight; he could not fathom what he saw through new eyes as the initial 

stillness at the end of the wormhole flooded with corporeal reality and he adjusted to the sudden 

possession of pain, the burden of weight in a physical frame, enslaved by gravity again. It’s quite 

a shock. Being ejected from the wormhole as something so formless or asomatous as a soul in 

the void and sliding into a conscious meat suit, is, initially, a bit like jumping naked into a deep 

icy glacial pond with a ball and chain around your ankle, if you could imagine that.      

    He was looking at his own hands and they looked like the slender hands of a young girl! He 

started to touch himself to feel his body. He had little breasts; small blistered feet ensconced in 

worn leather sandals and…no package! He sensed a tight fold and inner warmth. He touched 

himself through the fabric and…he was not a he. I’m a girl? 

 

… 

 


